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Introduction
Already in ancient times the Greek had the knowledge about electrostatic charging of amber,
the resin of conifers, which was denoted by the Greek word electron (
ν
ηλεκτρoν). The first
realization of this effect is accredited to the great Greek philosopher Thales of Milet1. Never-
theless, the effect was not used for centuries until beginning of modern times in 18th century.
Since then our life was revolutionized by applications and devices based on the electric charge,
so that our contemporary life is unimaginable without this technology.
Especially the rapid development in the last hundred years has its reason in the compre-
hension of the underlying mechanisms. The cognition of the particle electron is of particular
importance in this regard. The name electron for the unit of the electric charge was introduced
by George Johnstone Stoney together with Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz in 1894
[Sto94, Sto95], closely followed by the experimental discovery of the electron by Joseph John
Thomson [Tho97] and Emil Wiechert [Wie97] in 1897. Motivated by the discovery of the
electron, Thomson developed the famous “Plum pudding model” of the atom [Tho04], which
was later proved incorrect by Ernest Rutherford and substituted by the “Rutherford model”
[Rut11]. However, this model could not explain origin and principle of the observed spectral
lines of different gases like e.g. hydrogen, for which already several empirical correlations had
been discovered [Bal85, Lym06, Pas08]. Therefore, Niels Bohr has advanced the “Rutherford
model” to the “Bohr model” in 1913 [Boh13]. In the “Bohr model” the electrons have dis-
crete orbits around the nucleus. Although this model achieved success, it could not explain the
abnormal Zeeman-effect and the fine structure of atomic spectra.
These phenomena could be explained by an eigen angular momentum of electrons, the so-
called spin. The half-integer electron spin was postulated by George Eugene Uhlenbeck and
Samuel Abraham Goudsmit in 1925 [Uhl25, Uhl26] because of spectroscopic investigations.
They have interpreted the spin as the fourth quantum number, which was proposed by Wolf-
gang Pauli [Pau25] beside the energy E, the orbital angular momentum ~L and its projection
Lz. This concept of an intrinsic angular momentum was very successful and could simultane-
ously explain earlier experiments by Albert Einstein and Wander Johannes de Haas [Ein15],
as well as Otto Stern and Walter Gerlach [Ger22c, Ger22b, Ger22a, Ste88]. Thus, the detected
1* ∼624 v. Chr.; † ∼546 v. Chr.
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2 INTRODUCTION
twofold splitting of a silver atom ray in an inhomogeneous magnetic field on the “Stern-Gerlach
experiment” in 1922 is regarded as the first direct observation of the electron spin.
Because many fundamental effects in solid state physics, like e.g. ferromagnetism, are spin-
related, the discovery of spin had one of the biggest impacts on modern physics. The new
degree of freedom, which is offered by the spin, is technologically used in magneto-electronics,
which is based on spin-polarized currents in metallic structures [Aki02, Aws02, Wol01, Zˇut04].
Spin-dependent transport structures based on the famous giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
[Bai88, Bin89, Gru¨86, Pat07, Pri98] or tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect [Jul75,
Miy95, Moo96, Moo95], like spin valves or magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) [Hir02], are used
e.g. in read heads of hard disks [Tsa94], magnetic field sensors [Dau94, Ton98] or magnetic
memory modules (magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM)) [Kat00, Par99, Teh00]
and challenge the conventional semiconductor electronics [Dau99, Har00, Hir02, Wol01].
MRAMs for instance have, compared to common semiconductor memory modules, the big
advantage, that they do not loose the stored information without being refreshed [Dre04].
Hence, electronic devices (e.g. computers) can be realized, which are immediately operable
after switching-on, without loading operationally necessary data from a permanent storage
into the random access memory (RAM). Because MRAMs combine the advantages of exist-
ing memory technologies (high integration density and low costs of dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), high speed of static random access memory (SRAM) and nonvolatility of
flash-memory) [Ino02], they have the potential for “universal memory”, replacing current mem-
ory technology.
Analogue to conventional charge-based electronics, where the contemporary information
and communication technology was only enabled by semiconductor electronics, crucial disad-
vantages of metallic components limit further progress. In metals the carrier density cannot
be changed continuously and metals have no band gap, so that they are unsuitable for many
electronic and all opto-electronic components. Adding the spin degree of freedom for main-
stream charge-based electronic devices has the potential advantages of nonvolatility, increased
data processing speed, decreased electric power consumption, and increased integration densi-
ties compared with conventional semiconductor devices [Wol01]. Furthermore, the proceeding
reduction of structural sizes in electronic components will soon result in a dominance of quan-
tum mechanical effects (especially the spin-dependent exchange interaction among carriers).
Compared with the spatial coherence of carriers, the spin is a relatively stable value and, thus,
potentially very suitable for future electric components. From these aspects arises the recent
big attention for the spin in semiconductor electronics [Ohn98, Wol01]. This new research area
is called “spintronics” and may denote the next evolution-step for electronics and can be the be-
gin of the age of spin-electronics [Win04]. It is envisioned that in particular merging photonics
with spintronics will lead to a multitude of spin-based multifunctional devices such as spin-light
emitting diodes (LED), spin-field-effect transistors (FET), spin-vertical cavity surface emitting
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lasers (VCSEL), spin-resonant tunneling devices (RTD), optical switches working at terahertz
frequency, modulators, encoders, decoders, and quantum bits for quantum computation and
communication [Wol01, Zˇut04]. Especially in the field of quantum computing [DiV95, Ste98],
where the required quantum mechanical two-level-system (the so-called qubit) can be realized
by the two possible spin-states of a particle with spin 1
2
[Ima99, Los98, Sas01], a big impact by
means of spintronic devices is expected [Aki06a, Aki02].
Successful incorporation of spins into the existing semiconductor technology inevitably
implies experimental possibilities to create spin-polarized electrons and currents respectively
(spin-injection), to controllably switch their spin-state (spin manipulation), to transport and
store orientation and/or phase of the spin-state (spin-transport, spin memory, spin coherence),
and finally to reliably read out the spin-state (spin detection). Good progress is already achieved
on spin-injection [Fie99, Oes99, Ohn99b] and spin-transport [Ha¨g98, Kik99]. Spins can be in-
jected2 in a semiconductor by several methods: Traditionally optical injection [Mei84, Oes02]
has been used, where the angular momentum of absorbed circularly polarized photons is trans-
ferred to electrons through spin-orbit interaction. As a light source is needed, this method is
unfavorable for electronic components. More desirable is electrical spin-injection, where trans-
fer from a magnetic layer to a nonmagnetic semiconductor layer was used at the beginning
[Gar99, Ham99, Ham00, Joh98, Sch00b]. To avoid mismatch between the layers, alternatively
doping of semiconductors with magnetic impurities was established [Fie99, Jon00, Oes99].
Semiconductors doped with magnetic ions are nowadays the most promising materials for
spintronic devices [Die94, Fur88a, Fur88b, Jai92]. Examples are well-known AIIIBV and
AIIBV I semiconductors like GaAs, InAs, GaN, CdTe, ZnSe, ZnO etc., which have metal
ions in the cation sublattice isoelectronically substituted by magnetic ions, like Mn, Fe, Cr,
V etc. This allows growing ternary alloys with a wide range of magnetic ion concentrations
up to 100 %. These materials are called diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) as opposed
to “concentrated” magnetic semiconductors. In the latter the magnetic ion is a part of its reg-
ular lattice, whereas in the former the magnetic ions partially substitute the nonmagnetic host
atoms [Aki02]. The ternary nature gives good possibility of tuning lattice constant and band
parameters by varying the amount of substituted cations. As first investigations were done
on macroscopic mono-crystals, predominate thin films [Deb81, Kol84b] and heterostructures
[Bic84, Kol84a] since the 80th. Nowadays it is possible to create stoichiometric compositions,
which are not stable as volume crystals [Dur89, Kol86b]. This progress in fabrication leads to
a rich spectrum of entirely new physical phenomena not accessible by bulk growth [Fur96].
DMS combine optical and transport properties typical to a semiconductor (narrow optical
resonances, high electron mobility) with features specific for magnetic materials (antiferro-
magnetism, ferromagnetism or paramagnetism) [Aki06a]. Most popular as magnetic ions are
manganese Mn2+-ions because of several advantages: Mn2+-ions can be incorporated in siz-
2Spin-injection usually means creation of nonequilibrium spin population.
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able amounts in AIIBV I semiconductors without considerably change of the crystallographic
quality of the host material, Mn2+-ions are electrically neutral in AIIBV I semiconductors and
Mn2+-ions possess a relatively large magnetic moment due to the half-filled d-shell [Fur88b].
Comprehensive information about the properties of DMS with Mn-ion is collected in several
reviews [Die94, Fur82, Fur86, Fur88a, Fur88b, Fur96, Goe88, Jai92].
If Mn-ions are incorporated in AIIBV I semiconductors, like (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se,
which are investigated in this thesis, a strong paramagnetism appears. Thus, the conduction
band electrons can be completely aligned already by weak external magnetic fields. But be-
cause of the needed magnetic field and additionally because of the covering of paramagnetism
by the thermic motion of the electrons at room temperature, DMS are presently unsuitable for
integrated components. Nevertheless AIIBV I DMS have also several advantages. On the one
hand they have good structural quality, sharp absorption edge formed by excitons, and show
strong band edge photoluminescence (PL), which allows one to apply the broad spectrum of
optical experimental techniques, in particular in magnetic field [Die94, Fur88b, Fur88a]. By
contrast, luminescence is poor in AIIIBV DMS materials, such as (Ga,Mn)As. On the other
hand they have the unique possibility to tailor electronic and magnetic properties independently.
Thus, AIIBV I DMS are very suitable for testing novel design concepts for spintronics applica-
tions and are nowadays widely used in this respect [Aws02, Fre99].
In DMS the carrier spin manipulation arises from the spin-flip exchange scattering of free
carriers on the localized magnetic moments of the magnetic ions. Formation of magnetic
polarons [Die83, Naw81] and a variety of exceptional strong magneto-optical and magneto-
transport effects originate from the strong exchange interaction of the localized Mn2+ magnetic
moments with spins of the conduction band electrons (s-d-exchange interaction) and/or va-
lence band holes (p-d-exchange interaction). Among the effects are giant Zeeman-splitting of
the band states, which may exceed 100 meV at low temperatures, giant Faraday rotation [Gaj78]
and Kerr rotation effects [Die94]. The magnetic properties of the Mn-ion system, which depend
strongly on the Mn concentration, play a key role in these effects. For example, neighboring
Mn-ions interact antiferromagnetically, which leads to the formation of high ordered clusters
and spin-glass phases at higher Mn concentration [Fur88a]. An overview about the basic prop-
erties of AII1−xMnxB
V I DMS, like crystal and band structure and magnetic and optic properties,
is presented in the first chapter of this thesis. Comprehensive collection of the data for para-
magnetic ions can be found in [Abr70] and references therein, and for conduction electrons and
holes in semiconductors in [Mei84].
The prerequisite of spintronic implementations in DMS is detailed knowledge about the cou-
pled systems of magnetic ions, lattice (the phonon system) and free carriers which determine
transport, magneto-optical and magnetic properties of DMS. The spin and energy transfer be-
tween the coupled systems, where spins are hold by free carriers (electrons and holes) and by
Mn-ions, controls the magnetization dynamics in DMS. Present state of knowledge on mag-
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netization dynamics in AIIBV I semiconductors with Mn2+-ions is given in the second chapter.
The focus lies thereby on the description of the coupled systems. Theoretical basis for spin and
energy transfer between the systems will be considered, which often can not be separated from
each other.
Access to the magnetization dynamics is offered by the impact of the Mn-spin system tem-
perature on the magneto-optical properties. As already mentioned, the giant magneto-optical
effects originate from the strong sp-d-exchange interaction between the localized electrons in
the 3d-shell of the Mn-ions and the delocalized s-type electron states in the conduction band
and the p-type hole states in the valence band. These effects are based on polarization of the
carrier spins interacting with the localized magnetic Mn-ions, which in turn are polarized by an
external magnetic field. As a result the magnitudes of the spectroscopic responses are propor-
tional to the magnetization of the Mn-spin system. Besides the strength of external magnetic
fields, the magnetization is determined by the temperature of the Mn-spin system, which can
differ from the bath temperature (i.e. lattice temperature). Therefore, heating of the Mn-system
can strongly influence magneto-optical and magnetotransport properties.
As internal thermometer of the Mn-spin temperature the giant Zeeman-splitting of exci-
tons (band states) is exploited, which is highly sensitive to the magnetic Mn-ions due to the
sp-d-exchange interaction. This allows studies in a wide temporal range from picoseconds to
hundreds of microseconds. To drive the Mn-spin system out of equilibrium with the lattice,
several methods are employed [Yak09]. The experimental approach via heating by means of
photogenerated (by pulsed laser excitation) or electrically accelerated carriers, which is used in
thesis, and the associated experimental setup for time-resolved measurements are described in
chapter three.
Concerning the magnetization dynamics, detailed understanding of dynamical properties of
the localized Mn-spins, namely spin dephasing and particularly spin relaxation is one emphasis
of current research. As the electric charge is a conserved quantity, which cannot be affected
by scattering processes for instance, the spin can loose its information - the direction of the
spin-vector, i.e. the spin polarization - in scattering processes [Win04] or due to spin-orbit
and hyperfine coupling [Zˇut04]. While the occupation of electronic spin states in undistorted
systems is given by an equilibrium distribution, is the spin polarization a nonequilibrium state.
The relaxation of the spin leads therefore to equilibration of spin polarization and, thus, is of
great importance for spintronics. The time within the spin polarization gets lost, is the spin
relaxation time. Typical values for spin relaxation times vary from less than one picosecond
for free carriers to years for some nuclears [Aki06a]. The fact that nonequilibrium electronic
spin in semiconductors lives relatively long (typically a nanosecond), allows for spin-encoded
information to travel macroscopic distances [Zˇut04].
First findings on spin relaxation in Mn2+-ions were already achieved in the 60th [Blu62,
Lam60], but on materials with very low Mn2+ content (x 0.01), where magnetic ions may be
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considered as isolated. In these materials different mechanisms of spin relaxation are important
in comparison to the magnetic semiconductors with much higher Mn content, which are actual
for spintronics. In bulk AII1−xMnxB
V I DMS spin relaxation of Mn2+-ions was investigated
during the last decade [Bin91, Far96, Sca88, Sca96a, Str90, Str92]. A strong dependance of the
spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times on the Mn content x and lattice temperature TL was
shown.
In this thesis spin dynamics in (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se and (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te DMS
quantum well (QW) heterostructures with a type-I band alignment are studied, where the
carriers are quantum confined. It is already well-known that the spin relaxation time of
free carriers (∼10-12-10-11 s [Cam01, Cro97]) is much faster than for Mn-ions (10-8-10-3 s
[Far96, Kel01, Kel04, Sca96a, Sch00a]). Thus, spin relaxation of the magnetic ion becomes
a bottleneck for fast spin switching in magnetic semiconductors [Aki06a]. Nevertheless, the
free carriers cannot be neglected, because the presence of free carriers (their concentration,
temperature and spin polarization) modifies strongly the efficiency of energy and spin transfer
between the systems of DMS and, thus, is of great importance for static characteristics and
dynamical properties of DMS materials. Especially the important role of free carriers in heat-
ing of the Mn-system, by its interaction with photoexcited carriers with excess kinetic energy,
and in the cooling of the Mn-system in the presence of cold background carriers, provided by
modulation doping, is established.
The studies are separated in three chapters. In the fourth chapter of this thesis, new results
on energy and spin transfer between free carriers and Mn-ion system are presented. Contribu-
tions of direct heating of the Mn-system by photocarriers and indirect heating via nonequi-
librium phonons are distinguished and their competition is discussed. In the fifth chapter
dynamics of spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) of magnetic Mn-ions in (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se and
(Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te DMS QW heterostructures is investigated and new experimental studies
on (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se heterostructures are shown. As the manganese SLR is of key impor-
tance for the dynamical processes in DMS, a number of studies have already been performed
for (Cd,Mn)Te-based heterostructures [Sch00a, Sch01b, Sch01a] with Mn concentrations not
exceeding x = 0.05.
Crucial for spintronic devices is the ability to tune the spin relaxation time precisely, as
the spin relaxation time is important in double respects. On the one hand spin polarization
must be conserved over long times and distances, if the spin shall be processed or stored in a
region, which is spatial separated from the spin-injector [Wol01]. Especially for the possibility
of utilizing spins as quantum bits for quantum information processing, long spin polarization
is needed. On the other hand short spin relaxation time is needed for fast switching between
different spin-states. For instance semiconductor lasers can be switched off extremely fast by
reorientation of spins [Oes02]. This very relevant topic is devoted the sixth chapter, before
the thesis is summarized in the last chapter. Especially for one of the biggest drawbacks for
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precise tuning, that the magnetization dynamics in DMS cannot be controlled separately from
the static magnetization, solutions via electric field control of the magnetization dynamics or
via the technological concept of “digital alloying” are presented.
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In this thesis QW heterostructures containing (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se are investigated. To
facilitate the presentation and understanding of the results, discussed in the following chapters,
it is necessary to give an overview about the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of
these materials in the first sections of this chapter. The crystal structure is described in section
1.1 on the basis of the binary II-VI semiconductors CdTe and ZnSe, which is due to the close
resemblance of the properties between the binary compounds and their ternary DMS derivatives.
This applies analogue for (Cd,Mg)Te and (Zn,Be)Se, which are used in some of the investigated
heterostructures.
In the second section 1.2 the band structure of wide-band-gap AII1−xMnxB
V I bulk alloys1 is
presented, starting in subsection 1.2.1 with the host semiconductors CdTe and ZnSe in absence
of an external magnetic field. Also here resembles the band structure of theAII1−xMnxB
V I alloys
qualitatively that of the nonmagnetic AIIBV I “parent” material having the same crystal struc-
ture. Because all investigated compounds have the same crystal structure, the band structures
are very similar, especially at the Γ-point. Calculation of the electronic states can be done by
the envelope-function-approximation [Alt83a], which describes the particular layers of a QW
structure by volume bands. The latter are described in the section for CdTe and ZnSe accord-
ing to the Kohn-Luttinger-theory [Lut56]. Subsection 1.2.2 discusses effects of incorporated
manganese ions, especially of the Mn d-electrons, on the electronic states. The impact on the
optical properties, due to intra-ion transitions in the half-filled Mn 3d5-shells, is considered in
particular.
The subsequent section 1.3 outlines the magnetic properties of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se.
Firstly an short overview about possible types of magnetic orders in solid states is given, which
is needed for the further understanding. In the second subsection 1.3.2 the case of free carriers
in the host semiconductor is considered. Pauli paramagnetism as well as Landau diamagnetism
occur if an magnetic field is applied. For the remaining section the focus is shifted to the pecu-
liarity of DMS, namely that an amount of the cations in the lattice is exchanged by the magnetic
ions. Starting point are the magnetic properties of isolated Mn-ions outlined in subsection 1.3.3.
Because of the insertion of Mn-ions, simultaneously localized spins and magnetic moments
are integrated in the crystal. The localized spins of the half-filled d-shell of the Mn-ions incur
two types of exchange interactions. The strong Kondo-like sp-d-exchange interaction between
the band electron spins and the localized moments of the magnetic ions influences strongly
the electronic properties. The Heisenberg inter-ion d-d-exchange interaction is weaker and
underlies the static and dynamic magnetic properties of theAII1−xMnxB
V I DMS. Both exchange
interactions are introduced briefly in subsection 1.3.4. Furthermore, the giant Zeeman-splitting
1A = Cd,Zn; B = S,Se,Te
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is introduced as consequence of the significant influence of the sp-d-exchange interaction on
the band structure.
The approximation of non interacting Mn-spins, made in subsection 1.3.3, is only valid for
very strong diluted systems (x < 0.01), so that the influence of the d-d-exchange interaction be-
tween Mn-spins is introduced in the discussion of the magnetic properties in subsection 1.3.4.3.
The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction can continued to be neglected. Furthermore, the mag-
netic phases in AII1−xMnxB
V I DMSs are addressed briefly in this subsection. Big importance
arises from precise knowledge about the magnetic properties, because they bear on the optical
and electrical properties of a DMS through the sp-d-exchange [Fur88a].
In section 1.4 the peculiarities of DMS QW heterostructures are described. AII1−xMnxB
V I
alloys are excellent candidates for these structures because of the tunability of their lattice pa-
rameters and band gaps, especially with regard to flexibly band structure engineering [Dat85].
In the section the effects of the spatial confinement on the energy bands, the density of states,
the spin-orbit splitting and the resulting selection rules are reviewed.
In the last section introduction into excitons in semiconductors is given. Both the free exciton
and the situation of excitons in QWs is described. Finally also the situation of quantized motion
of excitons in magnetic field will be considered.
1.1 Crystal structure of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se
Solid states in crystalline phase have a spatial symmetry, arising from the continuous arrange-
ment of the atoms in the crystal lattice. The materials, investigated in this thesis, are based
on the II-VI binary compound-semiconductors CdTe and ZnSe. The latter have the propensity
to crystallize in a variety of polymorphic modifications. In general, structures for II-VI semi-
conductors are hexagonal wurtzite and cubic zincblende (sphalerite) [Ave67]. CdTe and ZnSe
possess under normal conditions the zincblende structure [Yeh92].
In the ternary materials (Zn,Mn)Se, (Zn,Be)Se and (Cd,Mn)Te and (Cd,Mg)Te a small
amount of the Zn2+-ions and Cd2+-ions, respectively, is exchanged by likewise bivalent Be2+-,
Mg2+- and Mn2+-ions, respectively. Bulk crystals of BeSe exhibit the zincblende structure
[Wyc63], of MgTe the wurtzite structure [Kle51, Kuh71, Par71, Zac27], of MnSe the rock-
salt (NaCl) structure [Dur89] and of MnTe the hexagonal NiAs structure [Oft27]. Therefore,
the crystal structure of the ternary materials is dependant on the exchanged amount of cations.
The corresponding composition ranges and the upper limits for successful incorporation of the
magnetic Mn-ions are given in table 1.1. It is remarkable that such high values of x for the
Mn-ions in ternary alloys can be reached, although the crystal structures of MnSe and MnTe are
2Special epitaxial growth (e.g. molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)) enables the zincblende structure for
Cd1−xMnxTe with x > 0.77 up to pure MnTe [Zak95] and for Zn1−xMnxSe with x > 0.3 up to pure MnSe
[Kol86b].
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Table 1.1 – Crystal structures and ranges of composition of DMS ternary materials [Fur88a,
Fur96]. The upper limit on x is imposed by the fact that neither MnSe nor MnTe crystallize in the
zincblende or wurtzite structure.
Compound Crystal structure Composition range2
Cd1−xMnxTe zincblende 0 < x < 0.77
Zn1−xMnxSe zincblende 0 < x < 0.3
Zn1−xMnxSe wurtzite 0.3 < x < 0.57
neither zincblende nor wurtzite. For higher concentrations a mixture of wurtzite and rocksalt
structure was observed in Zn1−xMnxSe [Juz56]. In Cd1−xMnxTe even a mixture of zincblende,
NiAs and pyrite-typestructure was observed [Paj78]. In this thesis only samples with low Mn
concentration in zincblende structure were investigated.
The zincblende structure, which is schematically represented in figure 1.1, is based on the
cubic space group T2d-F4¯3m [Ave67].
3 It has the same arrangement as diamond and consists
of two face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattices. Contrary to diamond one lattice is occupied with
cations and the other with anions. The two lattices are displaced against each other by a quarter
of the space diagonal, so that every ion is tetraedrically surrounded by four ions of the other
kind. Each cation has four next neighbors of anions at the corners of a regular tetrahedron at a
distance of
√
3
4
and twelve next-nearest neighbors of ions of the same kind at a distance of
√
2
2
of
the edge length of the unit cell of one sublattice. The edge length of the unit cell is represented
by the lattice constant a0. In ZnSe the lattice constant constitutes 5.668 A˚ [Ave67] and in CdTe
6.487 A˚ [Bot81]. The lattice constant for the ternary materials a0,ternary can be calculated by
Vegard’s law
a0,ternary = (1− x) · a0,binary1 + x · a0,binary2 (1.1)
as linear interpolation between values of the corresponding binary semiconductors a0,binary1;2
[Den91, Fur83, Veg21, Fur96]. For a general characterization it is more convenient to calculate
Figure 1.1 – Unit cell of zincblende struc-
ture. The open spheres represent the metal-
lic cations and the others the semi-metallic
anions. The two sublattices are displaced
against each other by a quarter of the space
diagonal.
3T2d is the Scho¨nflies notation and F4¯3m is the crystallographic description according to Hermann-Mauguin.
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Figure 1.2 – First Brillouin zone of
zincblende lattice with points of sym-
metry. Points of high symmetry are the
Γ-, X- and L-point.
the mean cation distance d =
√
2a0, which is independent on the lattice structure [Fur88a,
Fur96]:
Cd1−zMgzTe : d
[
A˚
]
= 4.587− 0.030z [Bot81, Cam97], (1.2)
Cd1−xMnxTe : d
[
A˚
]
= 4.587− 0.105x [Bot81, Yod85], (1.3)
Zn1−xMnxSe : d
[
A˚
]
= 4.009 + 0.164x [Mad99, Yod85], (1.4)
Zn1−yBeySe : d
[
A˚
]
= 4.009− 0.366y [Mad99, Gal97]. (1.5)
Even the structure transition in Zn1−xMnxSe does not affect the linear relation of d [Yod85].
An important aspect for zincblende structures arises from symmetry. The Td point group,
which is a subgroup of the full spherical group O(3), contains 24 proper and improper
symmetry-conserving rotations. In contrast to monatomic semiconductors in diamond structure,
like silicon or germanium, possess zincblende structures no center of symmetry or inversion.
Hence, zincblende crystals may have different physical and chemical properties in different
directions. As a consequence zincblende crystals are piezoelectric [Ave67].
The inversion as symmetry operation leaves spinors invariant and causes, in combination
with the Kramers-degeneration against time reversal, that all states in absence of magnetic field
with Ψ↑(~k) = Ψ↓(~k) are at least twofold spin-degenerated [D’y71, Ell54a, Ell54b]. In contrast
holds in zincblende the general Kramers-degeneration Ψ↑(~k) = τˆΨ↑(~k) = Ψ↓(−~k) with the
operator for time reversal τˆ , which leads to loss of the spin-degeneration [LYV96].
On consideration of the reciprocal lattice of zincblende (figure 1.2), the Γ-, X- and L-point
can be identified as points with high symmetry of the Brillouin-zone [Bou36].
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The chemical bond between the metallic and semi-metallic ion in II-VI semiconductors is a
tetrahedral s-p3-bond based on the two s-valence electrons of the metal and the six p-valence
electrons of the semi-metal. The additional Be-, Mg- and Mn-ions, respectively, substitute the
group II elements on the cation places. Also these contribute with two s-valence electrons to
the bond. Because of the differences in electronegativity of the involved ions, has the bonding
of the sp3-hybridized atomic orbitals partly ionic and partly covalent character, depending on
the concrete material system.
Contrary to the lattice constants remain the bondlengths for CdTe, ZnSe, MnTe and MnSe
over the hole composition range of Zn1−xMnxSe and Cd1−xMnxTe constant [Bal84, Bun87b,
Bun87a, Pon90]. This can only mean that the real crystal lattice is locally highly distorted
[Kos93]. Balzarotti stated that the cation-sublattice is undistorted in first order and the structural
necessary alignment takes only place in the anion-sublattice, which abandons fcc symmetry
[Bal84]. Contrary to that shows X-ray data that both sublattices are microscopically distorted
[Abr85].
1.2 Band structure of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se
1.2.1 Band structure of zincblende semiconductors
The special properties of the band structure of semiconductors become obvious, paying regard
to the differences to metals and isolators. In metals the electronic bands are partly filled, so that
many electrons can contribute to high conductivity. Isolators have either empty or completely
filled bands, so that electrons cannot contribute to the conductivity due to the Pauli principle.
Because of the huge energy gaps (Eg & 4 eV) between the lowest empty band (conduction band)
and the uppermost filled band (valence band) of isolators, conductivity cannot be achieved by
thermal excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. At T = 0 K
this situation is similar for semiconductors. But, in contrast to isolators, semiconductors have
only small energy gaps in the region of a few eV. Therefore, electrons can be excited from the
valence band to the conduction band via thermal energy for T 6= 0 K [Kit05].
For many optical properties of semiconductors only the energy dispersion near the funda-
mental band gap is relevant. This holds also for the optical transitions utilized in the experi-
mental part of this thesis, which occur near k = 0 in the middle of the Brillouin-zone at the
Γ-point. Therefore, this part of the band structure is specified in this section. For a discussion
of the general band structure one can refer e.g. to [Lar88b]. Starting point is the carrier wave
function. This has to fulfill the Schro¨dinger-equation ([Ash76])
HˆΨn~k (~r) =
[
− ~
2
2m0
~∇2 + Vlattice (~r)
]
Ψn~k (~r) = En~kΨn~k (~r) (1.6)
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in the crystalline potential
Vlattice(~r + ~R) = Vlattice (~r) (1.7)
with the periodicity of the underlaying Bravais lattice for all Bravais lattice vectors ~R. Thereby
is m0 the free electron mass and Ψn~k (~r) the electron wave function in crystal lattice with in-
dex n and wave vector ~k. According to Bloch’s theorem, the eigenstates can be expressed as
modulated plane Bloch-wavefunctions
Ψn~k (~r) = exp
i~k~r un~k (~r) (1.8)
with the lattice-periodic potential un~k. The eigenvalues are characterized by eigenstates En~k.
Eigenstates for fixed n in solid states are called energy bands with band index n and wave vector
~k. The possible energy states En~k are filled with electrons according to the Pauli principle.
The energetically highest filled energy bands are called valence bands and the proximate band
conduction band. The energy difference between the energetically highest valence band and the
minimum of the conduction band is denoted as energy gap Eg.
Using the tight-binding-model in absence of spin-orbit splitting, the valence band is p-like
with orbital angular momentum of L = 1, which leads to a threefold degeneration. The con-
duction band is s-like with orbital angular momentum L = 0 at the Γ-point. Using the, in solid
state physics usual, nomenclature for irreducible representations by Koster [Kos69], the valence
band has Γ15-symmetry and the conduction band Γ1-symmetry. The dispersion relation of the
band structure is approximately parabolic in the vicinity of the Γ-point. As in zincblende the
minimum of conduction band and the maximum of valence band is at the Γ-point in the center
of the Brillouin-zone, the investigated materials are direct semiconductors. In materials with an
indirect band gap, like silicon or germanium, the maximum and minimum occur at different k
values, so that only phonon assisted optical excitations are possible.
Provision for the carrier spins and its coupling with the orbital angular momentum alters the
band structure. From the Dirac-equation yields the spin-orbit interaction [Win03]
HˆSO = − ~
4m20c
2
~σ · ~p×
(
~∇V
)
, (1.9)
which splits the valence band in states with total angular momentum J = L + S = 3/24 and
J = 1/2 at k = 0. Thereby, ~σ is the spin operator and ~p the electron momentum operator.
Via group theory these states can be described by an irreducible representation, corresponding
to the symmetry at the Γ-point, as a two-fold degenerated Γ7-state (J = 1/2) and a four-fold
degenerated Γ8-state (J = 3/2). The Γ7-doublet is called spin-off-band (so band) and separated
from the Γ8-quartet by the spin-orbit splitting energy ∆so. The conduction band is a two-
4S = 1/2 is the electron spin
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Figure 1.3 – Schematic representation of
the band structure of zincblende semicon-
ductors in the vicinity of the Γ-point in
parabolic approximation [Rud05].
fold spin-degenerated Γ6-band. As the conduction band is mainly formed by the s-like wave
functions of the atomic orbitals with L = 0 and S = 1/2, it has total angular momentum
J = 1/2. The valence band is based on p-like wave functions with L = 1 and S = 1/2. For
k 6= 0 the Γ8 states with Jz = ±3/2 split into two bands with different bending. Because of their
effective masses they are called heavy-hole (hh) band (states with Jz = ±3/2) and light-hole
(lh) band (states with Jz = ±1/2). The spin-orbit splitting arises due to the interaction of the
intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron spin with the magnetic field, generated by electron
motion. The magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting is known to affect the location of the lowest
hole levels in the valence band. Thus, any change in spin-orbit splitting affects the luminescent
properties of semiconductors [Lip98]. As the Γ7-band lies energetically about 950 meV and
430 meV, respectively, below the Γ8-band in CdTe and ZnSe, respectively, [Al-03, Wo¨r97], it
is nearly always full occupied at low temperature. Therefore, the Γ7-band has no effect on the
optical properties in the region of the fundamental band gap. Because of the weak coupling
between conduction and valence band, due to the wide fundamental band gap, the dispersion of
the conduction band can be assumed as isotropic and parabolic. It can be described similar to
the dispersion of free electrons E(k) = ~
2k2
2m
. To take into account the influence of the periodic
lattice potential on the carriers, the mass m has to be substituted by an effective mass meff :
Ecb(k) = E(k = 0) +
~2k2
2meff
. (1.10)
In contrast the dispersion of the Γ8-valence band is not isotropic and mostly described by means
of the Kohn-Luttinger-theory [Lut55, Lut56]. The valence band can be described by a 4×4
matrix containing the wave vector ~k in the second power [Kuh95]. By means of a Hamilton-
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Operator with the same symmetry, the energy dispersion can be derived from the condition
det(HˆΓ8vb − E) = 0:
E(~k) = − ~
2
2m0
(
γ1k
2 ±
√
4γ22k
4 + 12(γ13 − γ22)(k2xk2y + k2xk2z + k2yk2z)
)
, (1.11)
with the Kohn-Luttinger-parameters γ1, γ2 and γ3. These parameters are different for CdTe and
ZnSe and given in table A.4 in chapter A of the appendix. The different parabolic dispersions
of light-hole and heavy-hole band are given by this equation. Using(
1
meff
)
i
=
1
~2
∂2E(~k)
∂k2i
∣∣∣∣
~k=0
i = x, y, z (1.12)
results from 1.11 for the effective masses of the valence band states in [100]- and [111]-
direction, respectively:
m0
meff,hh/lh
= γ1 ± 2γ2 ~k ‖ [100], (1.13)
m0
meff,hh/lh
= γ1 ± 2γ3 ~k ‖ [111]. (1.14)
In direction of the axes results for CdTe meff,lh = 0.11m0 5 and meff,hh = 0.53m0 6 and for
ZnSe meff,lh = 0.27m0 and meff,hh = 0.81m0.
As already stressed in the previous section, the zincblende lattice possess no center of in-
version because of the two-atomic basis. But spin-degeneration of electron and hole states
requires spatial inversion symmetry (E↑(~k) = E↑(−~k)) and time reversal symmetry (Kramers-
degeneration: E↑(~k) = E↓(−~k)) simultaneously:
E↑(~k) = E↓(~k). (1.15)
Therefore, this bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) leads to removal of spin-degeneration, i.e. spin
splitting of the bands occurs already for k 6= 0 without external magnetic field B. The resulting
spin splitting of the Γ6 valence band can be described in third order in k by the Dresselhaus
Hamiltonian [Dre55, D’y84, Kai03]
HˆDresselhaus =
~
2
~σ · ~ΩBIA(~k) (1.16)
5see [Har89, Law71]
6In literature exist several different values for these masses ranging from meff,lh = 0.103m0 [Ben78] and
meff,hh = 0.4m0 [Cha88] to meff,lh = 0.15m0 [Woj79] and meff,hh = 0.63m0 [Woj79].
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Figure 1.4 – Calculated band structure of ZnSe and CdTe according to Chelikowsky and Cohen
[Che76]
with the spin operator ~σ and
~ΩBIA(~k) =
2γ
~
 kx
(
k2y − k2z
)
ky (k
2
z − k2x)
kz
(
k2x − k2y
)
 , (1.17)
where γ is the spin-orbit coefficient. The Dresselhaus Hamiltonian corresponds to a Zeeman
Hamiltonian with an effective magnetic field ~ΩBIA(~k), which depends on material, geometry
and wave vector ~k. The electron precesses, due to the effective magnetic field, with a fre-
quency proportional to |~ΩBIA(~k)| around an axis in direction ~ΩBIA(~k) [Kna96]. The splitting
∆EDresselhaus due to the Dresselhaus term amounts in polar coordinates to
∆EDresselhaus(~k) ∝ γk3 sinϑ
[
1− sin2 ϑ (1 + 2 sin2 (2ϕ))+ 9
4
sin2 (2ϕ) sin4 ϑ
] 1
2
(1.18)
with kx = k sinϑ cosϕ, ky = k sinϑ sinϕ and kz = k cosϑ [Rud05]. For ~k ‖ [100] is
∆EDressel(~k) = 0 and for all other directions is ∆EDressel ∝ k3.
The complete band structure of CdTe and ZnSe according to pseudo-potential calculations
by Chelikowsky and Cohen for directions of high symmetry is shown in figure 1.4.
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1.2.2 Band structure of zincblende semiconductors containing man-
ganese
The qualitative devolution of the band structure, pictured in figures 1.4 and 1.3, remains un-
changed for the ternary compounds (Cd,Mg)Te, (Cd,Mn)Te, (Zn,Be)Se and (Zn,Mn)Se, if only
a small amount of cations is exchanged with respect to the binary semiconductors CdTe and
ZnSe [Bec88]. Theoretically can the effect of the manganese atom on the band structure of the
host semiconductor be described in terms of an average medium theory, such as the virtual crys-
tal approximation, the coherent potential approximation or another appropriate theoretical pro-
cedure [Agg87, Gun89, Has83, Has88, Has90, Hui89, Lar85, Lar88b, Masˇ87, Wei86, Wei87].
In first order the changes of the band structure can be quantified as continuous transition from
the band structure of the host AIIBV I material to a hypothetic tetrahedrally bonded MnBV I
material [Fur96, Liu04, Wei86, Wei87].
Hence, the fundamental band gap at the Γ-point becomes influenced by the concentration of
the substituted cations7. The variation of the fundamental band gap with the manganese content
can be described by a linear dependence in first approximation [Fur88a, Kos93]. The relation
between band gap and lattice constant for several ternary II-VI semiconductors is shown in
figure 1.5. The small deviation of the linear dependence which can be seen in the figure is
known as “bowing” [Bec88, Tho67]. The effect of bowing is rather small in wide-band-gap
DMS8, so that the band gap energy for a given composition can be estimated by the virtual
crystal approximation (VCA) [Fur88a]:
Eg(x) = (1− x) · Eg(x = 0) + x · Eg(x = 1) = Eg(x = 0) + x ·∆Eg (1.19)
with ∆Eg = Eg(x = 1) − Eg(x = 0). Using the energy gaps of the binary compounds for
liquid helium temperature (T = 4.2 K), results for the ternary compounds
Cd1−xMnxTe : Eg(x) = 1.606 + 1.592x [eV] (x < 0.77) [Bot81, Hei86, Yod85] (1.20)
and
Zn1−xMnxSe : Eg(x) = 2.82 + 0.48x [eV] [Fur88a]. (1.21)
As in the AIIBV I “parent” material, the temperature affects the energy gap in DMS by a linear
relationship. The energy gap tends to open wider as the temperature decreases [Bec88, Fur96].
7This influence can be dramatic at higher concentrations. For example, in (Zn,Be)Se changes the fundamental
band gap to an indirect band gap (Γ→ X) for Be concentrations over 0.46. This leads to rapid degeneration of the
optical properties [Cha00, Slo06].
8In (Cd,Mn)Te bowing is even absent [Bec88].
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Figure 1.5 – Relation between lattice constant a0 and fundamental band gap in several II-VI semi-
conductors [Mac96]. The ternary compounds lie on the dashed lines between the binary compounds.
Apart from the bowing, an additional anomalous temperature dependence of the energy
gap at low temperatures can be observed in several AII1−xMnxB
V I alloys, especially strong
in (Zn,Mn)Se [Byl86, Byl87, Dio85, Gaj87, Ike68, Kol86c, Lee84]. This might be due to
second-order corrections to the energy of the band edge states, originating from the p-d-
and s-d-exchange interaction with the localized magnetic moments [Byl86]. This correction
can be a possible explanation for the peculiar temperature dependence of bowing in DMS
[Kos93, Gaj87].
An isolated manganese atom has the electronic configuration (Ar) 4s23d5. As already men-
tioned, the 4s2-electrons substitute the s- valence electrons of the cations, if manganese is incor-
porated in an AIIBV I lattice, and contribute therefore to the formation of valence and conduc-
tion band. Contrary the electrons of the half filled d-shell cannot contribute to the band structure,
but their effects superimpose on the band structure of the host semiconductor. The reason for
this is that the energy of the narrow band, originating from the ground state of the 3d5 electrons,
lies approximately 3.5 eV below the valence band edge (Evb) [Fra85, Oel82, Tan86, Web81].
The ground state e+σd is an orbital singlet. This cannot be further split by the crystal field
of the semiconductor matrix nor by the spin-orbit interaction. Solely the spatial extension of
the wave functions increases slightly because of hybridization with the p-bands of the host
semiconductor [Lee84, Lee86, Mor82, Ngu83, Tao82]. The position of the ground state is
rather insensitive to the host material [Fur96]. The corresponding excited state e−σd is about
3.5 eV above the top valence band in (Cd,Mn)Te [Wal89]. The reason for this energy differ-
ence (∆Eeσd ≈ 7 eV) between the states follows from the required changing of the number of
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Figure 1.6 – Experimental results for the variation of the energy gap in Cd1−xMnxTe with Mn
concentration for three temperatures according to [Lee84]. The measured peak (A) corresponds
to the free exciton. The concentration independent feature at higher manganese concentrations is
related to manganese intra-ion transitions. [Fur88b]
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Figure 1.7 – Experimental results for the variation of the energy gap in Zn1−xMnxSe with Mn con-
centration for two temperatures according to [Bec88]. Cross-hatched points originate from [Twa83]
and dots from [Kol86c]. At low x appears noticeable bowing. [Fur88b]
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electrons in the d-shell for a transition. Because of the parallel alignment of all five spins in
the orbital ground state, this would require an exceptional energy-consuming add of an electron
with an opposite spin [Has90]. In this respect the 3d5 orbit conducts similar to a complete shell.
Nevertheless, these states are very important in formulating p-d type hybridization mechanism
[Bha83, Has86, Lar85, Lar88b, Lar88a] (see 1.3.4.1, especially equation 1.44).
Dissociated from this transition are spin-flip intra-ion transitions. These do not change the
number of electrons occupying the 3d-shell, but flip the direction of some electron spins. While
the excited spin of a Mn-ion relaxes to the ground state, the neighboring spin becomes excited.
Such transitions are possible because the 3d-shell of the Mn-ion is only half-filled, which is
a peculiarity of AII1−xMnxB
V I compounds compared to binary AIIBV I or other II-VI ternary
compounds.
According to Hund, the 3d5 manganese electrons of a free Mn atom constitute in the ground
state a 6S multiplet with L = 0, S = 5/2 and J = 5/2. The higher states require flipping of at
least one of the d-electron spins. Dominant for optical properties are transitions involving the
lowest energy. Such states emanate from the ground state by flipping the spin of one electron
(S = 3/2). They are labeled 4P (L = 1), 4D (L = 2), 4F (L = 3) and 4G (L = 4), corresponding
to S = 3/2 and L = 1, 2, 3, 4. According to figure 1.8 the transition 6S →4 G has the lowest
energy.
The crystal field of the AIIBV I host lattice is mainly induced by the Coulomb field of the
four tetrahedrally surrounding next anions. Thus, it is not strong enough to break Hund’s rule.
The ground state remains the 6S state. It is labeled as 6A1 in group theoretical notation, as it
changes from the spherical symmetry of the free Mn2+-ion to the tetrahedral symmetry of the
crystal field.
The ninefold9 degenerated excited state 4G is lifted in a cubic crystal field and splits in four
levels: 4T1, 4T2, 4E and 4A1 [Abr70, Sug70]. As shown in figure 1.8, the 4T1 and 4T2 states
are lowered by the crystal field while the 4E and 4A1 states are energetically almost coincident
with the 4G state and practically unaffected by the crystal field [Gri61, Tan54].
In the free ion case transitions between the 6S and any excited state are forbidden by the
∆S = 0 selection rule and the parity selection rule. By placing Mn2+-ions in a zincblende
AIIBV I semiconductor, the first rule is relaxed due to spin-orbit interaction and the second rule
due to the absent inversion symmetry in the zincblende crystal lattice. The transitions become
allowed. Energetically favored is the 6A1 →4 T1 transition, which occurs at energies around
2.2 eV [Fur96]. This transition often governs the optical properties at high values of x. At higher
manganese contents also transitions with higher states can be observed due to broadening and
overlap of the states [Lan65, Mor84, Mor82, Tao82].
9The states of the free atom have a degeneracy of 2L+ 1.
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Figure 1.8 – Scheme of the lowest energy states of the Mn 3d-shell. Shown are three cases: on the
left the isolated Mn-ion, in the middle the splitting of the 4T1 level in crystal field and on the right the
splitting of the ground state 6A in external magnetic field. The internal Mn transition (6A1 →4 T1)
amounts to 2.2 eV. [Kel04]
The temperature dependence of the intra-ion transitions is qualitatively similar to the depen-
dence of the energy gap of the AIIBV I host material [Fur96]. More detailed information on
these transitions is included in [Abr70, Bal62, Gri61, Sug70].
1.3 Magnetic properties
1.3.1 Basic principles of magnetism
Magnetic properties emerge from the occurrence of a magnetic ordering in a solid state.
Magnetic ordering was theoretically postulated by Weiss in 1907 [Wei07] and quantum-
mechanically explained by Heisenberg in 1928 [Hei28]. Classically is magnetism not explain-
able, being a direct consequence of the Bohr-van-Leeuwen theorem. This indicates that mag-
netic phenomena can only have quantum-mechanical origin, since the magnetism of classical
systems vanishes in thermic equilibrium.
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Source of the magnetism in matter is the magnetic moment of electrons, which is induced
by spin and orbital angular momentum [Kit05]. Although nucleons also have a magnetic mo-
ment, it can be neglected due to the large difference in masses between nucleons and electrons.
Magnetic ordering is based upon a collective alignment of the magnetic moments of the atoms
of a crystal lattice. The moments are either permanent or induced. An alignment can occur
either spontaneous or enforced by an external magnetic field. Spontaneous occurrence of long-
range ordering arises from the competition of energetically favorable ideal alignment of the
spins (minimum of inner energy U ) and entropically favorable complete disorder (minimum of
entropy S). The relation between both values is given by the free energy F = U−TS. While at
low temperatures the inner energy dominates (aligned spins), rises with increasing temperature
the impact of entropy in form of fluctuations around the ground state. At the so-called order-
ing temperature prevails the entropy-contribution and a phase transition to an unordered phase
occurs.
Several types of magnetic ordering can be distinguished, which can be divided into two
groups. The dia- and paramagnetism shows no long-range magnetic ordering in absence of
external magnetic fields. In contrast occurs for ferro-, ferri- and antiferromagnetism a sponta-
neous long-range magnetic ordering, manifesting in a macroscopic magnetization for ferro- and
ferrimagnetism. As at zero magnetic field in dia- and paramagnetic systems the magnetic sym-
metry and the crystal symmetry coincide, causes the spontaneous long-range magnetic ordering
a reduction of symmetry. Due to the fact that time-inversion causes spin reversal, the symmetry
is broken.
The relation between magnetization ~M and magnetic field strength ~H establishes via the
magnetic susceptibility χˆm:
~M = χˆm · ~H = (µr − 1) · ~H = χˆm
µ0
· ~B (1.22)
with ~B = µ0µr ~H and the magnetic permeability µ0. The magnetic susceptibility is defined
as the difference of relative permeability of a material µr and relative permeability of vacuum
(µr = 1). The relative permeability is the relation between magnetic flux density B in mater
and magnetic flux density B0 in vacuum at the same magnetic field strength H: µr = BB0 .
10 The
five types of magnetic ordering are consecutively described.
1.3.1.1 Larmor Diamagnetism
Although diamagnetism is in all solid states existent, it can be observed only in atoms or
ions with complete filled electron shells. Otherwise the weak diamagnetism is obscured by
other types of magnetic ordering. In diamagnets a magnetic moment is induced by an ex-
10In accordance with modern literature, only B is consecutively used for the magnetic field.
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ternal magnetic field. The electrons precess in direction of the field and act against the in-
ducing field according to the Lenz rule. Therefore, the susceptibility is negative and small
(10−9 < |χdia| < 10−5) [Ash76, Ash07]. An exclusion are perfect diamagnets (superconduct-
ing materials), which have χdia = −1. Diamagnetism is temperature-independent [Sto¨04].
1.3.1.2 Paramagnetism
Paramagnetism exists in atoms or ions with partly filled orbitals possessing unpaired electrons,
so that uncompensated magnetic moments can occur. In absence of magnetic fields and long-
range interactions, the magnetic moments are distributed statistically. Hence, an average macro-
scopic magnetic moment vanishes. The magnetic moments can be aligned by an external mag-
netic field. The susceptibility of paramagnetism is positive and in an order of magnitude of
10−3 < |χpara| < 10−2 [Ash76, Ash07]. Three manifestations of the paramagnetism can be
distinguished: the Van Vleck paramagnetism, the Langevin paramagnetism and the Pauli para-
magnetism.
The Langevin paramagnetism appears for magnetic moments of atoms or ions in the ground
state. The magnetization is given thermodynamically for N ions in a volume V by:
M = −N
V
∂F
∂B
= n
∂F
∂B
, (1.23)
with the number of magnetic moments per unit volume n. The free energy F is defined by
exp
(
− F
kBT
)
=
∑
n
exp
(
−gµBB
kBT
)
. (1.24)
For low temperatures it is sufficient to provide only for the n = 2J + 1 lowest states. Therefore
follows for the macroscopic magnetization of free magnetic moments µ = −gµBJ without
interaction, i.e. the spins can be regarded as independent from one another, [Ash76, Ash07]:
M = −ngµBJBJ(y) with y = gµBJB
kBT
. (1.25)
In the equation is
g = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
(1.26)
the Lande´ g-factor of electrons, µB the Bohr magneton and BJ(y) the Brillouin-function. The
latter is described by [Ash76, Ash07]:
BJ(y) = 2J + 1
2J
coth
(
2J + 1
2J
y
)
− 1
2J
coth
( y
2J
)
. (1.27)
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For high temperatures and weak magnetic fields the Brillouin-function can be simplified, so that
the susceptibility can be described by the classical Curie law
χLangevinpara =
C
T
(1.28)
with the Curie constant C.
In contrast the Van Vleck paramagnetism is temperature independent. It arises from magnetic
moments of excited states. In case of non-vanishing orbital angular momentum J 6= 0, the Van
Vleck paramagnetism is about three orders weaker than the Langevin paramagnetism and, thus,
is negligible.
The Pauli paramagnetism finally arises from the magnetic moment of delocalized electrons
and, therefore, is important for metals. It will be described further in subsection 1.3.2.
1.3.1.3 Heisenberg model
The long-range interaction of magnetic moments is dominated by the exchange interaction
between electron spin and crystal anisotropy, which is based upon the spin-orbit interac-
tion [Kit05, Kru68]. The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction11 is, except for phase transitions
[Aha73], by factor 10-3 weaker and can be neglected.
Description of the crystal anisotropy is microscopically carried out by the one-ion-model
and the ion-pair-model. For the 3d-electrons in manganese prevails the one-ion contributions,
whose, with reasonable certainty sufficient, lowest order term amounts to
Hˆanisotropy = −D
∑
i
(Szi )
2. (1.29)
The constant D is named anisotropy constant. In three-dimensional isotropic alignments holds
D = 0.
The exchange interaction results from Coulomb interaction and Pauli principle [Ash76,
Ash07]. Description of the interaction yields the Heisenberg model [Hei28]:
Hˆexchange = −2
∑
i 6=j
Jˆij ~Si · ~Sj. (1.30)
The equation provides the contribution to the Hamiltonian by composition of two spin vectors
~Si,j by a quantum mechanical exchange integral Jˆij .
In isolators appears both, the direct exchange and the superexchange, as contributions of the
exchange integral. The direct exchange is based on the overlap of electron wave functions of
11Jˆdipole = 2
√
2 g
2µ2B
a30
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neighboring ions. For distant ions is the direct exchange negligible. However, by a nonmagnetic
ion the exchange can be mediated between the magnetic ions. This case is the superexchange
[Rad63].
The distinction of the types of long-range ordering is conducted by the contributions to the
exchange integral Jˆij .
1.3.1.4 Ferromagnetism
The ferromagnetic ordering is the experimentally first discovered long-range magnetic ordering
[Bar19]. The exchange integral is positive, so that the magnetic moments align parallel at each
other. The positive susceptibility (102 < |χferro| < 106) follows the Curie-Weiss law
χferro =
C
T −Θ , (1.31)
where Θ is the, Curie-Weiss temperature called, ordering temperature of the ferromagnetic
phase. With rising temperature decreases the ferromagnetism and passes finally into a para-
magnetic phase. This second order phase transition occurs at Θ [Nol96]. The order parameter
is the magnetization.
In ferromagnetic materials form regions of different magnetization, so-called domains,
which can be aligned unitary by an external magnetic field [Bar19, Wei07]. Furthermore, shows
the magnetization of ferromagnets hysteresis.
1.3.1.5 Ferrimagnetism
The peculiarity of ferrimagnets are two or more spin-sublattices, whose magnetic moments are
not parallel aligned. Different values of magnetization in the sublattices lead, even in the case
of two antiparallel aligned sublattices, to a resulting magnetic moment. Exchange contributions
within the sublattices (positive exchange integral contribution) as well as between the sublattices
(negative exchange integral contribution) have to be taken into account. If the exchange integral
for the contributions between the sublattices is bigger than the intra-sublattice exchange integral,
the magnetic moments align antiparallel. Ferrimagnetic materials pursue the Curie-Weiss law
and form domains.
1.3.1.6 Antiferromagnetism
In the simplest case an antiferromagnetic material has two sublattices, whose equal magnetic
moments compensate by antiparallel alignment. This is a special case of ferrimagnetism. The
lack of macroscopic magnetic moment makes manipulation and identification of antiferromag-
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netic ordering difficult. Antiferromagnetic ordering was postulated in 1953 by Nee´l and exper-
imental verified for the first time in 1960 by Roth and Slack [Rot60, Sla60].
The exchange integral is negative for antiferromagnetic materials. With respect to the di-
mensionality of the spin n, that means how many components i, j of the spin vector ~Si,j are
incorporated in equation 1.30, exist three possible antiferromagnetic spin structures: the one-
dimensional Ising antiferromagnets (magnetic moments parallel or antiparallel to easy-axis),
the two-dimensional XY antiferromagnets (magnetic moments aligned in easy-plane) and the
three-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnets (isotropic alignment of magnetic moments).
The temperature dependence of antiferromagnetic materials is similar to ferromagnets:
χafm =
C
T − TNeel . (1.32)
The antiferromagnetic phase evolves from a paramagnetic phase for temperatures below the
Nee´l temperature TNeel. As order parameter is the magnetization unsuitable, as it vanishes due
to the compensation of the magnetic moments. Instead, a linear combination of the magnetic
moments inside of a unit cell is used, which has to be invariant regarding the symmetry group
of the antiferromagnet [Ned65, Pas95, Sa00]. Since the order parameter gets zero approaching
TNeel, the phase transition is of second order. Domains in antiferromagnets are discriminated
by the different orientations of the order parameter [Bro93].
1.3.2 Magnetic effects of free electrons
Up to now unregarded is the contribution of conduction electrons to the magnetic moment of a
metal or semiconductor. Conduction electrons have two peculiarities: They are not spatially lo-
calized and they do not respond independently because of the constraints of the Pauli exclusion
principle. To solve the conduction electron problem, the classical theory of the free electron gas
is not a productive approach. Classically is expected that the spins align parallel to an applied
external field with a resulting magnetic moment ∼ N µ2e ~B
kBT
for N atoms [Kit05]. The moment
of an electron with spin σ = 1/2 and g-factor ge = 2 amounts to µe = µB(geσ + l), where
l is the free electron orbital angular momentum. However, this alignment is not allowed for
the conduction electrons, as most of the states with parallel spin are already occupied. Only
electrons near the Fermi energy EF can flip, so that the electrons contribute only partly to the
magnetization. Due to this consideration, Pauli corrected the classical theory by application of
the Fermi-Dirac-distribution [Pau27].
Qualitatively the situation of conduction electrons can be understood according to figure 1.9.
In absence of an external magnetic field, the free electrons fill the energy states equal for both
orientations of the spin up to the Fermi-energy EF . This follows from the Pauli principle. The
density of states accounts to D(E) ∝ √E. In magnetic field the orientation parallel to the
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Figure 1.9 – Density of states (a) without magnetic field and (b) with magnetic field. In absence of
magnetic field no spin direction is preferred. In magnetic field the spin subband with spins parallel
to the magnetic field direction is preferred. Hence, its energy decreases, leading to a majority of
electrons with parallel spin alignment. The resulting energy difference is called Zeeman-splitting.
[Sa¨n06]
direction of the field is energetically favored. Thus, the electronic levels of the spins parallel or
antiparallel to the magnetic field split by the Zeeman energy [Zee97]
∆EZeeman = geµBB. (1.33)
The magnetization is proportional to the number of electrons per unit volume with spin antipar-
allel or parallel to magnetic field. This can be expressed by the density of states D(E), whose
relevant variation occurs on the scale of EF [Ash76, Ash07].
As already mentioned, only electrons at EF change their spins, so that the susceptibility
depends on the density of states at the Fermi-energy D(EF ) [Ash76, Ash07]
χPaulipara = µ
2
BD(EF ). (1.34)
Contrary to the Langevin paramagnetism χPaulipara is only weakly temperature dependent, and
even for kBT  EF independent on the temperature. From this equation can be deduced that
the Pauli paramagnetism is considerable stronger in doped than in undoped semiconductors,
because at low temperatures the density of states at the Fermi-energy decreases and vanishes
for T = 0 K.12
So far was assumed that the electron movement is not influenced by the external magnetic
field. Only the paramagnetic effects arising from the coupling of the electron spin with the
magnetic field were considered. But also the orbital motion of the electrons couples with the
field, leading to diamagnetic effects. According to Landau, the diamagnetic moment for free
12The Fermi-energy lies between the conduction band and valence band at T = 0 K.
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electrons is one third of the paramagnetic moment [Lan30, Mis69, Pei55]. Therefore, the total
susceptibility accounts to
χLandaudia =
1
3
m
meff
µ2BD(EF ) =
1
3
m
meff
χPaulipara , (1.35)
where additionally the electron mobility is taken into account by the effective mass meff . It
should be mentioned that in doped semiconductors the diamagnetic Landau contribution can be
substantially larger than the paramagnetic Pauli contribution [Ash76, Ash07].
In effective mass approximation both contributions can be included to the Hamiltonian by
the following term
HˆB =
(~p− e ~A)2
2meff
·+geµB~σ · ~B, (1.36)
where ~σ is the spin operator, ~A the vector potential and ~p the electron momentum operator. The
first term corresponds to the Landau diamagnetism and the second term (the “Zeeman term”) to
the Pauli paramagnetism. The former is responsible for Landau-quantization and spin splitting
of Landau-levels.13
1.3.3 Magnetic properties of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se without Mn-Mn-
interaction
Magnetic properties of matter originate mainly from the magnetic moments of electrons. Al-
though nucleons also have a magnetic moment, this can be neglected due to the large differ-
ence in masses between nucleons and electrons. Responsible for the magnetic properties in
(Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se are the parallel aligned, unpaired spins of the half-filled Mn2+-ion
d-shell, which generate a magnetic moment due to their spin and angular momentum [Kit05].
In absence of magnetic fields and long-range interactions the magnetic moments are distributed
statistically, so that an average macroscopic magnetic moment vanishes.
As the ground state of the Mn-ion 6S has no orbital angular momentum (J = S 6= 0), the
Van Vleck paramagnetism can be neglected compared with the Langevin paramagnetism. Fur-
thermore, the electrons are localized, so that no contribution to the magnetization is given by the
Pauli paramagnetism. In this case the macroscopic magnetization for free magnetic moments
13The Landau term derives from the Lorentz force, which acts on a particle under a magnetic field ~B = ~∇× ~A.
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Figure 1.10 – Brillouin function for S = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2. [Aki06a]
µ = −gMnµBS without interaction, i.e. Mn2+-ion spins can be regarded as independent from
one another, results
M = −ngMnµB 〈Sz〉
= ngMnµBSBS
(
gMnµBSB
kBTMn
)
, (1.37)
with the number of magnetic moments per unit volume n = xN0. Thereby, N0 is the inverse
unit-cell volume. The z-component of the thermal expected value of the spin 〈Sz〉 is thereby
defined by
〈Sz〉 = −SBS
(
gMnµBSB
kBTMn
)
, (1.38)
with S = 5/2 for the Mn2+-ions. TMn is the manganese spin temperature and equals the lattice
temperature in equilibrium condition. The Lande´ g-factor constitutes for J = S gMn = 2
according to 1.26.
The Brillouin-function is shown in figure 1.10 for S = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2. In the limit of small y,
corresponding to high TMn, the dependence on the argument y is linear and, therefore, also
linear on T−1Mn and B. Contrary, for large y (low TMn) the Brillouin-function is only weakly
dependent on its argument and constitutes 1 in the limit of y >> 1. In the latter case the
magnetic ions are fully polarized by external magnetic field [Aki06a].
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In the limit of low fields or high temperatures obtains gMnµBSB
kBTMn
 1, so that M is linear in
B:
M =
χ
µ0
B, (1.39)
where the static magnetic susceptibility χ is of the Curie form
χ =
C0x
T
, (1.40)
with the Curie constantC0 = N0 (gMnµB)
2 S(S+1) (3kB)
−1. At low temperatures the magnetic
susceptibility is a nonmonotonic function of x. It has a maximum around x ∼ 0.14 [Ose80].
Apart from the effect of the manganese ions, the DMS host lattices CdTe and ZnSe are weak
diamagnets. Although weak, it has to be regarded in a quantitative analysis of magnetic data
[Kos93]. This happens by adding the diamagnetic susceptibility χd as summand to the static
magnetic susceptibility 1.40 [Ose88]. Especially relevant is the diamagnetic contribution for
very low manganese concentrations (x < 0.001)[Ose88]. χd values for CdTe and ZnSe are
given in table A.3 in the appendix.
Assuming an external magnetic field ~B parallel to the z-axis ( ~B = (0, 0, B)), the ground
state of the Mn-ion splits in six (2S + 1) equidistant sublevels,according to the z-component of
the total spin. These are given by
E = gMnµBmSB, (1.41)
with mS = −5/2,−3/2,−1/2, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 as depicted in figure 1.8.
1.3.4 Exchange Interactions
As pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, manganese based DMS have the peculiarity
of two types of exchange interactions associated with the presence of the magnetic ions in the
lattice. These are the interaction of the Mn2+-ions among each other (d-d-exchange interaction)
and the strong magnetic field- and spin-dependent impacts of the electronic band structure due to
the interaction between localized d-electrons of the Mn2+-ions and delocalized s- and p-orbitals
of the band electrons (sp-d-exchange interaction). The former determine the magnetic and the
latter the physical phenomena involving conduction and valence band states (e.g. magneto-
transport properties and magneto-optics), impurity levels (e.g. negative magneto-resistance,
magnetic-field-induced metal-insulator transition and formation of magnetic polarons) and ex-
citon levels (e.g. giant Faraday rotation). For deeper insight in these effects, which are not
described consecutively, can be referred to [Fur88b, Fur96, Kos93]. For the understanding it is
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very convenient to distinguish between an electronic system (the semiconductor s- and p-type
band states) and a magnetic system (the localized manganese d-electrons).
1.3.4.1 sp-d exchange interaction
Applying an external magnetic field to a nonmagnetic semiconductor leads to splitting of the
valence band and conduction band into Landau levels. Theses are further split into two sub-
levels with regard to the two possible orientations of the electron spin. If localized magnetic
ions are incorporated into the semiconductor, this band structure is significantly influenced due
to the sp-d-exchange coupling. Assuming a Hamiltonian Hˆ0 describing the situation in the non-
magnetic semiconductor, the sp-d-exchange contribution to the band structure can be expressed
by an additional Kondo-like exchange term [Liu61]
Hˆsp−d =
∑
~Ri
[
Jˆsp−d
(
~r − ~Ri
)]
~Si · σ (1.42)
for the Hamiltonian [Gał80a, Gun85, Myc81], where σ and ~Si are the spin operators for the band
and Mn2+ electrons, respectively, with the coordinates ~r and ~Ri, respectively. Jˆsp−d designates
the exchange coupling integral for the sp-d-exchange. The summation is over all lattice sites
occupied by Mn2+-ions.
To simplify Hˆsp−d two approximations are useful: the molecular field approximation (MFA)
and the VCA [Fur96]. Both approximations are possible, as the electron wave function is so
strongly extended that the electrons interact with a large number of Mn2+-ions. Thus, averaging
over several lattice position in both approximations is allowed. In the MFA the spin operator
~Si is exchanged by its thermal average
〈
~S
〉
taken over all Mn2+-ions. In the VCA the sum
over all Mn positions in the lattice
∑
~Ri
Jˆsp−d
(
~r − ~Ri
)
is exchanged by x
∑
~R Jˆsp−d
(
~r − ~R
)
,
where the summation is carried out over all sites of the fcc cation sublattice denoted by ~R, but
weighted with the Mn content x. The resulting Hamiltonian
Hˆsp−d =
〈
~S
〉 · σx∑
~R
[
Jˆsp−d
(
~r − ~R
)]
(1.43)
has the periodicity of the lattice and allows, therefore, to use the same wave functions as
the crystal lattice Hamiltonian 1.6. Thus, the modifications of the band structure due to the
sp-d-exchange interaction is determined by the values of the exchange constant Jˆsp−d. Thereby,
two different interactions have to be distinguished: the interaction between the d-electrons and
the s-like Γ6 electrons (|S〉), which is denoted by α = 〈S|J |S〉 at the Γ-point; and the interaction
between the d-electrons and the p-like Γ8 electrons (|X〉), which is denoted by β = 〈X|J |X〉
at the center of the Brillouin-zone [Gaj79].
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The size of the exchange interaction is influenced by two competing effects [Bha83]. Pos-
itive contribution is given by parallel (ferromagnetic) alignment of the spins due to direct
1/r-potential Coulomb exchange between the band electrons and the Mn-3d-electrons. Neg-
ative contribution is given by the so-called kinetic exchange, originating from the hybridization
of the 3d-electrons with the s- and p-band electrons and leads to an antiferromagnetic alignment
of the spins of the Mn-ions and band electrons. Because s-d-hybridization is forbidden at the
Γ-point by symmetry [Bha83, Die81], the parameter α for the s-like conduction band is only
determined by the direct ferromagnetic potential exchange. On the other hand for the p-like va-
lence band outweighs the negative contribution by the strong p-d-hybridization of the valence
band states the direct exchange contribution [Has90, Lar88b]. Compared with α, the parameter
β is, therefore, larger and negative. Generally, β can be written in two parts β = βpot + βhyb,
corresponding to the particular contribution. The value of βpot is approximately equal to α
[Bha83]. A parametrization of the p-d type hybridization mechanism can be achieved by the
Schrieffer-Wolff expression [Lar88b, Sch66, Sch67] with the band structure parameters intro-
duced in subsection 1.2.2, the hybridization parameter Vpd and the density of cations per volume
N0
N0βhyb = −32(Vpd)2
[(
e+σd + ∆Eeσd − Evb
)−1
+
(
Evb − e+σd
)−1]
. (1.44)
Experimentally determined values for α and β in (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se, which can be
achieved by comparison of magnetization and optical measurements of the Zeeman-splitting,
are listed in table A.8 in the appendix. It should be stressed that neither β nor α are sensitive to
the Mn concentration x.
In case of an external magnetic field ~B parallel to the z-axis ( ~B = (0, 0, B)), obtains〈
~S
〉
= 〈Sz〉 (
〈
~Sy
〉
=
〈
~Sx
〉
= 0) for the thermal expected value of the total spin of the ground
state in equation 1.43.
1.3.4.2 d-d exchange interaction
Calculation of the modifications of the magnetization 1.37 due to the interaction of the randomly
distributed magnetic ions is a very challenging task. In the Hamiltonian, the d-d-exchange
interaction can be taken into account by the following effective spin Hamilton-Operator [Lar89]:
Hˆd−d = −
∑
i 6=j
∑
α,β
~Si,αJˆ
d−d
α,β
(
~Rij
)
~Sj,β. (1.45)
Thereby, Jˆα,β denotes the exchange coupling tensor and ~Rij = ~Ri − ~Rj the distance vector of
both spins. ~Si,α and ~Sj,β , respectively, corresponds to the components α and β, respectively, of
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the Mn-spin i at ~Ri and j at ~Rj , respectively. The exchange coupling tensor can be separated in
a sum of three contributions [Kac01]:
Jˆd−dα,β = J
d−dδαβ +
1
2
(
Jˆd−dα,β − Jˆd−dβ,α
)
+
[
1
2
(
Jˆd−dα,β + Jˆ
d−d
β,α
)
− Jd−dδαβ
]
, (1.46)
with Jd−d = 1
3
TrJˆd−dα,β . Usually most important is the first isotropic exchange term, which can
be described by a Heisenberg-Hamilton-Operator [Lar89]:
HˆH = −
∑
i 6=j
Jd−d
(
~Rij
)
~Si~Sj. (1.47)
By Jd−d
(
~Rij
)
, which is denoted as coupling constant of the isotropic exchange interaction, the
overlap of the wave functions of the spins is displayed.
The second, antisymmetric tensor leads to the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange interaction
[Dzy57, Dzy58, Mor60, Ste53] and can be written for two adjacent Mn-ions in the following
way [Lar89]:
HˆDM = −
∑
i 6=j
~Dij
(
~Rij
)(
~Si × ~Sj
)
. (1.48)
Thereby is the vector ~Dij perpendicular to the plane, which is spanned by two Mn-ions and the
in-between lying anion. The pseudo-dipolar (PD) interaction results from the third, traceless
symmetric tensor [Kac01]:
HˆPD = Hˆeff − HˆH − HˆDM . (1.49)
It is important to mention that the repartition of the interactions into three parts does only define
the form of the exchange coupling tensor, but not any microscopic model.
In Mn-based II-VI DMS the isotropic part outbalances all others suchlike that the latter can
be neglected for most static problems [Lar88b]. The relevance of the anisotropic part arises
mainly from the description of dynamic processes, like SLR, which are discussed later in this
thesis. As the Hamiltonian is invariant against rotations, it commutates with each coordinate
of the total magnetization. Therefore, the magnetization of a system would remain constant
in time regime in absence of anisotropic interactions, like the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange
interaction or the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction [Sca96a]. The latter are the domination
mechanisms in spin-spin interactions between Mn2+-ions. Conclusions about quantity, prefix
and range of the isotropic exchange interaction can be made on basis of thermodynamical val-
ues, like magnetization M , magnetic susceptibility χ, specific heat Cm or phase transitions.
Four main mechanisms leading to spin-spin interactions can be distinguished from each
other: the Bloembergen-Rowland interaction (i.e. virtual excitation of conduction pairs of holes
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and electrons) [Blo55] and the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida-interaction (RKKY) (i.e. indi-
rect exchange interaction via electrons) [Yos57], which are one-hole-one-electron processes;
the double exchange [Zen51], which is based on two-electronprocess; and the superexchange
[And50a, And59], which is based on two-hole processes [Kac01]. In Mn-based II-VI DMS the
superexchange is dominant. All other mechanisms contribute only by approximately 5 % to the
spin-spin interactions [Lar85]. More detailed overview on the different exchange interactions
in DMS is given in [Kac01].
The dominant isotropic Heisenberg superexchange relies on coupling of two adjacent
Mn-ions by virtual hopping-processes via the 4p-orbitals of the intermediate anions [Lar85,
Lar88b, Lar88a]. It is induced by p-d-hybridization. Thus, it can be considered as being me-
diated by the sp-d-exchange process14. This accounts for the fact that the parameters α and β
are considerably larger than the coupling constant Jd−d [Fur96]. Therefore, formulation of the
superexchange can be made with the same band structure parameters as βhyp [Fur88a, Lar88b]:
Jd−d
(
~Rij
)
= −2(Vpd)4
[(
e+σd + ∆Eeσd − Evb
)−2 (
∆Eeσd
)−1
+(
e+σd + ∆Eeσd − Evb
)−3]
f(r). (1.50)
The dimensionless function f(r) with r ≡ Rij
a0
accounts for the spatial dependence of the cou-
pling constant Jd−d
(
~Rij
)
and is well described by a Gaussian decay [Kos93]. This is due to
the fact that the d-d-exchange interaction is primarily a nearest-neighbor interaction.
Experimental access to the exchange constant of Mn-ions on direct adjacent cation positions
JNN is given by measurements of magnetization or optical splitting of the band-edge exciton
at low temperatures [Agg85, Sha86, Sha87]. For high magnetic fields (B > 10 T) shows the
magnetization a striking steplike distribution as function of magnetic field [Sha84]. This can
be ascribed to prising of the antiferromagnetic coupled spins of adjacent neighbors. It should
be stressed in this context that the amplitude of the steps decreases with falling Mn content
[Lar86]. This traces back to the fact that the probability for the existence of antiferromagneti-
cally coupled Mn-ion pairs is decreasing with falling Mn concentration.
Description of a pair of two adjacent Mn-ions in magnetic field is given by the Hamilton-
Operator [Nag80]
Hˆ = −2JNN ~S1~S2 − gMnµB (Sz1 + Sz2)B. (1.51)
14It can be regarded as a twofold step of the same hybridization process.
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Figure 1.11 – Energy level
scheme of an interacting Mn2+-
ion pair as functions of mag-
netic field. Only the ground and
three excited states are shown.
The parameter ST is the total
spin for a pair. The magne-
tization steps in high magnetic
fields, shown in the lower part
of the figure, reflect the cross-
ing of the lowest energy levels.
For clarity the relative size of
the steps is overdrawn. [Fur87b]
The spin of the Mn-ions couples thereby to the total spin ~S with 0 ≤ S ≤ 5, whereas each
state is (2S + 1)-fold degenerated at zero field. Thus, for S1 = S2 = 5/2 the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian arise to
E = −JNN
((
S (S + 1)− 35
2
)
− gMnµBmB
)
, (1.52)
where−S ≤ m ≤ S is the magnetic quantum number. From 1.52 follows that the antiferromag-
netic singlet ground state with S = 0 has the lowest energy until gMnµBmB = 2JNNS (S + 1).
As long as this condition is valid, no pairs contribute to the total magnetization. Thereafter
the states with S = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and m < 0 have the lowest energetic state. Once one of this
states becomes the ground state, immediately all pairs contribute to the magnetization, which
leads to the escalating of the magnetization in five steps, shown in figure 1.11. Experimental
determination of magnetic field strengths, at which the magnetization steps occur, enables to ac-
quire the exchange constant of nearest-neighbors JNN and also for the coupling constants of the
next-to-nearest-neighbors JNNN. The latter are also antiferromagnetic coupled. In (Zn,Mn)Se
results JNN/kB = -12.6 K [Sha87] and in (Cd,Mn)Me JNN/kB = -6.3 K [Agg85, Lar86] and
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JNNN/kB = -1.1 K [Wan90]. The ratio between the next-nearest- and nearest-neighbors is of
about one order of magnitude weaker and, therefore, the principal reason for the type-III anti-
ferromagnetic arrangement of the spins [And50b, Kos93], which was clearly observed in neu-
tron diffraction studies [Gie88]. In type-III antiferromagnetism occur antiferromagnetic ordered
clusters in the vicinity of several magnetic ions. The clusters grow with decreasing temperature
and, finally, fill out the solid state completely [Fur88a].
Another estimate for the coupling constants of the next-to-nearest-neighbors can be obtained
from JNN and the effective exchange integral J1 15. According to [Lew88] yields, in good agree-
ment with the precedent values, J2/kB = -3.0 K in (Zn,Mn)Se and J2/kB = -1.2 K in (Cd,Mn)Te.
For the fifth and sixth neighbors a ferromagnetic exchange interaction was determined by per-
turbation theory calculations [Yu92].
Alternatively to this high field magnetization measurements, by inelastic neutron scattering
[Cor86, Gie84, Gie87, Gie90], Raman scattering [Bar87] and low field magnetic susceptibility
[Spa86] a variety of further techniques for measuring the exchange constant exists.
1.3.4.3 Magnetic properties of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se with Mn-Mn interactions
The approximation of not interacting Mn-spins, assumed in the previous subsection (1.3.3), is
only valid in strong diluted systems (x < 0.01), where the Mn-ions can be regarded as isolated.
The probability of isolated atoms with no nearest magnetic neighbors decreases, and the number
of Mn-ions being member of clusters increases, with rising Mn content16. For arbitrary x first
of all the d-d-exchange interaction of the Mn-electrons among themselves has to be taken into
consideration, so that the magnetization cannot be expressed by the standard Brillouin-function
any longer. However, at low magnetic fields the magnetization M remains linear in B, as in
the diluted case, so that it is possible to define a static magnetic susceptibility χ. Experimental
measurements show a classical Curie-Weiss behavior at high temperatures [Ose82, Spa86]17
χ =
C0x
T −Θ(x) =
C0x
T −Θ0x, (1.53)
with the negative Curie-Weiss temperature Θ0 = − 23kBS(S + 1)
∑
n znJn, where zn denotes
the number of the nth neighbors and Jn the corresponding Heisenberg exchange constants
[Kos93]. The Curie-Weiss temperature accounts for (Cd,Mn)Te Θ0 = -470 ± 34 K [Spa86]
and for (Zn,Mn)Se Θ0 = -956 ± 50 K [Lew88].
15The effective exchange integral J1 is determined from the Curie-Weiss temperature (see equation 1.53),
neglecting terms n ≥ 2. Therefore it is absolutely larger than the true nearest-neighbor exchange constant JNN. In
the case of nearest-neighbors and S = 5/2 the Curie-Weiss temperature is reduced to Θ(x) = −70xJ1/kB.
16For further information about the probability of the occurrence of clusters and the corresponding spin Hamil-
tonian can be referred to [Kre65, Nag80].
17The last term is only valid in linear approximation, taking into account only nearest-neighbors.
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Figure 1.12 – Magnetic phase
diagram of Cd1−xMnxTe. The
magnetic phases depend on x
and T . The phase boundary is
based on the occurrence of a
characteristic cusp in the tem-
perature variation of the static
magnetic susceptibility. The
paramagnetic phase occurs at
high temperatures and low Mn
concentrations. At low temper-
atures and high Mn concentra-
tions the frozen spin-glass phase
is prevalent. The data points are
taken from [Yak98] (data a and
b), [Aws87a] (data c), [Saw94]
(data d), [Pie95] (data e) and
[Nov86] (phase transition).
At low temperatures a departure from this law in form of a characteristic cusp in the temper-
ature variation of the static magnetic susceptibility at a critical temperature Tg was experimen-
tally detected [Esc82, Gał80b, Nag80, Ose80, Ose81, Ose82, Ose85, Son76, Son77b, Spa86].
By this cusp, and additionally by a linear temperature dependence of the specific heat at Tg
[Kha81] and remanence effects and irreversible behavior of the magnetization below Tg [Gra80,
Ose82], a phase transition from the high-temperature paramagnetic phase to a low-temperature
frozen phase is evidenced [Bra84, Jon87, Gał80b, Mau90, Ose82, Twa86]. Although the tem-
perature of the phase transition decreases with decreasing manganese content, the phase tran-
sition occurs even in the limit x → 0 [Bra84, Jon87, Nov81, Nov84, Nov85, Nov86, Twa86].
This is an evidence that also next-to-nearest-neighbor and higher interactions are important
(summands with n ≥ 2 in ∑n znJn). From neutron diffraction experiments is known that the
low-temperature frozen phase exhibits no long range magnetic ordering [Dol82, Gaj79, Gie82]
and is macroscopically disordered. This indicates a spin-glass phase with the possibility of
short-range antiferromagnetic clusters. Characteristic for spin-glass is that the magnetization
depends on the magnetic history. This means the magnetization is different, depending on
whether the DMS was cooled down in vanishing or finite magnetic field [Ket81, Kie84]. The
formation of the spin-glass phase is ascribed to the d-d-exchange interaction and the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction [Nov86]. Magnetic phases diagram for Cd1−xMnxTe is given in figure
1.12.
Although for the three discussed cases (low x, high x and high T , high x and low T ) subsists
different characteristics, the behavior of the magnetization versus magnetic field strength is
qualitatively similar to the Brillouin-function. Nevertheless, because of the strong interaction
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between the Mn2+-ions, the effective spin occurring in the antiferromagnetic clusters, reduces
the expected value of the total spin and the alignment of spins by an external magnetic field is
hindered (higher saturation field for the magnetization). To include these effects, two empirical
parameters Seff and T0 are introduced to modify equation 1.38 [Gaj79]:
〈Sz〉 = −SeffBS
(
gMnµBSB
kB(T + T0)
)
. (1.54)
Seff is called effective spin (Seff < S) and T0 antiferromagnetic temperature (T0 ≥ 0). The
latter is typically substituted by the effective temperature Teff = T +T0. For small x, where the
antiferromagnetic coupling between the nearest-neighbors is dominant, these parameters can be
physically interpreted. n · Seff is the saturation magnetization for the alignment of the spins of
the nearest-neighbor-clusters, which are in the energetically favorable antiferromagnetic con-
figuration without external magnetic field [Sha90]. The value S = 5
2
for the Mn2+-ion spin
is only valid for isolated spins. The antiferromagnetic temperature T0 regards the long-range
interaction, which act against this alignment [Lar86].
From experimental data for (Cd,Mn)Te [Oss93, Yak95] and (Zn,Mn)Se [Yu95, Zeh98],
shown in figure 1.13, can be obtained that both parameters depend on the manganese con-
centration x. The functional dependence for (Zn,Mn)Se is given by
Seff = −0.804 + 0.364
x+ 0.109
(1.55)
T0 = 47.2x− 281x2 + 714x3 [K] (1.56)
[Kel01]18 and for (Cd,Mn)Te by
Seff = 0.017 + 0.595 · exp
( −x
0.025
)
+ 1.841 · exp
( −x
0.185
)
(1.57)
T0 = 43.38x [K] (1.58)
[Oss93].
By insertion of 1.54 is the magnetization 1.37 modified to:
M = ngMnµBSeffBS
(
gMnµBSB
kBTeff
)
. (1.59)
This equation is only valid up to B ≈ 10 T. The, in 1.3.4.2 mentioned and explained, steplike
behavior at very high fields cannot be described by 1.59. Beside the gradual distribution, the
Zeeman-splitting shows a linear rise, which can be seen clearly for fields above 20 T. This is
due to formation of clusters of multiple (≥ 3) antiferromagnetic coupled Mn-ions and spin-flip
transitions within these clusters. Several models are proposed including these effects [Hei87,
18In [Kel01] the equation for Seff has a leading-sign error.
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Figure 1.13 – The dependencies of the phenomenological parameters Seff and T0 on the Mn
concentration for (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se. The data for (Zn,Mn)Se are taken from [Kel01, Yu95]
and for (Cd,Mn)Te from [Aki06a].
Nic95]. As these effects are relevant for fields exceeding the magnetic fields used in this thesis,
it is sufficient to use equation 1.59 for further considerations.
1.3.4.4 Giant Zeeman-splitting
The major consequence of the sp-d-exchange is the modification of the band structure in pres-
ence of external magnetic fields. Paramagnetic DMS have spin splittings with values being
much larger than expected by the regular Zeeman term. This is called giant Zeeman-splitting.
For a general case of a parabolic conduction band, the eigenenergies of the electrons in the
lth Landau level can be represented by [Fur88a]19,20
El (ms) = Eg + ELandau(l) + EZeeman(ms) + EgiantZeeman(ms)
= Eg + ~ωc(l +
1
2
) +ms (geµBB −N0xα 〈Sz〉) , (1.60)
where l = 0, 1, 2 . . . is the Landau quantum number21, ms = ±12 the z-component of the
electron spin, ωc the cyclotron frequency and g∗e the g-factor, obtained by solving Hˆ0 of the
19The case of an external magnetic field ~B parallel to the z-axis ( ~B = (0, 0, B)) is assumed.
20The eigenenergies for the sp-d-exchange were achieved in first order perturbation theory from equation 1.43.
21Derivation of the Landau energy is given in subsection 1.4.6.
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nonmagnetic semiconductor, i.e. without the correction due to sp-d-exchange interaction. More
convenient is the definition of an effective g-factor including the sp-d-exchange effect [Fur88a]
El (ms) = Eg + ~ωc(l +
1
2
) +msg
eff
e µBB, (1.61)
where the effective g-factor is defined as [Dat85, Fur88a]
geffe = ge −N0x
α 〈Sz〉
µBB
. (1.62)
Analogue results for light and heavy hole [Fur96]
geffhh = ghh −N0x
β 〈Sz〉
µBB
(1.63)
gefflh = glh +
1
3
N0x
β 〈Sz〉
µBB
. (1.64)
The geffi (i = e, lh, hh) are by two orders of magnitude larger than that in nonmagnetic semi-
conductors (geff ∼ 50) and leads therefore to extremely huge splittings of the order of 100 meV
and more [Aki06a].
In wide-band-gap AII1−xMnxB
V I compounds the g-factors geffi are of the order of unity and
the effective masses meff are large. Therefore, spin splitting predicted by ordinary sp-band
theory (Zeeman term geµBmsB in 1.60) and also orbital Landau splitting (~ωc(l + 12) in 1.60)
are much weaker than the splitting due to Hˆsp−d, except for very low Mn concentrations. This
is shown in figure 1.14 for the splitting of conduction and valence band. In absence of magnetic
ions dominates the Landau contribution ELandau = ~ωec(le + 12)− ~ωhc (lh + 12) (figure 1.14(a)).
For small Mn-ion concentrations additional significant influence of the giant Zeeman-splitting
contribution EgiantZeeman = xN0 〈Sz〉 (msα − 13mjβ) occurs (figure 1.14(b)). For Mn-ion
concentrations above x = 0.02, the giant Zeeman-splitting contribution is dominant (figure
1.14(c)). Consequently, the terms involving ~ωc and gi can be neglected [Fur88a, Kos93]22.
Hence, the splitting for conduction and valence band can be simplified23:
∆EΓ6 = xN0α 〈Sz〉ms with ms = ±
1
2
, (1.65)
∆EΓ8 =
1
3
xN0β 〈Sz〉mj with mj = ±1
2
(lh),±3
2
(hh). (1.66)
22At high magnetic fields (B > 10 T) saturates the giant Zeeman-splitting, so that the conventional Zeeman
term becomes important. Because of the opposite sign of both effects, the splitting in this region decreases.
Nevertheless, the approximation is valid in this thesis, because the magnetic field does not come up to the needed
high values.
23Due to the exchange interaction, E(~k) is anisotropic [Gaj78]. The equations 1.65 and 1.66 hold only for
~k ‖ ~B.
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Figure 1.14 – Competition between Landau level energyELandau = ~ωec(le+ 12)−~ωhc (lh+ 12) and
giant Zeeman-splitting energy EgiantZeeman = xN0 〈Sz〉 (msα− 13mjβ) for different Mn concen-
trations in magnetic field, shown exemplary for the valence band and conduction band contributions
in Cd1−xMnxTe. (a) For x = 0 dominates the Landau contribution. (b) For x = 0.001 the Landau
splitting as well as the giant Zeeman-splitting influence significantly the band structure. (c) For
x = 0.02 dominates the giant Zeeman-splitting. The saturation of the giant Zeeman-splitting with
increasing field can be seen very clearly, while ELandau and EZeeman = msgeµBB − 13ghmjµBB
increase linearly. Direction of the spin is given by the grey arrows. For the calculation the respective
values for Seff and T0 were calculated according to equations 1.57 and 1.58. [Sa¨n06]
The resulting giant Zeeman-splitting of the Γ6 conduction band in two and the Γ8 valence band
in four spin levels is depicted in figure 1.15. The degeneracy of the bands is totally lifted. This
situation is qualitatively similar to spin splitting in nonmagnetic semiconductors, which is due to
the fact that the Hamiltonian 1.43 has a form identical to the spin part of HˆB (1.36). Combined
with the cognition that the parameter β is larger and negative compared with α, results from
equations 1.65 and 1.66 that the splitting of the heavy-hole is considerably larger and opposite
in sign than of the conduction and light-hole band.
The electric-dipole-allowed one-photon transitions for linear polarization parallel to the mag-
netic field (∆mj = 0 (pi)) and for the two circular polarizations rotating transverse to the mag-
netic field (∆mj = ±1 (σ+ and σ−)) are also shown in figure 1.15. The first can be observed
in Voigt geometry ( ~B ⊥ ~k), the latter in Faraday geometry ( ~B ‖ ~k). Most important are the
heavy-hole transitions between the band-edge states denoted by a and d in the figure, which are
significantly stronger than the light-hole transitions c and b. The selection rules, governing the
transitions between the levels, remain the same, compared with nonmagnetic semiconductors.
It can be seen that the Zeeman-splitting closely resembles the magnetization of a paramagnet.
This can be deduced from the linear relationship between Zeeman-splitting and magnetization
in terms of 〈Sz〉 in the equations 1.65 and 1.66. From the presence of 〈Sz〉 (compare 1.38)
follows, in turn, that the giant Zeeman-splitting is non-linear in B and strongly dependent on
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Figure 1.15 – Schematic picture of the giant Zeeman-splitting of the conduction band (Γ6) and
valence band (Γ8) for a wide-band-gap AII1−xMnxBV I alloy in magnetic field at the center of the
Brillouin-zone at the Γ-point. Heavy-holes are indicated by ±32 and light-holes by ±12 . The six
electric-dipole-allowed one-photon transitions with ∆mj = 0,±1 are shown by continuous arrows.
The dashed arrows show transitions with ∆mj = ±2, which are forbidden for single-photon pro-
cesses. The transitions labeled by e and f can be excited in Voigt geometry ( ~B ⊥ ~k) with linear
polarized light. The four other one-photon transitions occur in Faraday geometry ( ~B ‖ ~k) for the two
circular polarizations rotating transverse to the applied magnetic field. The heavy hole transitions a
and d have threefold transition-probability than the light hole transitions b and c.
On the right side experimental results for the giant Zeeman-splitting of the 1s exciton in
Cd0.9Mn0.1Te in Faraday configuration are shown, according to [Gaj88]. The continuous lines are
drawn to guide the eye.
the temperature of the spin system formed by the Mn-ions (see figure 1.16). This is contrary to
the case of non-magnetic semiconductors . From this arises that the giant Zeeman-splitting is
Figure 1.16 – Temperature and
magnetic field dependance of the
giant Zeeman-splitting according
to equation 1.65. Shown are re-
sults for the Γ6 conduction band
of Zn0.97Mn0.03Se. The splitt-
ing increases linearly at low fields
and saturates at high field. The
branches for different tempera-
tures show a strong dependence of
the giant Zeeman-splitting on the
temperature of the Mn-spin sys-
tem, giving suitable access to this
temperature. For the calculations
Seff = 1.82 and T0 = 1.18 K are
used, according to equations 1.55
and 1.56. [Kel04]
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very suitable for experiments. The relation of the splitting with the exchange term Hˆsp−d allows
direct access to the parameters α and β, to details of the magnetization M and the temperature
of the magnetic system of the Mn2+-ions by optical measurements. As described later in section
3.1, the size of the energy shift for the free-exciton ground-state at a specific magnetic field is
directly linked to the Mn-ion temperature. The excitonic Zeeman-splitting behaves equal to the
band edge splitting [Fur88a]. Closing should be mentioned that the giant Zeeman-splitting is
dependent on the Mn concentration, which can be clearly seen from equations 1.65 and 1.66.
1.4 Quantum well heterostructures
Most of experimental data included in this thesis are measured in DMS heterostructures based
on (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se. Heterostructures are layered materials, whose properties are
substantially determined by the composition of different semiconductor materials. The growth
of the different materials occurs via epitaxy. Possible techniques are liquid phase epitaxy (LPE),
vapor phase epitaxy (VPE), metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) or metal or-
ganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). The samples investigated in this thesis were fabricated by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [Bic84, Cho70, Dat85, Gun85, Kol84a], which is the most so-
phisticated method. It allows the precision of atomic monolayers. Concentration of free carriers
in heterostructures can be varied in a wide range by n-type or p-type modulation doping. Static
and dynamical properties can be controlled by the growth of heteromagnetic structures with
variable concentration of magnetic ions along the growth axis [Sch05] or, as shown later in this
thesis, by the digital alloy (DA) approach. Especially MBE enables for the heterostructure con-
cept fabrication of samples with Mn concentrations exceeding the limits of bulk crystals (see ta-
ble 1.1) [Kol85], flexibly band structure engineering [Dat85], and preparation of AII1−xMnxB
V I
layers and superlattices of exceptionally high quality [Her84, Pes87, Sun85]. Brief description
of the MBE technique is given in section A.1.1 of the appendix.
The sophisticated heterostructure growth techniques allow to realize structures with reduced
dimensionality by combination of semiconductors with different band gap sizes like QWs and
superlattices [Che93]. The geometry of these structures affects strongly the band structure,
e.g. by spatial confinement of carriers or by symmetry degeneration, compared with the bulk
material. In QWs the spacial distribution of the carriers is constrained in plane, so that they can
move quasi-free parallel to the interfaces. Therefore the carriers form a quasi-two-dimensional
electron or hole gas. Is the typical extent of the confined area in region of the de Broglie
wavelength
(
λ = 2pi
√
~2
2mkBT
)
of the carriers and smaller than the scattering length of free
carriers, the possible energy levels are quantized, i.e. in this direction exist discrete energy
levels. This calls for quantummechanical methods to describe QWs and their properties. From
the confinement of the particle motion on the length l of a QW follows, due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, that the impulse of the electron and hole is uncertain in the size of ~
l
. This
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Figure 1.17 – Band edge devolution of (a) type-I and (b) type-II QWs.
leads to an additional energy contribution to the kinetic energy, which is called confinement-
energy.
QWs can be created with type-I or type-II band alignment (see figure 1.17). In type-I struc-
tures localize electrons and holes in the same semiconductor layer, while in type-II structures
he localization takes place in different layers. The band edge for a type-I QW is schematically
shown in figure 1.18 for (Zn,Mn)Se. In case of a “straddling” lineup, i.e. the band gap of one
layer (A) is embedded within the band gap of the other layer (B) (EAg < E
B
g ), type-I struc-
tures can be grown by sandwiching an A-layer between two B-layers [Kla98]. This leads to
confinement of free carriers in the conduction and valence band of layer A by the so-called bar-
rier B. Thereby, the barrier layers are much thicker than the penetration length of the confined
Figure 1.18 – Schematical illustra-
tion of a type-I QW with the thick-
ness lz . The energy gap of the bar-
rier E∗g is bigger than the energy gap
of the QW Eg, so that a confined po-
tential results. The band gap differ-
ence ic characterized by the conduc-
tion band and valence band offsets
QCB and QV B , respectively. The
envelope-functions for the subband
with n = 1 and n = 2, respectively,
are shown schematically. [Kel04]
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wave functions. The difference of the band gaps for both materials can be characterized by the
valence band offset (VBO)
QV B =
VV B
∆Eg
= 1− VCB
∆Eg
. (1.67)
Values for the materials, which are investigated in this thesis, are given in table A.7 in the
appendix. Methods for determination of the VBO are given e.g. in [Fie97]. The direction
perpendicular to the layers is the growth direction, which is defined arbitrarily parallel to the
z-axis in this thesis. It is stressed here that the, in the previous sections introduced, parameters
N0α and N0β can decrease significantly in low-dimensional structures [Mer99].
The electronic and magnetic properties of heterostructures are strikingly different from those
observed in corresponding bulk materials [Fur88a]. In the following, the effects of spatially
confined carriers in QWs on the energy bands and the corresponding density of states are briefly
reviewed. Also the quantization of the motion of two-dimensional electrons in a magnetic
field is regarded, and the selection rules and the polarization degree of optical transitions are
described. DMS QWs and superlattices are detailed reviewed e.g. in the papers of [Cha89,
Fur87a, Kol86a, Nur86, Nur89].
1.4.1 Single-particle states in quantum wells
The electrons in a QW can move freely along the x-y-plane, but are restricted in their perpendic-
ular motion along z. The electronic states in QWs ensue from the effective mass approximation,
which takes the microscopic crystal structure by introduction of effective parameters into ac-
count, by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
~2
2meff
(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
)
+
~2
2meff
∂2
∂z2
+ VQW (z) , (1.68)
where VQW (z) is the potential in z-direction of the QW andmeff is the isotropic effective mass
of the electrons and holes, respectively, in the QW. The energy eigenstates for equation 1.68 are
discrete subbands with parabolic dispersion [Coh77]:
En
(
~k||
)
= En +
~2k2||
2meff
, (1.69)
where ~k|| = (kx, ky) corresponds to the wave vector in the QW plane and En are the size
quantized states. In the case of an infinite and symmetric QW of the width lz, they are given by
[Ter01]
En =
~2pi2
2meff l2z
(n+ 1)2 . (1.70)
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The calculation of the, in z-direction confined, single-particle states in the conduction band
of the QW is enabled by the, so-called, envelope-function-approximation [Bas81, Bas82]. The
corresponding volume bands are described in section 1.2.
As basis of the wave function of a particle in the QW, it seems appropriate to use Bloch-
wavefunctions. Within the scope of the envelope-function-approximation, the fast oscillating
lattice-periodic parts of the Bloch-wavefunctions are modulated by a slow changing envelope-
function Υ. Thus the single-particle wave function of a structure with layers A and B can be
described by
Φ (~r) =
∑
A,B
ΨA,B~k (~r) Υ
A,B (~r) , (1.71)
where Ψ~k corresponds to the Bloch-wavefunctions in the layers A and B, respectively. Because
of the similarities of the bands in the layers A and B the Bloch-wavefunctions in both materials
can be equated approximately. Only the QW potential acts upon the envelope-function [Bas90],
which influences only the particle motion along z. Perpendicular to z is the motion, furthermore,
determined by the periodic potential of the lattice, so that the wave function can be written as
Φ (~r) =
∑
A,B
exp
(
i~k||~r
)
ΨA,B~k (~r) Υ
A,B (z) . (1.72)
The wave function was deduced under two assumptions: The potential step leads only to an
energetic shift of the band edge states and not to mixing; and the potential step at the interface
of the layers is treated as localized on scale of the change of the envelope-function Υ. At the
interface of the layers the wave function and the particle flux density is continuous [Alt83b].
The leakage of the envelope-function into the nonmagnetic barriers (see figure 1.18) causes
a decrease of the sp-d-exchange interaction. Its influence on the Zeeman-splitting can be deter-
mined by calculation of the envelope-function. Calculation of the first bound state is given in
[Kuh95].
In the valence band the calculation of the energy eigenstates is more complicated. In bulk
crystals light-hole and heavy-hole bands are degenerated at k = 0. The QW potential leads
to different masses of heavy and light-holes parallel and perpendicular to the growth direction.
This, in turn, lifts the degeneracy at the Brillouin-zone center and leads even to a mixture with
anticrossing behavior of both band states at k 6= 0 [Wei91, Yu05]. Calculation of the energy
levels by means of the Luttinger Hamiltonian is given in [Bas90, Wei91].
In an infinite QW only transitions between conduction and valence band are allowed, which
satisfy ∆n = 0. Contrary, in a finite QW also transitions with ∆n 6= 0 are allowed, but those
with odd ∆n are parity-forbidden [Man00].
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1.4.2 Spin-orbit-splitting in quantum wells
The BIA of a bulk semiconductor is described by equation 1.16. In two-dimensional QWs the
z-component of ~σ and ~ΩBIA vanishes in 1.16 and the wave vector kz can be exchanged by its
expected value 〈kz〉 [D’y86, Pik95]. In this case can be shown easily for QWs with ~k ‖ [100]
that the Dresselhaus term is linear in k [Rud05].
Additionally to the lack of inversion symmetry of the bulk material, an additional asymmetry
of the structure can occur in terms of an asymmetric QW potential VQW . Also this structure
inversion asymmetry (SIA) gives a contribution to the splitting of the Γ6 conduction band,
which is called Rashba-effect [Byc84b, Byc84a, Win03]:
HˆRashba = ς0~σ · ~k × ~E, (1.73)
where ς0 is a material-specific parameter. For a QW grown in z-direction the Rashba Hamilto-
nian can be written similar to the Dresselhaus Hamiltonian [Kai03, Kai04]:
HˆRashba =
~
2
~σ · ~ΩSIA(~k||), (1.74)
with
~ΩSIA(~k||) =
2ς
~
 ky−kx
0
 (1.75)
corresponding to an effective magnetic field lying in the QW-plane. Thereby, the Rashba-
parameter ς ∝ ς0 depends on the material parameters of the underlying semiconductor bulk
material and also on the asymmetry of the QW in growth direction [Kai03, Rud05, Win03].
The resulting spin splitting of the Γ6-conduction band is, according to 1.75, linear in
~k|| = (kx, ky) [Rud05]:
∆ERashba
(
~k||
)
= ςk||. (1.76)
1.4.3 Heterostructures in magnetic field
The magnetic properties given in the previous section 1.3 can be transferred to heterostruc-
tures. As pointed out in the previous explanations of this chapter, one of the unique features
of DMS is the presence of a strong sp-d-exchange interaction, which allows the observation
of phenomena in DMS that would require considerably higher magnetic fields in non-magnetic
semiconductors. Due to this effect the spin splittings of electronic states in DMS (band edge
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Figure 1.19 – Potential change of a type-I CdTe/Cd0.8Mn0.2Te QW in magnetic field for conduc-
tion band and heavy-hole states of valence band in Cd0.8Mn0.2Te. The continuous lines show the
situation in absence of external magnetic field. By dashed and dotted lines the splittings in an ex-
ternal magnetic field (B = 8 T), and the corresponding probability density functions are presented.
[Fie97]
exciton levels, impurity levels, Landau-levels) can attain values as large as 20 meV at pedestrian
magnetic fields [Dat85].
In magnetic field split the Γ6- and Γ8-bands of the barriers according to 1.65 and 1.66. In
the nonmagnetic layers is the splitting degenerated (regarding mj), while in the semimagnetic
layers the degeneracy is lifted in magnetic field. This leads to changing of the barrier band edges
and, therefore, to changing of the height of the QW potential, as depicted in figure 1.19. Due
to this, the Zeeman-splitting and the energy subbands have to be calculated for each potential
height, belonging to a certain magnetic field. From these levels the energies for the optical
transitions in magnetic field can be deduced [Fie97].
Newer results by [Aki93, Gaj93, Gon85, Gon86, Nur85, Pet85, Wu86, Zha85c, Zha85b,
Zha85a], showing enhanced Zeeman-splitting than expected from the previous explained cal-
culations, suggest that a direct transfer of the magnetic properties in three dimensions on het-
erostructures is not possible. Reason for the observed enhanced splitting are trapped excitons
at the heterointerfaces. At the interfaces a region with higher paramagnetism is generated by
reduction of the antiferromagnetic coupling of the Mn-spins due to missing Mn neighbors in the
adjacent QW. An additional rise of the Zeeman-splitting at the interfaces is related to diffusion
of manganese from the barrier into the QW. This leads to greater overlap of the excitonic wave
function with the Mn-ion-system and therefore to greater Zeeman-splitting [Fie97].
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Especially in structures with more than one QW (like multiple quantum wells (MQW) or
superlattices) result some particular exchange-induced effects from the different behavior of
adjacent DMS and non-DMS layers. Examples are the magnetic freeze-out and boil-off, re-
spectively, of electrons, occurring in magnetic field for structures with donor levels, which are
slightly above and below, respectively, the lowest energy state in the QW; tunable resonant
tunneling; tunable far-infrared emitters using electrical excitation; quantum oscillations; and
“spin superlattices”, which consist of confined carriers with opposite spin in adjacent layers
[Dat85, Fur87a, Kos93, Ort82]. The effects are related to the particular conditions of the spin
splitting of energy levels in layered structures. These are considerably greater splitting in DMS
than in adjacent nonmagnetic layers; comparable splitting in DMS layers with the ionization
energies of shallow impurities; and noticeable exceedance of the energy difference between
consecutive Landau-levels of the same spin by the DMS splitting energy [Kos93]. Especially
obvious gets the different splitting by the effective g-factor (see 1.64 and 1.62), which is at low
fields in the magnetic barrier layers approximately 100 times higher than the g-factor in the
QWs.
Apart from the exchange-induced effects, also strain-induced splitting of heavy- and light-
hole bands occurs in superlattices because of the relatively strong lattice variation [Byl87,
Cha88, Kos93, Nur85, Zha85b, Zha86].
1.4.4 Density of states in quantum wells
The density of states can be regarded separately for the x-y-plane and along z. In the QW plane,
the density of states is constant in parabolic approximation E =
~2(k2x+k2y)
2meff
:
D(E)2D =
meff
pi~2
. (1.77)
Therefore, the density of states at a certain energy E depends only on the amount of allowed
QW levels with En ≤ E, which are quantized in z-direction. Contrary, the density of states
depends on the energy E in the 3D case [And82].
In an ideal semiconductor the Hamiltonian for an electron in a x-y-plane is perpendicular to
the plane Bz under presence of a magnetic field :
Hˆ =
(~p− e ~A)2
2meff
+ VQW (z) + HˆZeeman. (1.78)
Within the Landau gauge the Hamiltonian can be divided into electric and magnetic field parts,
so that the eigenvalues can be calculated separately:
E = ELandau + En + EZeeman, (1.79)
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Figure 1.20 – Density of states (a) without or (b) with magnetic field in a QW. The subband
energies of the QW levels are labeled by Ei. The distances between the Landau-levels l are the
same and increase linear with rising magnetic field. The Landau-levels are broadened by impurities
and lattice defects. [Kel04]
with the Zeeman energy EZeeman, the electric subband position En, according to 1.70, and the
orbital motion in the x-y-plane
ELandau = (l + 1/2) ~ωc, (1.80)
where l = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the quantization index and
~ωc =
eBz
meff
(1.81)
is the cyclotron energy [Ter01].
Whereas in absence of a magnetic field, the motion is only quantized in z-direction due to
the QW confinement, in magnetic field also the motion in the x-y-plane is quantized. The case
of magnetic field perpendicular and parallel to the growth axis has to be distinguished. Easier
to discuss is the, consecutively described, perpendicular alignment, because the movement in
z-direction is only determined by the QW potential and not, additionally, by the magnetic field.
With increasing field the dimensionality of the carrier states is continuously tuned from
quasi-two to quasi-zero dimensions. From this follows that the zero field density of states for
electrons and holes condenses for each electric subband En into a series of δ-like bands because
of the Landau-quantization. The energetic distance between two succeeding Landau-levels cor-
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responds to the cyclotron energy ~ωc and the amount of allowed states per Landau-level l de-
pends linear on magnetic field:
l =
eBz
h
, (1.82)
assuming that the spin degeneracy is lifted. Due to carrier scattering at impurities and defects,
in real QWs the otherwise discrete Landau-levels are broadened. These scattering potentials are
shielded by the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the QW. As this shielding is dependent
on the density of states at the Fermi-level, the problem of the Landau-level-broadening has to
be solved self consistent [And74, Cai86]:
Dl (E) =
1
pi2l2BΓl
√
1−
(
E−El
Γl
)2
if Γ2l ≥ (E − El)2 ; (1.83)
Dl (E) = 0 if Γ2l ≤ (E − El)2 , (1.84)
where lB =
√
~
eB
is the magnetic length and Γl is the broadening of the Landau-level l. The
latter can be calculated by a sum over the scattering amplitudes of the single scattering poten-
tials. From experiments by [Gor85] is known that the broadening of the Landau-levels is most
suitable approximated with a Gauss-function.
To determine the total energy shift of the QW levels in an external magnetic field, three
contributing effects have to be taken into account, analogue to equation 1.43: the Landau-
quantization, the intrinsic Zeeman-effect and the sp-d-exchange interaction:
∆Ee = (geµBB + δexN0α 〈Sz〉)ms +
(
le +
1
2
)
~ωec for ms = ±
1
2
, (1.85)
∆Ehh =
1
3
(ghhµBB + δhhxN0β 〈Sz〉)mj +
(
lhh +
1
2
)
~ωhhc for mj = ±
3
2
. (1.86)
In the equations corresponds ωαc =
eB
mαeff
to the cyclotron frequency, gα to the intrinsic
g-factor of the electrons and heavy-holes, respectively, and lα to the Landau-quantum num-
ber (lα = 0, 1, 2, . . .). The δe,hh ≤ 1 are introduced to account the leakage of the electron and
heavy hole wave functions into the non-magnetic barrier layers. The corresponding one-particle
Hamilton-Operators are given in [Kuh95].
As already mentioned in subsection 1.3.4.4, the sp-d-exchange interaction outweighs the
intrinsic Zeeman-splitting and the orbital Landau-splitting at low magnetic fields. Thus these
can be neglected. The resulting splitting of the conduction band and valence band in magnetic
field is given in figure 1.15. For strong magnetic fields, the selection rule ∆l = 0, for transition
between electron and hole Landau-levels with quantum numbers le and lh, respectively, has to
be taken into account.
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1.4.5 Selection rules and polarization degree in quantum wells
The selection rules determine possible optical transitions between conduction and valence band.
Zincblende semiconductors possess a Γ6-conduction band and a Γ8-valence band. For optical
transitions between those, the total angular momentum has to be conserved, i.e. the angular
momentum has to fulfill Je + Jh = Jp, with the angular momenta for electron Je, hole Jh, and
photon Jp, respectively. As already mentioned in subsection 1.3.4.4, Jp = ±1 yields for circular
polarized light, so that for inter band transitions, the orbital angular momentum is changed by
±1. The electron spin remains unchanged for inter band transitions.
The possible transitions with circular polarized light are given by the letters a, b, c, d in fig-
ure 1.15 on page 45. The intensity of a transition can be calculated by the ratio of its dipole
matrix elements [Rud05]. Heavy-hole transitions are three times more probable than light-hole
transitions [Rud05].
Because of the selection rules of the optical transitions, excitation with circular polarized
light can achieve a spin polarization
Pspin,cb =
nσ
+ − nσ−
nσ
+
+ nσ
− , (1.87)
of the electrons in the conduction band, where nσ
+
and nσ
−
are the electron densities in the
conduction band Landau-levels for the two possible electron spins. As the occupation of the
Landau-levels changes with magnetic field, the spin polarization will change as well. Applying
the filling factor ν = hne
eBz
24, which corresponds to the number of occupied Landau-levels, holds
for even filling factors (nσ
+
= nσ
−
) Pspin,cb = 0 and for odd filling factors results a non zero
spin polarization.
In QWs the energetic degeneration of light-hole and heavy-hole band is lifted due to the
symmetry reduction. Therefore, only one transition can be excited resonantly, which makes
spin polarizations up to 100 % possible.
Because the selection rules obtain also for the emission, the circular polarization degree Pc
of the respective light-hole and heavy-hole transition is defined by [D’y84]:
Pc =
Iσ
+ − Iσ−
Iσ
+
+ Iσ
− , (1.88)
with Iσ
+
and Iσ
−
, respectively, corresponding to the PL intensity of the transition under σ+-
and σ−-detection, respectively [Kel04, Rud05]. Thereby is assumed that the holes, participat-
ing in the recombination, are unpolarized due to very fast spin relaxation [Bay95, Dam91].
24ne is the carrier density.
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Figure 1.21 – Filling factors of
Landau-levels. The filling factor
is equal to the number of Landau-
levels filled. As the magnetic field
is increased the filling factor will
decrease since more particles can
be put in each Landau-level.
Neglecting magnetic fluctuations and assuming unpolarized excitation, results for the a polar-
ization degree [Zeh98]:
Pc =
τ
τspin + τ
tanh
(
∆EgiantZeeman (T,B)
2kBT
)
, (1.89)
with the life time τ and the spin relaxation time τspin. It is very important to point out that
the equation depends on the giant Zeeman-splitting of the transitions between Γ6 and Γ8:
∆EgiantZeeman = ∆EΓ6 + ∆EΓ8 , and, therefore, is strongly dependent on the temperature
of the manganese spin-system.
1.4.6 Parabolic and half-parabolic quantum wells
Beside rectangular QWs, also parabolic and half-parabolic systems were investigated in this
thesis. In such systems, the Mn concentration decreases continuous between the barrier and
the QW center, to generate a parabolic profile of the potential. In magnetic field the devolution
of the bands can differ from the parabolic shape. From equations 1.65 and 1.66 is known
that the giant Zeeman-splitting depends on the Mn concentration. In the investigated CdMnTe
systems the Γ8 valence band splitting for the heavy-hole is four times stronger than for the
Γ6 conduction band (compare table A.8), leading to noticeable different band edge devolution.
In the center of the QW the Mn concentration is zero, so that the band energy remains unchanged
in magnetic field. With rising Mn concentration also the symmetric splitting of the band edges
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Figure 1.22 – Potential of the conduction and valence band of a parabolic QW using the example
of a Cd0.8Mn0.2Te QW with lz = 254 A˚. For the valence band only the heavy-hole states are shown.
The dotted and dashed depict the potential change in a magnetic field of B = 8 T. [Fie97]
increases. For samples with a Mn concentration in the barrier exceeding x = 0.15, the splitting
reaches a maximum at this concentration and the band edge splitting decreases up to the barrier
concentration with rising Mn concentration [Fie97]. This situation is shown exemplary in figure
1.22 for an barrier concentration of x = 0.2.
The single-particle states can be calculated by the equidistant energy levels of the harmonic
oscillator at B = 0 T [Mil84a, Mil84b]. In a parabolic potential V (z) = 1
2
Kz2 ≡ 1
2
mω2z2 the
harmonic oscillator is
Hˆ = − ~
2
2m
~∇2 + Kz
2
2
, (1.90)
where K = mω2 determines the bending of the parabola. The corresponding Schro¨dinger-
equation is solved by the wave functions
Ψn(z) = An exp−mωz
2
2~
Hn(z), (1.91)
with
A2n =
1
2nn!
√
mω
pi~
(1.92)
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and the Hermite polynomial
Hn(z) = (−1)n exp z2d
n exp−z2
dxn
, (1.93)
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The corresponding energy eigenvalues are [Sch93]
En = ~ω
(
n+
1
2
)
. (1.94)
In a parabolic quantum well (PQW) the restoring force constant K is defined by
KV B,CB = 8
VV B,CB
l2z
, (1.95)
where the conduction band potential VCB and the valence band potential VV B are defined ana-
logue to the rectangular QW depicted in figure 1.18. Using 1.95 and 1.67 with equation 1.94,
results for the energy levels in the conduction band and valence band, respectively:
ECBn =
2~
lz
√
2 (1−QV B) ∆Eg
meffm0
(
n+
1
2
)
(1.96)
EV Bn =
2~
lz
√
2QV B∆Eg
meff,hhm0
(
n+
1
2
)
, (1.97)
with the effective masses meff,hh and meff , introduced in subsection 1.2.1. Because of strain
and excitonic effects, these values differ slightly for observed transition energies [Fie97].
An exact analytic solution of finite PQWs is given in [Yue93]. It is based on the time-
independent Schro¨dinger-equation (1.90) inside a PQW potential, which is described by con-
fluent hypergeometric functions [Abr65]. Comparison of this solution with the quantization
by the harmonic oscillator by [Fie97] shows a good concordance of the results for heavy-hole
subbands at arbitrary Mn concentration, and for low electron subbands (n < 6) at higher Mn
concentrations (x ≥ 0.5). For lower Mn concentrations the changing of the subband structure
by the finite QW has to be additionally incorporated [Fie97].
According to [Mil85] also for the theoretical description of half-parabolic quantum wells
(HPQW) the harmonic oscillator approximation can be used. Compared with the PQW, the
energy level with even subband index n are the solutions of the HPQW, because whose wave-
functions vanish at the half-parabolic barrier. As shown in figure 1.23, the penetration of the
wavefunctions into the half-parabolic barrier leads to distinct decrease of the energy levels n˜
compared with the energy levels n of the parabolic system.
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Figure 1.23 – Devolution of the conduction band edge, wavefunctions and energy levels for (a)
parabolic and (b) half-parabolic QWs. Shown are the lowest subband levels (n˜ = 1, 2) for a HPQW
and the corresponding subband levels with n = 2, 4 for a PQW. Penetration of the wavefunctions in
the barrier leads to a distinct decrease of the energy levels compared with the levels of the parabolic
system. [Fie97]
In magnetic field the conventional perturbation theory approach for rectangular QWs
[Oss93, War85] cannot be used for PQWs, because the devolution of the potential is not longer
approximately parabolic. As demonstrated in [Fie97], for each magnetic field the changing
of the band edge has to be calculated numerically for the different spin states. From this the
Zeeman-splitting for optical transitions forB 6= 0 T can be deduced. In figure 1.24 the Zeeman-
splitting for σ− polarized optical transitions against external magnetic field is shown. The in-
creasing Zeeman-splitting with rising n can be explained perturbation-theoretically by a greater
overlap of the wavefunctions with the Mn-system [Fie97]. For half-parabolic systems the cal-
culation of the Zeeman-splitting can be performed analogue. The results are qualitatively the
same.
Advantages of PQWs are that the interface and diffusion effects, described in subsection
1.4.3, have less influence on the Zeeman-splitting. On the one hand the continuous change of
the Mn concentration reduces the probability for trapped excitons. One the other hand diffusion
leads even to an advancement of the QW structure. The latter can be understood on examination
of the growth procedure (compare section A.1). So results, primarily by diffusion, balancing
of the Mn concentration in the alternating magnetic and nonmagnetic layers, so that the medial
band devolution is not altered [Fie97].
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Figure 1.24 – Theoretical Zeeman-splitting of a PQW for different σ− polarized optical transitions
in magnetic field. [Fie97]
1.5 Excitons
In the previous explanations, the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes was ne-
glected, and solely optical transitions concerning single-particle states were regarded. Optical
excitation can lift electrons from the valence band in the empty conduction band of a semicon-
ductor by absorption of photons with energy ~ω and wave vector ~kopt. Thereby, energy and
impulse conservation count. Absorption is only possible for photons with Ephoton > Eg. By
this excitation of an electron from the valence band to the conduction band an electron-hole pair
is created, which can form a bound state due to the Coulomb interaction. This quasi-particle is
labeled exciton. Its binding energy depends strongly on the material and ranges from 1 meV up
to 1 eV. Consequence of exciton formation is considerable changing of the absorption properties
near the energy gap [Ell57].
Two types of exciton can be distinguished. Frenkel excitons have large exciton binding
energies and an electron-hole distance in order of the lattice constant a0. Mott-Wannier excitons
have low exciton binding energies and electron-hole distances considerably exceeding a0. Each
allowed transition between bound states in the valence and conduction band has a series of
excitons. Excitons can propagate within crystal.
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1.5.1 Free exciton
The two-particle problem of the exciton is described in effective mass approximation by fol-
lowing Schro¨dinger-equation [Kno63]:[
~p2e
2meff,e
+
~p2h
2meff,h
− e
2
4piεrε0|~re − ~rh|
]
Ψ (~re, ~rh) = (E − E0) Ψ (~re, ~rh) . (1.98)
The indices e and h stand for the respective values of electrons and holes and εr is the static
dielectric constant25 and ε0 the static electric field constant, taking into account the shielding of
the Coulomb interaction by the polarizability of the lattice. The Hamilton operator in equation
1.98 consists of three summands. The first and second term are the Hamilton operators for the
conduction band electron and valence band hole, respectively, and the third term regards the
Coulomb interaction between electron and hole.
The solution of the Schro¨dinger-equation can be achieved analogue to the hydrogen problem
by using an approach with separation in relative ~r and barycenter coordinates ~R:
Ψ
(
~r, ~R
)
=
1√
Vcrystal
exp
(
i ~K ~R
)
Φnlm (~r) , (1.99)
with the eigenvalue for the barycenter impulse ~K and crystal volume Vcrystal. Φnlm are the well-
known eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom, with the main quantum number n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
the orbital quantum number l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (n − 1), and the magnetic quantum number m =
−l,−(l − 1), . . . , 0, . . . , (l − 1), l. To take into account the reduced mass of the exciton
µ =
(meff,emeff,h)
(meff,e +meff,h)
(1.100)
and the shielded Coulomb interaction, the Bohr-radius aB can be substituted by an effective
Bohr-radius
aB,3D =
(4piεrε0~2)
(µe2)
(1.101)
and the Rydberg constant (Ryd = 13.6 eV) by an effective Rydberg constant
Rydeff =
µe4
32 (piεrε0)
2 ~2
=
(
µ
m0ε2r
)
·Ryd. (1.102)
Thus, the binding energy of the exciton results analog to the hydrogen problem:
Eb(n) =
Rydeff
n2
. (1.103)
25Generally, the dielectric function (ω) is used in the equation. In case of exciton binding energies smaller
than typical optical phonon energies it can be replaced with εr.
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Figure 1.25 – Schematical picture of exciton creation. Lifting
of an electron with ~ke by photon excitation with energy ~ω cor-
responds to creation of hole with wave vector ~kh = ~ke. Because
of |~kopt| ≈ 0, the transition is nearly vertical in the E-k-diagram.
[Kli06]
In neglect of the energy of the barycenter (~
~K)2
2(meff,e+meff,h)
26, for the total energy of a free
exciton results:
E(n) = E0 +
Rydeff
n2
. (1.104)
The approximation is possible, because only excitons with ~K = 0 (direct transition) can be
observed in optical spectra. This results from the impulse conservation law for creation and
recombination of excitons, as the photon impulse is negligible compared to the barycenter im-
pulse. For indirect transitions with ~K 6= 0, phonons are needed.
Direct exciton absorption is only possible for electrons and holes being at the same position.
At finite probability density for ~r = 0 have only s-type excitons without angular momentum
(l = 0), which is known from calculations of the excitonic contribution to the optical suscepti-
bility and the corresponding absorption coefficient by [Ell57]. The interaction between electron
and hole leads to a series (1S, 2S, 3S,. . .) of sharp exciton lines in the absorption spectrum
below the fundamental band edge. The binding energies for the free exciton (1S) in CdTe and
ZnSe are given in table A.4 in the appendix. Especially for ZnSe-based semiconductors the
optical properties are significantly determined by excitons, because of the high exciton binding
energy, resulting from the strong Coulomb interaction.
The creation of an exciton is given schematically in figure 1.25. Thereby must be taken
into account that the excitonic energy eigenvalues cannot be mixed with the calculated band
structure energies. This follows from the usage of a one-particle approximation for the exciton
in the band structure calculation.
26The kinetic energy of the barycenter occurs because the system can move quasi-freely in the crystal.
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Free excitons can lower their energy by localization. Possibilities are binding on impurities
due to Van-der-Waals-interaction or creation of magnetic polarons [Mac96].
1.5.2 Interaction of excitons with Mn2+-ions
Excitons in Mn-based DMS interact with the localized Mn-spins. Responsible for the in-
teraction between the s-type conduction band electrons, p-type valence band holes and Mn
3d5-electrons is the sp-d-exchange interaction. The, so far made, considerations concerning the
sp-d-exchange interaction hold also for excitons. Therefore, the total Zeeman-splitting of an
exciton for a magnetic field in Faraday geometry is
∆EtotalZeeman,X = EZeeman,X + EgiantZeeman,X
= EZeeman,X +N0(α− β)xSeffB5/2
(
5gMnµBB
2kBTeff
)
, (1.105)
where EZeeman,X is the Zeeman-splitting for an exciton of the host semiconductor. Referring
to 1.3.4.4, the exciton ground state splits in six components with the corresponding electric-
dipole-allowed transitions.
1.5.3 Quasi-two-dimensional excitons in quantum wells
In QWs particles are confined along z by the QW potential and perpendicular to this direction
by the Coulomb potential. If the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions is modified, the
excitonic properties are altered compared with the bulk material. For QW widths lz  aB,3D the
confinement is only weak. The binding energy of excitons in bulk material is much higher than
the confinement energy, so that the interference due to the QW is weak. Only the motion of the
barycenter is quantized. Contrary, electron and hole are independently quantized for lz . aB,3D.
This situation with strong confinement results in distortion of the exciton wavefunction and,
therefore, to increase of the exciton binding energy [Man00].
The binding energy of the confined excitons with infinite barrier height and lz → 0 results
from the solution of the two-dimensional Schro¨dinger-equation to [Shi66]:
Eb(n) =
Rydeff(
n− 1
2
)2 . (1.106)
The binding energy is for the two-dimensional 1S exciton four times stronger than for the three-
dimensional 1S exciton.27 This leads to an increase of the oscillator strength. Contrary, from
the stronger decrease of the overlap of electron and hole at r = 0 for excited states (n > 1)
27In real QWs with finite barriers and lz , the exciton binding energy does not exceed the double or triple value
of the bulk material.
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in the two-dimensional case follows that the oscillator strength decreases for excited excitons
[Kel04]. Therefore, it is difficult to observe excitons with (n > 1). Calculated binding energies
for real quasi-two-dimensional QWs are given for ZnSe-based semiconductors in [Ast02] and
for (Cd,Mn)Te in [Del90]. Treatment of the two-particle problem of the exciton in QW in
approximation of parabolic bands is given in [Kuh95] and references therein. The effective
Bohr-radius is aB,2D =
√
3
8
· aB,3D in the two-dimensional case [Wei91].
From symmetry considerations can be deduced that for light, which is polarized perpendicu-
lar to the growth direction, light- and heavy-hole exciton with n = 1 are electric-dipole-allowed.
Contrary is for light, which is polarized parallel to the growth direction, only the corresponding
light-hole exciton is electric-dipole-allowed [And95].
1.5.4 Quasi-two-dimensional excitons in magnetic field
The confinement in QW structures removes the degeneracy of the light- and heavy-hole valence
bands at k = 0. Thus, one exciton associated with the light-hole and one with the heavy-hole
can be observed. In DMS QWs show these excitons a strong splitting even in small magnetic
fields28, because the splitting is greatly enhanced by the presence of the magnetic Mn2+-ions
in the barriers, which effectively amplifies the magnetic field on the excitons [Rya81, War85].
Thus, the exciton splitting provides attention for the penetration of the carriers into the barrier
layers. It should be stressed that here QWs are regarded, where only the barriers are made of
DMS. The QW itself consists of nonmagnetic CdTe or ZnSe. From experimental measurements
of the saturation value of the spin splitting can be deduced that, depending on the QW width,
parts of the excitonic wave function are in the QW and the rest is in the barrier layer [War85].
Inside the penetration area, the Mn-spins interact with the exciton by the sp-d-exchange. For
a quantitative consideration, the probability density for an exciton is weighted with the spin
splitting of the barrier. The probability densities (compare figure 1.19) for different spin states
are approximately equal in magnetic field. Hence, it is sufficient to use the probability densi-
ties without magnetic field for a description of the Zeeman-splitting in a perturbative approach
[Oss93, War85]. As already discussed, this simple picture has to be modified by interface ef-
fects, as described in subsection 1.4.3.
Binding energies of excitons in real quasi-two-dimensional QWs have been calculated in
parabolic approximation by [Ast02] for ZnSe-based structures. The electron-hole Hamilton-
Operator for a QW in magnetic field ~B = (0, 0, Bz) is composed of the terms for the conduction
band electron Hˆe; for the valence band hole Hˆhh; for the Coulomb interaction between electron
28At higher fields even a strong mixing of the states results from the spin splitting. Related effects are consec-
utively neglected.
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and hole VCoulomb (see equation 1.98); for the two-dimensional movement of particles in a
magnetic field Hˆ2D; and for the QW potentials VQW,e and VQW,hh:
Hˆ = Hˆhh + VQW,hh + Hˆe + VQW,e + Hˆ2D + VCoulomb (1.107)
= − ~
2
2mzeff,hh
∂2
∂z2hh
+ Vhh (zhh)− ~
2
2mzeff
∂2
∂z2e
+ Ve (ze)
+

(
−i~~∇~ρe + e ~Ae
)2
2mxyeff
+
(
−i~~∇~ρhh + e ~Ahh
)2
2mxyeff,hh

− e
2
4piεrε0
√
ρ2 + (ze − zhh)2
. (1.108)
Thereby, mzeff and m
z
eff,hh are the effective electron mass and effective heavy-hole mass, re-
spectively, in growth direction andmxyeff andm
xy
eff,hh the corresponding effective masses perpen-
dicular to this direction. The slight anisotropy of the electron mass is neglected
(
mzeff = m
xy
eff
)
.
~A = 1
2
~Bρe,hh is the vector potential in symmetric calibration, which describes the orbital move-
ment of the particles due to the magnetic field. Herefrom results the Landau quantization in the
one-particle picture. ~ρe and ~ρhh are the coordinates of electron and heavy-hole, respectively, in
the plane of the QW with the potential Ve,hh of valence and conduction band, respectively. ρ is
the relative coordinate of the exciton with the reduced mass µ. Because of the radial symmetry
of the problem, cylindrical coordinates (ρ,Φ) are used.
Evolution of the wave function is possible as product of the solutions of the one-dimensional
Schro¨dinger-equation in growth direction for valence and conduction band and the one-
dimensional radial Schro¨dinger-equation of the Coulomb potential [Kel04]. Diagonalization
of the Hamilton-Operator on the basis of such a wave function produces QW binding ener-
gies, which are between lz = 100 and 200 A˚. This is in good agreement with experimental
results [Ast02]. By means of this approach, the solution is only valid for weak magnetic fields
(B ≤ 10 T) [Kuh95].
The linear Zeeman effect occurs only for exciton states with a non-vanishing magnetic mo-
ment at B = 0 T, which can be aligned in magnetic field. Always present is the diamagnetic
shift, which increases quadratically with the magnetic field. In this case the influence of the
magnetic field is described by the diamagnetic operator [Kuh95]
Hˆdia =
e2B2zρ
2
8µ
, (1.109)
which can be included in Hˆ2D (1.108), beside the relative movement of an exciton in a QW.
Therefore, for s-type excitons results an additional exciton energy shift:
∆Edia ∝ B
2
z
µ
〈r〉2. (1.110)
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Here 〈r〉 is the median distance of electron and hole.
The diamagnetic shift arises from the deformation of the relative motion of electron and
hole by Lorentz forces, which is described by a weak admixture of other states in perturbation
theory, e.g. p-like states mix into the s-like excitonic ground state. From this admixture arises
an angular momentum, which is proportional to B. According to Lenz’ rule this momentum
is oriented antiparallel to B. Taking into account that the energy of a magnetic dipole also
increases linearly with B, results the quadratic dependency of the diamagnetic shift [Kli06].
1.5.5 Trions
Trions are charged excitons, which are created by binding an additional electron (X−) or hole
(X+) to the exciton. Although they were already predicted in 1958 by [Lam58] in analogy
to the charged hydrogen states, first experimental detections were achieved not until 1993 for
CdTe QWs [Khe93] and 1995 for GaAs QWs [Fin95, Shi66], respectively. Review of charged
excitons in ZnSe-based QWs is given in [Ast02].
Generation of trions in DMS needs presence of low density electron gas (ne ≈ 109 up to
1010 cm-2), which can be created by slight modulation doping or optical excitation with laser
energies higher than the barrier [Kel99]. Hence, in undoped samples for low excitation densities
the trion is completely suppressed [Kel01].
In case of negative charged excitons, possible states can be distinguished according to the
symmetry of the spin-related part of the electron wave function |S, Sz〉. The electron spins in
the negative charged exciton couple, thereby, to total spin S with the z-component Sz. At zero
magnetic field the antisymmetric singlet state |0, 0〉 is the ground state. This state consists of an
electron pair with antiparallel spins and an additional heavy-hole. The Zeeman-splitting of the
singlet trion is only determined by the heavy-hole due to S = 0. With increasing magnetic field
strength also the symmetric triplet states |1, (0,±1)〉 get stable against dissociation and become
the ground state. For the triplet state, the electron spins are aligned parallel to each other.
The triplet ground state is a dark state due to translation and rotation invariance resulting from
symmetry considerations, which can not be observed in luminescence measurements [Dzy00].
By Landau-level mixing or impurities, the invariance can be lifted [Wo´j00], making the state
optically active. Also bound excited triplet states can be observed [Riv01, Wo´j00].
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Beside the wide investigations of the static magnetic properties of DMS [Fur88a], big inter-
est towards the dynamic magnetic properties has arisen, essentially motivated by the problem
of magnetic polaron formation [Aws87c, Aws91, Spa85, Zay87]. Similar to the static mag-
netic properties described in the previous chapter, also the dynamical properties of the localized
Mn-spins, namely spin dephasing and spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) rates, are controlled by con-
centration dependent exchange interactions between the Mn-ions [Die95].
Basis of spin dynamics in DMS is the interplay between Mn-spin system, free carriers and
lattice, which is described in section 2.1. After an overview about the coupled systems, theoreti-
cal formulation of spin and energy transfer between them is given along the lines of the explana-
tions in [Yak09]. The model for transfer between the systems traces back to [Ko¨n00a, Ko¨n00b].
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Especially the case of presence of carriers with excess kinetic energy is detailed reviewed, be-
cause of its strong influence on the magnetic properties. The additional kinetic energy can be
transferred to the Mn-ion system, leading to decrease of the magnetization and, therefore, to
loss of the giant Zeeman-splitting.
After short description of mechanisms responsible for spin equilibration in nonmagnetic
electronic systems in section 2.2, SLR and the mechanisms, which govern SLR, are described
more detailed in section 2.3. SLR is the relaxation of the magnetic ion spin by phonon interac-
tion (i.e. with the lattice), which is characterized by the SLR time τSLR.
Instead of spin relaxation, a Mn-ion can also transfer its spin to another Mn-ion. This so-
called spin diffusion is briefly introduced in section 2.4 of this chapter.
2.1 Spin and energy transfer
2.1.1 Coupled systems in diluted magnetic semiconductors
Spin dynamics in DMS is controlled by the energy and spin transfer between its coupled subsys-
tems: the Mn-spin system, the free carriers and the lattice (phonons). These interacting systems
are shown schematically in 2.1, where the channels of energy and spin transfer are given by
arrows. The systems can be characterized by their temperatures Ti and heat capacities Ci. The
strength of the coupling between the systems is given by times τi for energy relaxation between
the systems. In equilibrium situation the temperatures and spin temperatures of the carriers,
Mn-spin system and lattice are equal and, therefore, spin and energy exchange between these
systems is absent.
The carrier system includes photogenerated or electrically injected carriers, and resident
electrons or holes, provided by n-type or p-type doping, respectively. For simplification, elec-
trons are considered as typical representatives of the carriers in the succeeding explanations.
More information about the effects with holes are given e.g. in [Aki06b, Mer09, Yak09] and
references therein. Generation of photocarriers occurs via light absorption. The lifetime of pho-
tocarriers is limited by various recombination processes, which fall in the subnanosecond range
for the exciton recombination in wide-band-gap semiconductors [Yak09].
Quasi-equilibrium distribution of electrons is characterized by the electron temperature Te.
This distribution is achieved by electron-electron collisions in a time, which is inversely pro-
portional to the electron concentration (ne), and linearly proportional to Ee
3/2, with the kinetic
energy of the electrons Ee. This time can be much faster than the time required for sharing
excess kinetic energy in the carrier system with the phonon system and Mn-system via the
channels shown in figure 2.1.
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The phonon system has the largest heat capacity and, therefore, serves as bath. By means
of heat pulses also this system can be driven to nonequilibrium situation, which is reviewed
in [Aki06a]. Establishing equilibrium in the phonon system requires times in the range of
microseconds [Yak09]. The temperature of the phonon system is characterized by the lattice
temperature TL.
The Mn-spin system plays the key role in spin dynamics. Its static and dynamic magnetiza-
tion depends strongly on the Mn concentration due to antiferromagnetic coupling of adjacent
Mn-spins because of the d-d-exchange interaction. It originates from the fact that isolated
Mn2+-ions have zero orbital moment and do not interact directly with the phonon system in first
order perturbation theory [Yak09]. In strained superlattices splitting of the Mn2+-ion d-shell
was observed [Qaz95], which makes phonon interaction possible in second order. The magneti-
zation of the Mn-system in external magnetic field is characterized by the Mn-spin temperature
TMn.
The exchange interaction between the Mn-ions controls the dynamical properties of the lo-
calized Mn-spins, which are SLR and spin dephasing. A definition of spin relaxation and spin
dephasing can be given phenomenologically in the framework of the Bloch-Torrey equations
τc - M n
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Figure 2.1 – Interacting systems of DMS. Each system can be characterized by its temperature Ti
and heat capacity Ci. Channels for energy and spin transfer are shown by solid arrows. The dotted
line arrows represent different external impacts, providing heating of the systems.
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[Blo46, Tor56] via equations for the spin precession, decay, and diffusion of electronic magne-
tization ~M in an applied magnetic field ~B 1 [Kap59, Tor56]:
∂Mx
∂t
= γ
(
~M × ~B
)
x
− Mx
t2
+D~∇2Mx, (2.1)
∂My
∂t
= γ
(
~M × ~B
)
y
− My
t2
+D~∇2My, (2.2)
∂Mz
∂t
= γ
(
~M × ~B
)
z
− Mz −M
0
z
t1
+D~∇2Mz. (2.3)
Hereby, D is the diffusion coefficient2 and γ = µBg~ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio. By
M0z = χB0 the thermal equilibrium magnetization of the system is denoted. While SLR is
related to the longitudinal component of the magnetization, spin dephasing is related to the
transverse component. The discrimination of both components is essential because of the sym-
metry reduction in external magnetic fields.
The dephasing of the coherent precession of Mn-spins about the longitudinal magnetic field
is caused by anisotropic spin-spin interactions. The phase of the precession gets lost due to
spatial and temporal fluctuations of the precessing frequencies. The dephasing time t2 = 10-12 -
10-9 s [Die95], which also called decoherence time, indicates the duration of the magneto-dipole
and exchange interactions for establishing the spin temperature TMn inside the Mn-system. This
process has only weak influence on the energy of the Mn-spins, since the energy relaxation is
determined by the SLR process. The duration for establishing equilibrium between lattice and
Mn-spin system, usually via phonon interaction, is given by the time t1 = 10-8 - 10-4 s [Die95],
which is often called SLR time or energy relaxation time. This time is equivalently the time
it takes for the longitudinal magnetization to reach equilibrium. These two phenomenological
times constants t1 and t2 for the spin components longitudinal and transverse to B allow de-
scription of the Mn-spins after optical orientation [Abr70]. While Faraday configuration enables
study of t1, Voigt configuration allows examination of t2.
In isotropic and cubic solids, the difference between t1 and t2 is only significant, if the exter-
nal magnetic field exceeds the local exchange field by d-d-exchange interaction of neighboring
Mn-ions. The equality between relaxation and dephasing times was noticed first in the context
of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [Blo46, Wan53] and later extended to electronic spin
systems [And58, Pin55]. For comparing experiment and theory this equality is very conve-
nient, as measurements usually yield t2. Theoretically it is often more convenient to calculate
t1 [Zˇut04]. In contrast, the equality t1 = t2 does not apply in anisotropic systems, like e.g.
two-dimensional semiconductor heterostructures.
1Thereby, the magnetic field is composed of a static longitudinal component along z and an oscillation trans-
verse component perpendicular to z.
2For cubic crystal symmetry is D a scalar.
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A qualitative reason for t1 = t2 is that, if the phase acquires a random contribution during a
short time interval, the energy uncertainty of the spin levels determining the longitudinal spin
is greater than the Zeeman-splitting ~γB0 of the levels. In this case the splitting does not play
a role in dephasing, and the dephasing field will act equally on longitudinal and transverse
spins. In classical terms, a spin, which is oriented along the direction of the magnetic field,
can precess a full period about the perpendicular fluctuating field, feeling the same dephasing
fields as the transverse components. As the external field increases, the precession angle of
the longitudinal component is reduced, inhibiting dephasing [Zˇut04]. At zero field limit the
equilibrium polarization of the Mn-spin system vanishes and both spin components relax with
t2. Nevertheless, the energy relaxation is still determined by the considerably longer SLR time
t1. Both times depend strongly on the concentration of the Mn-ions [Die95].
The experimental results, presented in this thesis, are measured in magnetic fields, which are
so strong that the magnetization dynamics is controlled by t1.
The Mn-spin system receives energy, i.e. is heated in respect to the bath temperature of
the phonon system TL, by means of interaction with free carriers with excess kinetic energy.
Diagram 3.4 illustrates the particular case, when the carriers photogenerated by pulsed laser
light IL(t) are used to heat the Mn-spin system. Mn heating under laser excitation has been re-
ported in [Agu96, Fre92, Rya82, Wol95] and studied in more detail in [Bau94, Far96, Hun05a,
Hun05b, Kel01, Kel02, Kou03, Ko¨n00b, Kre85b, Kre89, Kul96, Kur02, Tya97, Yak04]. Heat-
ing by electrical current was observed for (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te QWs [Ko¨n00a] and for
(Hg,Mn)Te/(Hg,Cd)Te QWs [Gui04]. It has been shown that, depending on excitation con-
ditions, the Mn temperature can be increased from a few Kelvins up to a hundred Kelvins above
the bath temperature.
The localization of the carriers in two or three dimensions occurring in heterostructures, like
e.g. digital alloys, leads to spatially inhomogeneous conditions for temperature exchange with
the Mn-spin system. Therefore, spin diffusion inside the Mn-spin system between regions with
and without carrier interaction has to be taken into account for evaluation of TMn.
2.1.2 Theoretical formulation of spin and energy transfer
To analyze spin and energy flux between the systems, if the carrier or Mn-system is driven out
of equilibrium, the main thermodynamical parameters of the coupled systems in DMS have to
be identified and analyzed under electron photogeneration. These are the three system temper-
atures TMn, Te and TL of the respective systems introduced in the previous subsection.
A model for heat exchange between two systems is given by the Fourier law [Fou22]
∂Q
∂t
= −κ
∮
S
~∇T · ~dS, (2.4)
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where ∂Q
∂t
is the amount of heat transferred per unit time, κ the conductivity of the material and
S the surface through which the heat is flowing. For a simple linear situation, where uniform
temperature across equally sized end surfaces and perfectly insulated sides exists, the heat flux
is given as
∂Q
∂t
= −κA∆T
∆x
, (2.5)
where A is the cross-sectional surface area, ∆T the temperature difference between the end
surfaces and ∆x the distance between the end surfaces.
The Fourier law can be used to describe thermal fluxes between the Mn-ion system and
the lattice in the case of weak deviations of the temperatures from the equilibrium values
(|TMn − TL| << |TMn,L|):
CMn
∂TMn
∂t
= −CL∂TL
∂t
= −q (TMn − TL) , (2.6)
with the heat capacities CMn and CL and the thermal conductivity of the boundary separating
the systems q = κ A
∆x
.
The linear approximation with the Fourier law is only sufficient for a general qualitative un-
derstanding, because typical experimental conditions involve high excitation regime [Ko¨n00a].
From [Sha74] is known that at liquid helium temperature even an excitation density of about
1 W/cm2 is sufficient to increase the temperature of the carrier system by several times.
Description of the energy transfer between Mn-spin system and carriers is more complicated,
because the energy transfer is accompanied by spin transfer. The exchange of energy and spin is
provided by flip-flop transitions of electron spin and Mn-spin [Aws87b, Kre85b, Kre89]. This
process is based upon the s-d-exchange interaction and conserves the total spin
|σz, Sz >→ |σz ± 1, Sz ∓ 1 > . (2.7)
Here σz is the z-component of the electron spin and Sz the z-component of the Mn-ion total
spin in the 6A ground state. The energy mismatch between the Zeeman-splitting of electrons
and Mn-ions is compensated by additional kinetic energy of the electron (see figure 2.2). This
energetic difference arises from the fact that the Mn-ions just split in external magnetic field,
while the electrons experience the giant Zeeman-splitting of the conduction band in the ex-
change field of magnetic ions. The coupling of electron system and Mn-ion spin system with
the reservoir of electron kinetic energy is possible because of the δ-like scattering potential of
localized Mn-spin for carriers. This permits with equal probability any momentum value of the
difference between initial and scattered electron state [Yak09]. Recent results on magnetiza-
tion dynamics for Zn1−xMnxSe QWs cannot be explained by the flip-flop mechanism, so that
a model based on mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole states is proposed. Thereby, the energy
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and spin transfer from hole to Mn-ion is governed by the hole relaxation within one Zeeman
heavy-hole subband [Yak07]. The electron system is usually additionally characterized by the
nonequilibrium spin 〈~sNE〉 at times shorter than the electron spin relaxation time, but exceeding
electron-phonon interaction time τe−phonon. This condition is fulfilled in nonmagnetic AIIBV I
QWs (see e.g. [Zhu06] for CdTe/(Cd,Mg)Te). Although magnetic ions significantly accelerate
the electron spin relaxation time, still transfer of energy and spin during spin exchange between
magnetic ions and electrons occurs.
Analogue to the Fourier law a linear dependence of the flux, here spin flux, on the parameter,
which describes the system, here 〈~sNE〉, exists for weak deviations [Yak09]:
∂~IMn
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
ex
nMn
ne
≈ λJS 〈~sNE〉 . (2.8)
Thereby, the nonequilibrium spin is defined as the difference of the electron spin mean value
〈~s〉 and the equilibrium value at Te 〈~sTe〉:
〈~sNE〉 = 〈~s〉 − 〈~sTe〉 . (2.9)
λJS is the rate of electron spin relaxation on magnetic ions, nMn and ne are the Mn-ions concen-
tration and the electrons concentrations, respectively, and ~IMn is the mean value of the Mn-spin,
which is changed by the electron exchange scattering.
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Figure 2.2 – Energy diagram of electron exchange scattering on Mn2+-ion in external magnetic
field. Electron scattering from spin up to spin down subband is shown by solid arrows. This pro-
cess causes Mn-spin heating. The reversed process is denoted by dashed arrows. The efficiency
for spin and energy transfer depends on the Fermi-level for a degenerate 2DEG. If the Fermi-level
is above the upper spin subband, as indicated by ε1, the transfer efficiency is independent of gi-
ant Zeeman-splitting. If the Fermi-level falls below the bottom of this subband (ε2) decreases the
transfer efficiency exponentially. [Yak09]
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Using 2.4 and 2.8, for the spin and energy transfer between electron and Mn-system results
in an external magnetic field ~B:
∂EMn
∂t
∣∣∣∣
ex
= CMn
∂TMn
∂t
∣∣∣∣
ex
= q (Te − TMn) + µBgMnλJSne
(
~B · 〈~sNE〉
)
. (2.10)
Contrary to the situation in equation 2.6, an energy flux subsists also for ∆T = |Te−TMn| = 0,
if nonequilibrium electron polarization exists. Consequence of this generation of energy flux by
nonequilibrium electron polarization is, in compliance with the Onsager relation [Lan80], that
also an energy flux due to ∆T 6= 0 generates nonequilibrium electron polarization. This can be
described by equation
d 〈~sNE〉
dt
= −λJS 〈~sNE〉+ ~ΛST (Te − TMn) , (2.11)
where the vector ~ΛST is strongly related to the magnetic field ~B and vanishes in absence of
external magnetic field. Together with equation 2.10 describes equation 2.11 the spin and energy
transfer between electron and Mn-system. For phenomenological coefficients of these equations
can be referred to [Ko¨n00b]. From this relation follows that the system of electrons can be
driven out of equilibrium by increasing the kinetic energy due to a heat impact (see figure 2.1)
or by generating nonequilibrium polarization using e.g. optical orientation technique [Mei84].
The latter uses circular polarized light to generate spin oriented carriers.
Because including all possible energy transfer channels leads to a complicated system of
equations [Ko¨n00a], here only the effect of the nonequilibrium electron polarization on the en-
ergy transfer is regarded for simplicity. In this case, from the balance equation of the nonequi-
librium electron polarization caused by the heat exchange between electron and Mn-ion system
d 〈~sNE〉
dt
= −λJS 〈~sNE〉+ ~ΛST (Te − TMn)− 〈~sNE〉
τspin
. (2.12)
follows for the stationary condition of the nonequilibrium electron polarization
〈~sNE〉 =
~ΛST τspin (Te − TMn)
(λJSτspin + 1)
. (2.13)
This can be used to renormalize the transfer equation 2.10 by substituting 〈~sNE〉:
CMn
∂TMn
∂t
∣∣∣∣
ex
=
[
q +
µBgMnλJSτspinne
λJSτspin + 1
(
~B · ~ΛST
)]
(Te − TMn) = q˜ (Te − TMn) . (2.14)
According to [Yak09] obtains
~ΛST = −
~Bq
µBgMnB2ne
(2.15)
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and
(
~B~ΛST
)
< 0, so that the thermal conductivity of the border between electrons and mag-
netic ions is decreased due to the effect of the nonequilibrium electron polarization:
q˜ =
[
1− λJSτspin
λJSτspin + 1
]
q. (2.16)
This means that the energy transfer from electrons to Mn-spin system is suppressed. It can
be easily seen from 2.16 that the decrease only occurs for slow relaxation of electron spins
λJSτspin  1, where q˜ ≈ qλJSτspin  q. For fast electron spin relaxation the nonequilibrium
electron polarization has practically no influence on the energy transfer.
2.1.3 Manganese spin temperature in stationary condition
Complete formulation of the energy exchange between the three energy reservoirs in DMS is
given in [Ko¨n00b, Ko¨n00a] by the following system of equations:
dEMn
dt
= − CMn
ξτMn−e
[ξ (∆βMn −∆βe) + ∆EFβL]− CMn ∆βMn
τMn−L
+GMn (2.17)
dEe
dt
= − Ce
ξτe−Mn
[ξ (∆βMn −∆βe) + ∆EFβL]− Ce ∆βe
τe−L
+Ge (2.18)
d∆EF
dt
= −
(
∂EF,+ 1
2
∂ne,+ 1
2
+
∂EF,− 1
2
∂ne,− 1
2
)
×
(
nMn
τMn−e
[ξ(∆βMn −∆βe) + ∆EFβL] +Gs
)
− ∆EF
τnes
, (2.19)
with the characteristic times τe−Mn = τMn−e CeCMn , τMn−L and τe−L for equalizing the tem-
peratures between the specific systems. The time τnes is the relaxation time for nonequilib-
rium carrier spin, which takes into account all nonmagnetic spin relaxation processes, like the
Bir-Aronov-Pikus, the Elliott-Yafet, the D’yakonov-Perel and the hyperfine-interaction mech-
anism. These are described more detailed in section 2.2. In [Ko¨n00b] τnes was evaluated:
τnes = 10-10 s. By deduction of this model, energy exchange with external sources is only in-
cluded by the flux parameters Ge, GMn and Gs for the respective systems. Possibilities for
external influences were already given in figure 2.1. At the optical experiments performed in
this thesis, Ge is changed by generation of hot photocarriers, and Gs by generation of spin-
oriented carriers with circularly polarized light.
In the equations βi = (kBTi)
−1 are the inverted temperatures of the respective systems,
∆βMn = βMn−βL and ∆βe = βe−βL correspond to the deviations of the inverted temperatures
of the systems and ξ = µBgMnB is the energy difference between two levels of the Mn-ion with
spin Sz and (Sz − 1), i.e. the spin splitting of Mn-ions. The velocities for altering the Fermi-
levels with changing electron density in the corresponding spin subband are denoted by
∂E
F,± 12
∂n
e,± 12
.
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The concentration of Mn-ions is given by nMn, and of electrons with spins along and against
field direction, respectively, by ne,±1/2.
If the amount of photocarriers is no longer negligible in comparison to the number of elec-
trons in the electron gas, one additional equation has to be added, which is responsible for
the variation of carrier density with increasing excitation density. For doped QWs, where the
density of background carriers exceeds strongly the density of photocarriers, this is not actual.
In equilibrium conditions (βe = βMn and ∆EF = 0) the term [ξ(∆βMn−∆βe)+∆EFβL] is
equal to zero. Deviations of this value from zero characterize the deviation of the system from
the nonequilibrium state. If the Fermi-energy is equal for both spin directions, one gets
τSLR
τe−Mn
(βe − βMn) = βMn − βL (2.20)
for weak deviations from the thermal equilibrium (Te ≈ TMn ≈ TL). In case of τSLR  τe−Mn,
the Mn-spin temperature equals the electron system temperature. The influence of the electron
temperature on the temperature of the Mn-system vanishes for a completely polarized electron
gas.
2.2 Mechanisms for spin relaxation
In semiconductors four nonmagnetic mechanisms for spin relaxation of conduction electrons
are relevant: the D’yakonov-Perel, Elliott-Yafet, Bir-Aronov-Pikus and hyperfine-interaction
mechanism. Magnetic scattering due to exchange interaction between the electrons and mag-
netic impurities is not considered here. Also processes concerning hole spins are not regarded.
The spin relaxation rates for holes are usually several magnitudes higher than for electrons due
to the much stronger spin-orbit interaction in the valence band compared with the conduction
band.
Consecutively, the four mechanisms are only briefly described. More information about spin
relaxation is included in [Fab99] or [Zˇut04]. For spin relaxation in AII1−xMnxB
V I QWs can be
referred to [Cro97] and [Cam01] or more theoretically to [Pul03] and [Sha93]. In QWs the
intersubband-relaxation [Do¨h04] can be important, too, which is based on spin-flip exchange
scattering of electrons between different charge subbands.
Which of the described spin relaxation mechanism is dominant, depends on the properties
of the particular material, like e.g. band gap, doping or amount of impurities. For small-band-
gap semiconductors and such with large spin-orbit coupling, the Elliott-Yafet mechanism is
dominant. Also hole spins relax due to the Elliott-Yafet mechanism. For middle-band-gap
semiconductors and at high temperatures the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism is relevant. At low
temperatures in heavily p-doped semiconductors dominates the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism.
The hyperfine-interaction is only relevant for bound electrons.
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2.2.1 D’yakonov-Perel mechanism
The very efficient D’yakonov-Perel mechanism was firstly presented by D’yakonov and Perel
in 1971 [D’y72]. It describes spin dephasing in systems lacking inversion symmetry, like
II-VI semiconductors with zincblende or wurtzite structure, where the inversion symmetry is
broken by the presence if two distinct atoms in the Bravais lattice. According to subsection
1.2.1 (especially equation 1.16) causes the lack of inversion symmetry the appearance of an ef-
fective magnetic field ~Ω(~k) due to spin-orbit coupling (equation 1.9). About this field precesses
the electron spin with the Larmor frequency ~Ω(~k).
If the electron wave vector ~k is changed during a spin-conversing scattering process, also the
effective magnetic field changes due to its dependency on the electron wave vector. Therefore,
the electron spin precesses during several scattering events about an effective magnetic field,
which changes in random directions and strengths, each time the electron scatters to a different
momentum state (compare figure 2.3). This leads to spin relaxation of the electron spin.
The spin relaxation time in bulk zincblende semiconductors due to the D’yakonov-Perel
mechanism amounts to [Pik84]:
1
τs,ij
∝ τp
[(
Ω2 − Ω2i
)
δij − ΩiΩj (1− δij)
]
, (2.21)
where the bar denotes averaging over directions of ~k, and τp is the momentum relaxation time.
Beside the BIA (Dresselhaus term), also the inversion asymmetry in low dimensional structures
(Rashba-effect (SIA) equation 1.74) or at heterointerfaces [Hal03, Ole01] can contribute to
the effective magnetic field. In two-dimensional structures the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism
Figure 2.3 – Scheme of D’yakonov-Perel mechanism: The electron precesses around an effective
magnetic field, which depends on the electron wave vector. [Rud05]
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depends on the orientation of the QW. While the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism is absent for
spins aligned along growth direction in (100) oriented QWs [Do¨h04, D’y86, Ohn99a], the spin
relaxation time in (001) QWs is [Ter99]
τspin =
~4
2γ2E21kBTτp(2meff )
3
. (2.22)
Thereby, E1 is the energy of the first charge subband in the QW.
With increasing temperature rises the effectiveness of the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism, be-
cause the occupation of higher k-values is accompanied by a higher effective magnetic field
[Rud05].
2.2.2 Elliott-Yafet mechanism
Contrary to the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism, the Elliott-Yafet mechanism exists also in systems
with inversion symmetry. Basis of this mechanism is coupling of electronic states with opposite
spin, which is a direct consequence of the spin-orbit interaction induced by the lattice ions
[Ell54b]. Because of the admixture of the opposite spin states to the wavefunctions, those are
not longer spin eigenstates. The amplitude of the admixture depends on the strength of the spin-
orbit coupling. Thus, the Elliott-Yafet mechanism is especially important in semiconductors
with small band gaps [Fab99]. Modification of the amplitudes of the spin-up |↑〉 and spin-down
|↓〉 parts of the wave functions leads to relaxation of the electron spin [Yaf63]. The modification
is caused by momentum scattering (such as by phonons or impurities), which is usually spin-
conversing.
The dependence on the momentum relaxation time τp for the Elliott-Yafet mechanism is
inverted compared with the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism. Intuitively explained, spin relaxation
by the Elliott-Yafet mechanism takes place during scattering events and by the D’yakonov-Perel
mechanism between scattering events [Rud05].
2.2.3 Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism
In p-doped semiconductors spin relaxation can also occur via hole scattering accompanied by
spin exchange. This, Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism called, mechanism was proposed by Bir,
Aronov and Pikus in 1975 [Bir75]. It is based upon electron-hole exchange interaction
Hˆ = A~S · ~Jδ (~r) , (2.23)
whereA is proportional to the exchange integral between conduction and valence states, ~S is the
electron-spin operator, ~J the angular momentum operator and ~r the relative position of holes
and electrons [Zˇut04]. Descriptive explained, the electron spin precesses about an effective
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magnetic field generated by the hole spin [Fab99]. The fluctuation of this field leads to electron
spin flipping. The probability of this spin-flip exchange scattering depends on the state of the
holes (degenerate or nondegenerate, free or bound on acceptors) [Zˇut04].
As the electron-hole exchange interaction decreases with rising temperature, also the effi-
ciency of the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism is reduced. In p-doped materials lacking inversion
symmetry, a coexistence of Elliott-Yafet, D’yakonov-Perel and Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism
exists. Discrimination is given by their particular unique density and temperature dependencies
[Zˇut04].
2.2.4 Hyperfine-interaction mechanism
Hyperfine-interaction mechanism occurs in heterostructures based on semiconductors with a
nuclear magnetic moment. It is based upon coupling of the magnetic moments of nuclei and
electrons. The spin dephasing takes place via temporal or spatial fluctuations of the magnetic
field of the nuclei [Zˇut04].
The hyperfine-interaction mechanism dominates spin dephasing of localized or confined
electron spins (bound on donors or confined in QWs or quantum dots (QD)) [D’y74], but is
negligible for free electrons because of strong dynamical narrowing by the itinerant nature of
electrons [Ove53]3.
The effective Hamiltonian for this interaction is the Fermi contact potential energy [Sli89]
Hˆ =
2
3
µBg
∑
j
~γj ~S · ~Njδ
(
~r − ~Rj
)
, (2.24)
with the gyromagnetic ratio γj and spin operators for electron ~S and nuclei ~Nj . Thereby, the
index j denotes the nucleus at position ~Rj .
2.2.5 Spin relaxation in excitons
The heavy-hole exciton in zincblende semiconductors can have four different spin-states with
the total spin | ± 1,±2 >. The occupation of the spin states is balanced by spin relaxation.
Thereby, two possibilities for spin relaxation between the optically allowed | ± 1 > states exist.
The indirect relaxation proceeds with an intermediate state in terms of a dark exciton. Elec-
tron and hole flip their spin independently by means of one of the spin relaxation mechanisms
described previously in the current section 2.2. In contrast, direct relaxation enables spin re-
laxation in one step via electron-hole exchange interaction (equation 2.23). This process is
3This effect is called motional narrowing-effect. It is an inhibition of the change of the spin phase by random
fluctuations [Sli89]. While the root-mean-square phase changes, the average spin phase remains constant.
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dominated by the long-range part of the electron-hole exchange interaction [Pik71], which de-
termines the splitting of excitons, which are linear polarized in the QW plane. Thereby, the
elements of the second diagonal of the Hamiltonian for the long-range exchange interaction act
descriptively like an effective magnetic field in the QW plane. This field depends on the exciton
barycenter impulse, which changes due to scattering events. Analogue to the D’yakonov-Perel
mechanism, this spin precession about a randomly fluctuating effective magnetic field leads to
spin relaxation. More information about spin relaxation can be gathered from the comprehen-
sive review by Maialle et al. [Mai93].
2.3 Spin lattice relaxation
As the SLR is based upon spin-phonon interaction, the SLR time τSLR depends on the proba-
bilities of phonon induced transitions between the Zeeman sublevels. In DMS this interaction
is based on modulation of the exchange field, being induced by lattice vibrations, which acts on
the magnetic ions. This microscopic mechanism is explained more detailed later in section 5.1
of this thesis.
Three most important types of macroscopic processes of spin-phonon transitions can be clas-
sified, which govern the mechanism of interaction between magnetic ions and phonons: direct,
Raman and Orbach transition [Gil75]. For the simple case of a two-level system with spin
S = 1/2, they are shown in figure 2.4 and described consecutively.
The direct spin-phonon transition can happen among spontaneous or stimulated emission
or absorption of resonant phonons with the energy quantum ~ω = µBgB. This energy is in
the region of acoustic phonons, not exceeding 1 meV, for moderate magnetic fields. The direct
transition is an one-phonon process. According to [Abr70], the SLR time for direct transitions
is defined as
1
τSLR
= A ·Bγ coth
(
µBgB
kBTL
)
, (2.25)
with the system coefficient A and the parameter γ, which lies in the region 3 - 5, depending on
the concrete microscopic mechanism of spin-phonon interaction (see [Abr70]).
Contrary to the direct transition, the Orbach-process is a two-phonon process [Orb61]: First
the Mn-ion passes into a real upper excited state by absorption of one phonon with energy ~ω1.
Then it relaxes by emission of a second phonon ~ω2 = ∆− µBgB to a different Zeeman-level
of the ground state. Therefore, the SLR time for Orbach-processes depends on ∆, the energy
distance between ground and excited states
1
τSLR
∼
[
exp
(
∆
kBTL
)
− 1
]−1
. (2.26)
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The Orbach-process was firstly experimentally recognized by Finn et al. [Fin61].
If there is no real excited state, also resonant scattering with a virtual interstate within the
Raman-process can occur4. Because of this, a wide phonon spectrum can take part in the scat-
tering. Raman-processes have a very strong temperature dependence of the SLR time
1
τSLR
∼ T βL , (2.27)
where β is between 5 and 9, depending on the type of magnetic ion [Abr70]. In semimagnetic
semiconductors no attention has to be paid to the Phonon-Raman-process. Reason for this is
the inhomogeneous broadening of the states, so that the virtual interstates loose their coher-
ence and the scattering occurs by means of the Orbach-process with a real interstate [Sca96a].
This has been proven experimentally by Scherbakov et al. by measurement of the temperature
dependence, which is much less than β = 5 [Sch00a].
ħω=μB gB
(1)
1/2
-1/2
ħω1
(3) ħω2= ħω1 -μB gB
-1/2
1/2
ħω1 =Δ
(2) ħω2=Δ-μB gB
-1/2
1/2
Figure 2.4 – Schematical picture of the three possible spin-phonon transition mechanisms with
phonon absorption: (1) direct, (2) Orbach, (3) Raman. For transitions with phonon emission, the
shown processes must be reversed. Solid lines correspond to real states and dotted lines to virtual
ones. [Aki06a]
4This process is the equivalent of Raman scattering.
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From equations 2.25 and 2.26 can be concluded that the direct spin-phonon transitions are
predominant at liquid helium temperature, while Orbach-processes becomes actual at elevated
temperatures [Gil75]. This is confirmed by experimental results at low temperatures [Aki06a].
While the fast exchange scattering of the carriers on the magnetic ions provides efficient
energy transfer into the Mn-system, Mn cooling down to the bath temperature is slowed
down by relatively long SLR times, characteristic for low Mn concentrations of few percents
[Sca96a, Sch00a, Yak04]. In case of long SLR times, the temperature of the Mn-system can
be considerably higher than the lattice temperature. This situation is called overheating of the
Mn-system.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the SLR rate decreases weakly in magnetic fields B
below 12 T [Bin91, Far96, Sca88, Sch00a], but increases rapidly
(
τSLR
-1 ∝ B5) for B > 17 T
[Str92]. Several peculiarities in the dependence of the SLR rate on the magnetic field were
observed. These could be very recently related to crossing of the states of pair and triple clusters
of nearest-neighboring and next-neighboring Mn-ions [Deb08]. The important role of clusters
in the SLR process will be addressed again later in this thesis.
In DMS heterostructures the SLR rate can be accelerated by realization of the concept of het-
eromagnetic nanostructures with varying Mn concentrations across the sample [Sch05]. Other
concepts to modify the SLR rate will be presented later in this thesis.
2.4 Spin diffusion
Especially in semiconductor nanostructures, the time for SLR is strongly modified by spin diffu-
sion. Microscopically, spin diffusion is based on magneto-dipole spin-spin interaction between
magnetic ions [Abr70]. Thereby, the spin jumps from one Mn-ion to another, i.e. diffuses spa-
tially. The time for spin-spin interaction τss equals, therefore, the time for a spin-flip transition
between two Mn-ions [Aki06a]. Dependence of τss on the Mn content is given in figure 2.5.
For the spatial escape of spin from a nanostructure element with the size d the diffusion time τD
can be estimated [Aki06a, Sch04]:
τD ∼ d
2
Kdiff
=
3d2τss
l2
, (2.28)
with the diffusion coefficientKdiff = l
2
3τss and the mean distance between neighboring Mn-ions
l = r0x
−1/3. For typical nanostructures with 1 nm ≤ d ≤ 1 nm and values of Mn content x and
τss according to figure 2.5, one gets diffusion times in Cd1−xMnxTe5, which are in the same
order of magnitude or even smaller than τSLR. Scherbakov et al. describes experiments in het-
erostructures and magnetic QDs6, respectively, where the influence of spin diffusion on the
5In Cd1−xMnxTe is r0 = 0.46 nm.
6The QDs were grown on thin magnetic wetting layers.
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Figure 2.5 – Times for spin-spin
interaction in Cd1−xMnxTe depend-
ing on Mn content at TL = 6 K.
Open cycles correspond to elec-
tron spin resonance (ESR) measure-
ments [Say85] and filled squares
to electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) measurements [Kre85a].
SLR was well observed [Sch04, Sch05]. It will be tried to extend these results for heteromag-
netic nanostructures to digitally alloyed structures in the framework of this thesis. Hence, on
heteromagnetic structures will be dwelled consecutively.
Initial point for the introduction of the concept of heteromagnetic semiconductor structures
is the following fact: An increase of the Mn content above x ∼ 0.01 in the active layer of a
spintronic structure results in carrier scattering and nonradiative recombination channels, be-
cause of alloy fluctuations and associated defects. Thus, the optical and transport properties are
strongly compromised.
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B = 3 T Figure 2.6 – Time evolution
of the relative changes in mag-
netization, ∆M(t)M0 , measured
by monitoring the direct (D)
and indirect (I) luminescence
of a Zn1−xMnxSe/Be1−yMnyTe
type-II heterostructure (A) and
a Zn1−xMnxSe/BeTe structure
(B) according to [Sch05]. The
equilibrium magnetization M0
was measured at B = 3 T and
T = 1.6 K. For better comparison
the results for sample B were
multiplied by factor 5 and the
results for indirect luminescence
by factor 0.5.
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Figure 2.7 – Band scheme of a heteromagnetic nanos-
tructure Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te with type-II
band alignment according to [Sch05].
Heteromagnetic semiconductors have an active layer with a specific required Mn content in
contact with another layer (“spin dump”), where the Mn content is high. From measurements
on Zn1−xMnxSe/Be1−yMnyTe heterostructure with a type-II band alignment is known that the
additional layer reduces significantly the SLR time by more than one order of magnitude, but
does not influence the carrier properties in the active layer [Sch05]. Comparative studies were
performed with a Zn1−xMnxSe/BeTe structure (see figure 2.6). Advantage of the type-II struc-
ture is that two optical transitions can be observed, belonging to spatially direct (D) and indirect
(I), respectively, optical transitions, so that the magnetization dynamics in each layer can be
monitored separately (see figure 2.7) [Yak01, Yak02]. This concept can be considered as the
magnetic counterpart of modulation-doped heterostructures, where the dopant layer is separated
from the active layer with free carriers [Sch05]. In modulation-doped heterostructures the car-
rier density shall be increased to gain better transport properties. Also in this case, doping of
the active layer would lead to higher carrier scattering.
Basis of the observed effect is diffusion of Mn-spins between magnetic layers with different
Mn content. As will be shown detailed in section 5.1, increasing Mn concentration significantly
accelerates the SLR. Over small distances not exceeding 10 nm, spin diffusion can occur much
faster than SLR in those layers with low Mn content [Sch04]. Thus, the spin will diffuse from
the layers with low x to layers with high x, where it can relax with considerably shorter SLR
times. This diffusion process is shown schematically in figure 2.8 for absorption and emission
of phonons, i.e. heating and cooling of the Mn-spin system. In homogeneous structures and
structures with only one magnetic layer, spin-phonon transitions occur in the magnetic layer
(case (a) in figure 2.8). If a spin dump layer with higher Mn content is added in a heteromagnetic
structure, the spin-phonon transitions will occur in this layer, because of the higher transition
probability. Afterwards diffuses the spin in the active layer, as indicated by hashed arrows in
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Figure 2.8 – Schematical diagram demonstrating phonon absorption and emission processes in
(a) homogeneous magnetic structure and (b) heteromagnetic nanostructure. Diffusion of spin be-
tween spin dump and active layer is indicated by hatched arrows. Spin-phonon transitions are de-
noted by big white arrows. The figure is taken from [Sch05].
figure 2.8(b). Hence, presence of a layer with high x accelerates the overall relaxation of spin
polarization.
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Experimental technique
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Generally, experiments detecting spin dephasing and spin relaxation can be divided into
those, measuring spectral characteristics of magnetization depolarization, and those measur-
ing time or space correlations of magnetization [Zˇut04]. Examples for the first group are
conduction-electron spin resonance (CESR) [Feh55] and optical spin orientation [Mei84] in
combination with the Hanle effect [Bre33, Han24]. By time-resolved photoluminescence (PL),
a technique belonging to the second group is used in this thesis. Other examples for experiments
in time or space domain are the Johnson-Silsbee spin injection [Joh85] and time-resolved Fara-
day and Kerr rotation.
The time-resolved PL technique is based on investigation of the evolution of the exciton
recombination light, while the coupled systems in DMS relax, after they had been driven out
of equilibrium by an external impact. Thereby, the sensitivity of the giant Zeeman-splitting on
the spin temperature of Mn-ions TMn is exploited. The Mn-spin temperature in equilibrium
is equal to the lattice temperature TMn = TL, but may exceed it significantly under external
perturbations. Optical detection of the Mn-spin temperature is described in the first section 3.1
of this chapter. The enhancement to time-resolved investigation of the Mn-spin temperature is
given in section 3.3. It should be mentioned that time-resolved PL allows not only detection
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of spin relaxation, but also study of the different spin and energy transfer channels between the
coupled system in DMS.
The various methods for injecting energy into the systems of DMS, which were shown by
dotted arrows in figure 2.1, are briefly described in the second section of this chapter (3.2).
Especially generation of photocarriers by laser light was used for the investigations in this thesis.
Finally, in the last section of this chapter, the experimental setup, which fulfills the requirements
of the time-resolved PL technique, is presented.
3.1 Optical detection of Mn spin temperature
To access the dynamical response of the magnetization on external impacts, the internal Mn-spin
thermometer is exploited, which is provided by the high sensitivity of the giant Zeeman-splitting
of excitons (band states) to the polarization of the magnetic ions. The reason for the strong
relationship between giant Zeeman-splitting and magnetization in terms of the average spin of
the Mn-ions was already stressed in section 1.3.4.4. According to equations 1.85 and 1.86 the
giant Zeeman-splitting, arising from the sp-d-exchange interaction, is in QWs:
∆EgiantZeeman = (δeα− δhhβ)xN0 〈Sz〉 , (3.1)
with the known parameters for the exchange constants N0α and N0β, the Mn mole fraction
x, and the mean thermal value of the Mn-spin z-component 〈Sz〉 (along the magnetic field
B = Bz), according to equation 1.54 with the total spin S = 5/2 for the Mn2+-ions. For the
studied structures the parameters δe and δhh for the wave function leakage into the nonmagnetic
barriers are very close to unity, as the carrier wave functions are well localized in the DMS
QWs. Together with equation 1.54 can be clearly seen from 3.1 that the splitting is proportional
to magnetization, which in turn is a function of external magnetic field and temperature:
∆EgiantZeeman (B, TMn) =
α− β
µBgMn
M (B, TMn) , (3.2)
M (B, TMn) = µBgMnxN0Seff (x)B5/2
(
5gMnµBB
2kB(TMn + T0(x))
)
. (3.3)
The splitting ∆EgiantZeeman decreases rapidly with increasing Mn temperature. Physical reason
for this is the thermal occupation of higher Zeeman sublevels of Mn-ions, so that the orientation
of the Mn-spins decreases in external field.
The giant Zeeman-splitting can be measured by optical spectroscopy. Possible optical transi-
tions in the vicinity of the band gap are given in figure 1.15. In this thesis the heavy-hole transi-
tions with circular polarization (a,d in figure 1.15) are exploited. To observe the giant Zeeman-
splitting, a finite equilibrium magnetization has to be induced by application of an external
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Figure 3.1 – PL, PLE and reflectivity spectra of (a) a 100 A˚ Zn0.988Mn0.012Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se
QW and (b) a 80 A˚ Cd0.99Mn0.01Te/Cd0.76Mg0.24Te QW in absence of magnetic field. Trion (T),
light-hole (X,1s-lh) and heavy-hole (X,1s-hh) exciton can be distinguished.
magnetic field. The splitting is displayed as red shift of the exciton PL line (∆EgiantZeeman).
The spectral position of the excitonic emission line measured in external magnetic fields can be
traced by different optical techniques: PL, photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy
and reflection, as shown in figure 3.1.
In PL spectroscopy, which is used in this thesis, laser radiation transfers photon energy
~ω > Eg into the electronic system of DMS. Thereby, electrons are lifted from the valence
band to higher free states in the conduction band and electron-hole-pairs are generated. These
pairs relax via emission of acoustical and optical phonons to the band edge on a timescale of few
picoseconds. During this relaxation excitons can form, which pass into their ground state. The
free electron-hole-pairs localize on defects (bound excitons, predominant in binary semicon-
ductors), on alloy fluctuations (predominant in ternary semiconductors) or potential fluctuations
(localized excitons, predominant in QWs). Furthermore, formation of magnetic polarons may
occur. Some of the electron-hole-pairs recombine radiative. This luminescence is characteristic
for the type of localization as well as for the investigated structure. While PL spectroscopy al-
lows only examination of bound and localized excitons, PLE allows examination of free exciton
states.
To prevent thermal ionization of the excitons and broadening of the PL lines due to phonons,
PL measurements should be performed at liquid helium temperature.
Typical DMS spectrum measured with PL spectroscopy consists of two lines. While the high
energy line corresponds to recombination of heavy-hole exciton, the low energy line belongs
to the trion. The trion line is shifted with respect to the exciton line by the additional binding
energy of the second electron.
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Figure 3.2 – Comparison of circular polarization degree PC (circles) and giant Zeeman shift of
excitonic PL line (squares): The results of both parameters fit exactly each other for all measured
photoexcitation densities. Normalization of the parameters to their values at the lowest excitation
density was performed. [Kel01]
The relative changes of the giant Zeeman-splitting can be conveniently detected via giant
Faraday rotation and Kerr rotation effects and via circular polarization degree of PL [Yak09].
In general, only the lowest energy branch of the giant Zeeman-splitting (see figure 1.15) can
be observed in PL spectroscopy at low temperatures. In this case the thermal energy (< 1 meV
at T < 2 K) is considerably smaller than the giant Zeeman-splitting, so that only the lower
branches are filled. As one electron remains in the conduction band after trion recombination,
the energy shift in magnetic field is similar for trion and exciton. For magnetic fields B > 1 T
exceeds the giant Zeeman-splitting of electronic states the trion binding energy of about 5 meV
and the exciton gets the lowest state. The measurements in this thesis were usually performed
at low excitation densities at B = 3 T, so that the trion line was suppressed or rather weak.
To obtain information about the temperature of the Mn-spin system, two characteristics of the
magneto-optical spectra can be used, which are related to the giant Zeeman-splitting. Both are
effect of the conduction and valence band states. The first characteristic is the energy shift of the
exciton emission line due to the increase of the Mn-spin temperature by photoexcitation. This
effect can be clearly seen in figure 3.3 for a ZnSe-based QW. Even rather low excitation density
of 13 W/cm2 leads to a drastic increase of TMn to 23 K. The fits to calculate the Mn temperature
in figure 3.3 were achieved independently of the magnetic field. Contrary, the presence of a
two-dimensional electron gas in doped QWs leads to an additional variation of the Mn-spin
system temperature with the magnetic field [Ko¨n00a]. It is convenient to use the giant Zeeman
shift in relatively strong magnetic fields (exceeding 0.5 – 1 T), where its variation can be clearly
detected. For measurements in weak magnetic fields (below 0.5 T) the other characteristic, the
circular polarization degree of emission, shall be analyzed. It has been shown by Keller et al.
[Kel01] that both characteristics provide the same information about the temperature of the
Mn-system (see figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.3 – Giant Zeeman shift of excitons for different excitation densities evaluated from PL
spectra for a Zn0.988Mn0.012Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se QW. The lines represent Brillouin fits to calculate the
Mn-spin temperature TMn, which is given in the figure for each excitation density PL. In the inset
is shown that the exciton energy is independent from the excitation density in absence of external
magnetic field. [Kel01]
In cases when the giant Zeeman-splitting value ∆EgiantZeeman is measured from the energy
shift of exciton transitions in reflectivity, absorption or PLE spectra, the equations 3.1 and 1.54
allow direct access to TMn value. However, if it is measured from the shift of PL line, a possi-
ble contribution of magnetic polaron formation should be taken into account [Mac94, Yak96].
For that, the magnetic field B in equation 1.54 can be substituted by sum of an external mag-
netic field and exchange field in the magnetic polaron. For the samples reported in this thesis
(x < 0.1), the magnetic polaron contribution to the giant Zeeman shift of PL line is very small
and can be neglected [Yak96, Yak97].
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3.2 Heating of the Mn spin system
According to figure 2.1, several methods exists to heat the Mn-system with respect to the bath
lattice temperature:
• electric current
• laser light
• phonon pulse
• direct heating of the lattice (the phonon modes are exploited, which are present in the
lattice at elevated TL)
• microwave (MW) or far-infrared (FIR) radiation resonant with the splitting of spin sub-
levels, ~ωmw,fir = µBgMnB.
Depending on the particular experimental conditions, the methods inject spin and energy in
the different systems of DMS. The first three methods heat the Mn-spin system indirectly.
They are consecutively described in few words. The direct methods were not exploited for
the investigations in this thesis. Examples on investigations of DMS with these heating tech-
niques are given for direct lattice heating e.g. in [Far96, Str92], for MW radiation e.g. in
[Hu98, Iva07, Iva08, Kom77, Mal83, Mal85, Sad03, Gis93] and for FIR radiation e.g. in
[Ger08, Str90, Str92], respectively. Both use ESR of free carriers and Mn2+-ions.
3.2.1 Heating by laser light
Laser light that is absorbed in a DMS structure generates photocarriers (electrons and holes)
with excess kinetic energy. This energy can be transferred to the Mn-spin system, causing an
increase of the Mn-spin temperature via two channels shown schematically in figure 3.4. The
first channel is a direct one. It is provided by fast spin-flip exchange scattering of free carriers on
localized spins of Mn-ions. The efficiency of this channel is characterized by very short transfer
times τc−Mn, faster than 10 ps [Die95]. The exchange scattering provides simultaneous energy
and spin transfer and, therefore, is sensitive to the carrier spin polarization [Ko¨n00b, Rya82].
Also excitation of the internal Mn2+-ion transition 6A1 →4T1 by energy transfer from excitonic
states may contribute to this direct way [Fal03, Lei97, Som93].
The second channel is indirect and mediated by phonons. On the first stage, free carriers
with excess kinetic energy generate nonequilibrium phonons during carrier energy relaxation,
and on the second stage these phonons heat the Mn-spin system. Carriers are efficiently coupled
with the lattice. Typical times for electron energy relaxation by means of acoustical phonons
τe−phonon is about 100 ps [Sha74]. Therefore, the indirect mechanism is controlled by SLR of
Mn-ions, which couples phonons with the Mn-spin system.
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Figure 3.4 – Interacting systems of undoped DMS under heating by laser light IL(t) with duration
of 10 ns. The dashed-line arrow corresponds to phonon generation due to energy relaxation of
carriers. Laser light heats the Mn system by carrier Ic(t) and phonon Iph(t) impacts.
Summing up, laser pulses have a two-fold dynamic impact in heating the Mn-system. These
two impacts differ in temporal duration, time profile and heating efficiency. While the carrier
impact is limited by the laser pulse duration, the phonon impact is given by the typical lifetimes
of nonequilibrium phonons of about 1µs.
The efficiency of heating involving carriers depends strongly on the Mn concentration. From
figure 3.5 can be deduced that the heating becomes considerably less efficient for higher Mn
concentrations. That this suppression is related to the dependence of the SLR time on the Mn
content, will be shown later in this thesis.
The relative contributions of direct and indirect transfers are still under debate [Aki06b,
Far96, Hun05a, Kel01, Kne06a, Ko¨n00b, Kou03, Kul96, Sca96a, Tya97, Tya99, Yak04, Yak05].
On one hand it has been shown that the direct transfer is dominant in (Zn,Mn)Se QWs
[Kel01, Yak04], in n-type doped (Cd,Mn)Te QWs [Ko¨n00b], and in undoped (Cd,Mn)Te QWs
under high excitation density [Kul96, Tya97]. On the other hand, the indirect transfer has been
suggested as the leading mechanism in bulk (Cd,Mn)Te [Far96], in (Cd,Mn)Te QWs [Kou03],
and in (Cd,Mn)Se QDs [Hun05a, Hun05b]. It is clear now that the relative contribution can be
related to the DMS material, to the heterostructure design and to the excitation conditions, i.e.,
power and duration of laser pulses. However, a comprehensive picture of the energy transfer
accounting for all these factors is far from being developed and additional experimental data is
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Figure 3.5 – Mn spin temper-
ature dependency on excitation
density for different Mn concen-
trations x. The measurements
were performed on Zn1−xMnxSe/
Zn1−yBeySe structures at a mag-
netic field ofB = 1.5 T and a bath
temperature of T = 1.6 K. Above-
barrier photoexcitation at ~ω =
3.4 eV was used. [Kel01]
required here. An experimental difficulty in collecting established data is caused by the prob-
lem of separating contributions from direct and indirect transfer when the laser pulse duration
exceeds phonon lifetimes of about 1µs.
3.2.2 Heating by electric current
Heating by electric current is similar to heating by laser light. Also by this method carriers pass
their excess kinetic energy into the Mn-spin system, resulting in increase of TMn. Contrary to
the laser light method, the carriers are not generated, but existing free carriers are accelerated by
the applied electric field. Therefore, electric current heating is only reasonable in doped DMS.
The efficiency of this technique is demonstrated e.g. in [Ko¨n00a].
Mn heating by electric current is stronger for trions than for excitons. This can be explained
by the spatially inhomogeneous density of diluted 2DEGs with a Fermi-energy comparable with
localizing potential of the well width fluctuations. The trions are formed in sites containing
2DEG, where the Mn heating should be stronger. The excitons are photogenerated in sites
free of background electrons, where weaker heating effect is expected. In the later case, the
heating can be provided by energy diffusion inside the Mn-spin system from hot to cold regions
[Yak09].
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3.2.3 Heating by phonons
By the heat pulse technique, nonequilibrium phonons were generated directly in the lattice.
Thereby, the phonons can be injected either by laser radiation or by means of a phonon genera-
tor. A phonon generator is a thin metal film evaporated on the sample. This film can be excited
either by electrical current or by laser pulses [Aki97, Aki06a, Sch99]. The phonons propagate
through the substrate1 and reach the DMS QW layer. Here nonequilibrium phonons with en-
ergy ~ω = µBgMnB may induce resonant spin-phonon transitions, as the Zeeman sublevels are
separated by µBgMnB in an external magnetic field B [Sch99]. Hence, the population of the
upper Zeeman sublevels increases, i.e. the Mn-spin system is heated.
For direct phonon generation by laser light, the lower energy gap of the GaAs buffer layer,
compared with the energy gaps of the DMS materials, is exploited. This is shown schematically
for a (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se QW in figure 3.6. Laser light, which is only absorbed in the GaAs
buffer layer, generates a phonon flux, which heats the Mn-spin system.
Scherbakov et al. have already used combination of phonon impact and laser impact for heat-
ing the Mn-system to investigate SLR in (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te QWs [Sch00a]. This method is
modified in this thesis by the use of laser pulses as sources of the phonon impact, instead of the
phonon generator. A comprehensive overview on phonon heating in DMS is given in [Aki06a].
GaA
s
ZnM
nSe
ZnB
eSe
Figure 3.6 – Energy scheme for photoexcitation with
different photons. Photons with energies exceeding
the energy gap in (Zn,Mn)Se and (Zn,Be)Se (straight
trough line) can generate carriers in those. This sit-
uation corresponds to heating by laser light described
in 3.2.1. Photons with energies below the energy gaps
in (Zn,Mn)Se and (Zn,Be)Se, but exceeding the energy
gap in the GaAs buffer, (dashed line) are absorbed in
the buffer layer. In this case only indirect heating of the
Mn-system by phonons takes place.
3.3 Time-resolved measurements
Direct measurements of the temporal evolution of the magnetization by means of a time-domain
magnetic spectrometer based on a pick-up electromagnetic coil were already performed [Str90,
Str92]. However, this technique is not suited for measurements on thin magnetic layers and
1Low-energy phonons with ~ω < 1 meV can travel ballistically distances of few mm. High-energy phonons
~ω >> 1 meV travel diffusive, as they are strongly scattered by impurities and isotopes [Bro85, Eis86, Ram92].
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Figure 3.7 – PL spectra of
a Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se
QW. The two bottom spectra are
taken under very low cw-laser ex-
citation, the others are recorded
at different time delays ∆t with
respect to the laser pulse maxi-
mum: ∆t ≈ 0 ns (corresponds to
the pulse maximum), 10 ns (just
after the pulse), and 1µs later.
The excitation density amounts to
P ≈ 54 kW/cm2, the magnetic field
to B = 3 T (solid lines) and
B = 0 T (dashed line), respec-
tively, and the bath temperature to
T = 1.6 K.
nanostructures, because the net changes of magnetization in the whole sample are too small for
the sensitivity of the technique.
More advanced is the optical detection technique presented here. The magnetization dynam-
ics of the Mn-spin system is analyzed from the temporal evolution of the giant Zeeman shift,
induced by an external heat impact, provided by laser pulses. The Mn-spin system is driven out
of equilibrium with the lattice temperature during the laser pulses and is cooled down between
the pulses back to lattice temperature. Due to the heating of the Mn-spin system, the upper
Zeeman sublevels become occupied and the magnetization decreases. Thus, the corresponding
changes in the Mn temperature can be followed via the energy shift of the PL maxima ∆EmaxPL
relative to its equilibrium position at a fixed magnetic field. To monitor the PL after a certain
time ∆t after a laser pulse, the signal is detected by means of a gated charge-couple-device
(GCCD) camera with nanosecond time resolution. This technique allows big improvement
of the time resolution, compared with time-resolved experiments with pulsed generation of
nonequilibrium phonons. In the latter the temporal resolution is limited by the characteristic
decay time of acoustical phonons of about 1µs. The time resolution is a very crucial parameter,
as it determines the shortest accessible SLR time.
Typical PL spectra of a Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se QW structure are given in figure 3.7.
The two bottom spectra were detected under continuous wave (cw) laser illumination with very
low excitation density, to avoid heating of the Mn-system above the bath temperature. The
giant Zeeman shift of the emission line amounts to about 40 meV at B = 3 T. The three upper
spectra show the emission line at different delays with respect to the impact laser pulse of 7 ns
duration. Just after the pulse (∆t ≈ 10 ns) the giant Zeeman shift is reduced to∼ 14 meV, which
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corresponds to a heating of the Mn-system up to TMn = 17 K. After one microsecond the line
is shifted back to lower energies, reflecting the cooling of the Mn-system.
The characteristic exciton recombination time in the studied structures does not exceed
100 ps, which is typical for ZnSe-based QWs [Yak00]. This is much shorter than the dura-
tion of the laser pulses. In order to get information about relaxation processes exceeding the
laser pulse duration additional illumination of the sample with a cw laser has been provided.
Figure 3.8 shows the time evolution of both, giant Zeeman shift and polarization degree,
induced by laser pulse excitation. Fast heating of the Mn-ions occurs during action of the laser
pulse and is reflected by a high-energy shift of the PL maximum by 23 meV and a decrease
of the polarization degree from 0.9 to 0.2. After the laser pulse, the Mn-system temperature
relaxes towards equilibrium with a relaxation time constant of ∼23 ns. However, it saturates
at a level, which exceeds the bath temperature. It will be shown later in this thesis that this
level is controlled by nonequilibrium phonons. To reach the equilibrium temperature of 1.6 K
takes a much longer time of a few µs. The Mn-spin dynamics in the full time range will be
given in figure 4.4. Also the temporal behavior of the giant Zeeman shift and the polarization
degree is very similar. Thus, both of them are well suited for optical detection of the spin-lattice
dynamics.
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Figure 3.8 – Temporal variation of the PL spectral line position EPL at a magnetic field B = 3 T
(closed circles) and of the circular polarization degree Pc at B = 0.12 T (open circles) in a
Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se QW structure. Excitation density was P ≈ 12 kW/cm2 and bath tem-
perature T = 1.6 K. The laser pulse maximum position is indicated by the vertical arrow.
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3.4 Experimental setup
The studies of the dynamical shift of the PL line due to relaxation the heated Mn-spin system
were performed with the, in figure 3.9 pictured, experimental setup. To heat the Mn-system,
a pulsed Nd:yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser (Laser 2000, LCS-DTL-374QT) operating
at emission wavelengths of either third harmonic (355 nm) or second harmonic (532 nm) was
used. Laser pulse duration was about 7 ns and maximum peak power up to approximately 1 kW
at a repetition rate between 1 kHz and 10 kHz. For most of the measurements a repetition rate
of 3 kHz was used. The laser power exposed to the sample could be weaken by variable attenu-
ators. The pulsed laser was focused by a lens on the sample, being inside of a superconducting
split-coil magnet (Oxford or Cryogenic). Thereby, the sample was immersed in superfluid
helium at a bath temperature of 1.6 K. This very low temperature is needed to improve the res-
olution of the results, because the amount of the giant Zeeman-splitting decreases drastically
with growing temperature, as shown in figure 1.16. Magnetic fields up to 10 T were applied
parallel to the structure growth axis and to the direction of collected light (Faraday geometry).
Measurements without magnetic field were also performed with a helium flow cryostat with
high numerical aperture.
The needed additional illumination for electron-hole relaxation processes exceeding the laser
pulse duration, which was stressed in the previous section, is provided by a cw HeCd laser
(Kimmon, IK Series) at 325 nm or 442 nm. The experimental situation is similar to conventional
pump-probe technique. To minimize the heating of the Mn-system, the cw laser was defocused
(excitation spots were usually larger than 1 mm in diameter) to reach an excitation density below
0.1 W/cm2.
In later experiments this heating was further reduced by application of a modulated semi-
conductor laser (Coherent Cube), which was used instead of the cw laser. To synchronize both
pulsed laser, also this laser worked at 3 kHz repetition rate. The pulse length was 250 ns. The
laser’s emission wavelength was 375 nm at a power density of 72.5 mW/cm2. The Cube laser
requires good collimation of its laser beam, as the radiation is strongly divergent because of
the small resonator of the laser. The pulsed operation mode of this laser allows drastic reduc-
tion of the contribution of this laser’s illumination to the unwanted background heating of the
Mn-system by two or three orders of magnitude. Background heating is considerable for low
Mn concentration.
The PL generated by the laser radiation was projected on the entrance slit of a 0.5 m spec-
trometer (Acton 500i) by a so-called four-f -imaging, consisting of four lenses (f = 19 cm).
Because excitonic PL lies in the UV-region, quartz lenses have to be used. The in-between-
image after the second lens was projected on a variable cross-slit. By this slit only small central
parts (< 100µm in diameter) of the laser spots could be chosen, to avoid uncertainties caused
by spatially inhomogeneous excitation. Directly after the slit it was possible to inspect the PL
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Figure 3.9 – Experimental setup: MC = monochromator, CCD = charge-couple-device camera,
GCCD = gated charge-couple-device camera, PPG = programmable pulse generator, PTG = pro-
grammable timing generator.
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and sample2, respectively, on a monitor by a microscope and video camera. This construction
was needed to make the careful adjustment of the laser spots, which should be exactly upon
each other on the sample surface. By means of λ-half and λ-quarter waveplates right-hand σ+
or left-hand σ− circular polarization could be chosen for analysis of the sample emission.
To detect PL signal without time resolution, a nitrogen-cooled charge-couple-device (CCD)
camera (Princeton Instruments with Silicon photodiode) was used. Time-resolved PL spec-
tra were recorded by means of a gated charge-couple-device (GCCD) camera synchronized
with the pulsed laser. Two different GCCD camera models from Princeton Instruments were
employed, which were both Peltier-cooled: the older OSMA-system equipped with a IRY-
700G/RB Silicon detector and the newer PI-Max system. The older system has the disadvantage
that it can be only used with an older version of the measurement software Winspec, not allow-
ing automatic computer-controlled changes of delay and size of the window of the camera gate
(see section B.2). Thus, for each measurement all parameters have to be set by hand. The gate
signal, which could be delayed with respect to the laser pulses by combination of programmable
pulse generator (PPG) (Stanford Research DG535) and programmable timing generator (PTG)
(Princeton Instruments PG-200 or ST-133A, respectively), provides a temporal resolution better
than 5 ns and 2 ns for the newer system, respectively. More detailed description of the synchro-
nization and measurement-procedure with the GCCD camera is given in section B.2 in the
appendix.
A GCCD camera is a modified intensified charge-couple-device (ICCD) camera. An ICCD
camera is a CCD camera with a forward-spaced image intensifier. Typical assembly of an
intensifier tube is shown schematically in figure 3.10. Incoming light strikes a photocathode
and generates electrons. These are multiplied by a microchannel plate (MCP) and impinge a
fluorescent screen. The intensifier tube is coupled via a fiber optic taper or a face plate to a
CCD chip. In contrast to conventional ICCD cameras, in a GCCD camera a short voltage pulse
is applied to the MCP. This allows exposure times less than 2 ns, which exceeds dramatically
usual CCD cameras. The duration and interval of the voltage pulses can be controlled variable
by a PTG.
…
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This technical note is intended to help the researchers make the best selection of ICCD camera  for
low light time resolved imaging and spectroscopy applications.  It briefly describes th  benefits and
trade-offs involved with the various components of the system including intensifier type, CCD
resolution and frame rate.  For more detailed information on intensifiers and gated ICCD technology,
please refer to the technical notes "Introduction to Image Intensifiers for Scientific Imaging", "ICCD
Gating" and "Comparison of Lens-Coupled and Fiber-Coupled ICCD cameras" available at
http://www.piacton.com/products/pimax/whitepapers.aspx
Introduction
A typical high performance intensified CCD (ICCD) camera consists of n intensifier tube, coupl d
via a fiber optic taper or a face plate to a CCD (figure 1).  Camera electronics consist of both high
voltage gating and timing controls for the intensifier as well as low noise CCD readout circuitry.
Figure 1. High performance cameras use fiber optic taper/face plate(B) to couple the intensifier (A) to the CCD (C).
Also shown is the cross section of a Gen II intensifier.
Selecting the Right ICCD Camera!
Though, primarily used for military night vision applications, intensifier tubes possess several notable
features such as ultra-low light sensitivity and sub-nano second shuttering (gating) -making them
ideal for scientific time resolved imaging and spectroscopy applications.  With continuous
improvements in sensitivity and gate speeds, they are helping researchers with better insight into
physical, chemical and biological processes.
Intensifier - Performance parameters
In order to match the ICCD system performance to the requirements of the experiment, one should
pay careful attention to the selection of the intensifier tube.  The selection is primarily based upon 
a) Quantum Efficiency (QE) of the photocathode
b) Gate speed
Electrical Connection Rings
Intensified Image
Fluorescent Screen
Photocathode
Incident Light
-200 V
0 V
600 V – 900 V
8 kV
Microchannel Plate
The latest advances in intensified CCD ca era technology
Figure 3.10 – Schematical assembly
of the intensifier of an ICCD camera.
[Pri08]
2By use of simple white lamp for illumination.
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In this chapter experiments concerning energy and spin transfer between carriers and
Mn-spin system are presented and discussed. The focus of the studies lies in the distinction
of indirect and direct energy transfer between carriers and Mn-spin system. The experiments
were performed with nominally undoped samples, so that the carrier system contains only pho-
toexcited carriers generated by laser excitation (compare figure 3.4).
Starting point in the first section 4.1 is the twofold dynamic impact caused by the laser
excitation for heating of the Mn-spin system and the resultant response of the Mn-system under
different experimental conditions. In the subsequent sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 experimental
results for direct and indirect transfer are given and interpreted. The chapter is closed with a
comparison of different experimental conditions to distinguish the two transfer channels.
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4.1 Twofold dynamic impact for Mn heating
According to section 3.2.1, laser light generates photocarriers with excess kinetic energy, which
heat the Mn-spin system via two channels (see especially figure 3.4): the direct way via inter-
action between carriers and Mn-ions, and the indirect way involving the phonon system. This
two-fold impact is subsequent considered with regard to the experimental conditions, given by
the used experimental setup.
The temporal profile of the laser pulse IL(t) is shown in figure 4.1 by the solid line. It
can be well described by a Gaussian profile with a half width at half maximum of ∼7 ns. Its
asymmetry does not exceed 10 %. If photocarriers are generated in the (Zn,Be)Se barriers, they
are captured in the (Zn,Mn)Se QWs and recombine there through exciton states. During the
lifetime of the photocarriers direct heating can occur. Taking into account our time resolution,
and that the carrier lifetimes in the studied structures do not exceed 100 ps, the temporal profile
of the carrier impact Ic(t) should coincide with the laser pulse IL(t). This means that direct
heating of the Mn-system by carriers takes place only during the laser pulse action. This is
experimentally confirmed as no distinct difference between the laser excitation dynamics and
the dynamics of the excitonic emission is observed. Exemplarily results on a (Zn,Mn)Se sample
(x = 0.11) are shown by dots in figure 4.1.
However, the temporal evolution of the phonon impact Iph(t) differs from the laser pulse.
Nonequilibrium phonons are generated by dissipation of the kinetic energy of the photocarriers.
While the leading edge of Iph(t) does not exceed ∼10 ns (i.e. the integral of the laser pulse),
the trailing edge is determined by the characteristic lifetime of acoustic phonons in crystals at
low temperatures, which is in the order of 1µs [Sch99, Sha74]. Summing up, the Mn-system is
exposed to a short carrier impact and a long phonon impact. Their temporal profiles are given
schematically in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 – Temporal evolution
of a Nd:YAG laser pulse (solid
line) and of the PL signal of
a Zn0.89Mn0.22Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se
QW sample (dots).
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Figure 4.2 – Schematical picture of the
two impacts for Mn heating. Ic(t) is the
carrier impact due to direct energy trans-
fer from carriers to the magnetic ions, and
Iph(t) is the phonon impact due to indirect
energy transfer mediated by nonequilibrium
phonons.
The dynamical response of the Mn temperature TMn(t) on an impact will differ for Ic(t) and
Iph(t), as it is determined by the difference in characteristic times during which energy can be
transferred from the carriers to the Mn-ions (τc−Mn), from the phonons to the Mn-ions (τSLR)
and from the Mn-ions back to the lattice (τSLR). Therefore, the response allows to measure these
times experimentally. However, the different impact contributions need to be distinguished from
the magnetization relaxation, which is not always trivial. The investigations in this chapter are
concentrated on the SLR dynamics in (Zn,Mn)Se. Detailed consideration of the interplay of the
different energy transfer scenarios determining TMn(t) for double dynamic impact situation is
out of the frame of this thesis. Here only regimes are considered, which have been realized in
the experimental conditions, presented in section 3.4.
When τSLR exceeds the durations of the impact pulses, ∆tc for the carrier impact and ∆tph
for the phonon impact, the SLR time can be measured from the decay of TMn(t). This regime
has been realized experimentally by injection of nonequilibrium phonons, enabling the mea-
surement of τSLR in (Cd,Mn)Te QWs with x < 0.035 [Sch00a]. Results for this regime,
achieved for laser heating, are presented in the figures 4.4 and 5.1 for (Zn,Mn)Se QWs with
x < 0.035.
The situation becomes more complicated when the SLR dynamics is faster than the phonon
impact. In figure 4.3 the case ∆tc < τSLR < ∆tph is analyzed for different relative contributions
of carriers and phonons. The impact profiles are shown by solid lines, and the expected TMn(t)
are given by dashed lines. Cases (a) and (b) are for single impact conditions, when one of
the contributions strongly dominates the other. For carrier impact only [case (a)], ∆tc < τSLR
and τSLR determines the decrease of TMn(t) toward the lattice temperature. In case (b) yields
τSLR < ∆tph and the SLR time can be measured from the rise of TMn(t). This is possible
due to the sharp rise of the phonon impact Iph(t), which is ∼ ∆tc. The decrease of TMn(t)
follows the slow decay of the phonon impact. The double impact case (c) is realized for the
condition Θc > Θph, where Θc and Θph are the maximum TMn that are obtained under carrier
and phonon impacts, respectively. Θc and Θph can be used to compare the efficiencies of the
Mn-system heating by the different impacts. In case (c), the decrease of TMn(t) has fast and
slow components, corresponding to SLR and phonon impact, respectively.
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic presentation of the dynamical response of the Mn-system on the impact
pulses under various experimental conditions: (a) carrier impact only, with a duration shorter than
τSLR; (b) phonon impact only, with duration longer than τSLR; (c) double impact of carriers and
phonons with ∆tc < τSLR < ∆tph and Θc > Θph.
4.2 Direct energy and spin transfer
Energy shifts of emission lines induced by third harmonic (355 nm) Nd:YAG laser pulses at
a magnetic field B = 3 T are shown in figure 4.4 for Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn1−yBeySe QWs with
Mn concentrations varied from 0.004 up to 0.11. For the sake of convenient comparison the
data are normalized by the maximum shift achieved in each structure ∆EmaxPL . For the given
experimental conditions, ∆EmaxPL varies from 5 meV for x = 0.004 up to 26 meV for x = 0.11,
and the Mn-spin temperature was up to 15 K higher than the bath (T = 1.6 K). Logarithmic
scale for the time delay was chosen to highlight the huge dynamic range of SLR times from
20 ns up to 1 ms covered by the energy shift, which reflects the cooling of the Mn-spin system
(see chapter 5). It is, however, remarkable that the heating of the Mn-spin system (the rise of
the signal) is very fast and identical for all samples.
The rising part is given in more detail in figure 4.5. One can see the fast heating of the
Mn-ions during the action of the laser pulse, which is reflected by the high-energy shift of
the PL maxima. The profile of the laser pulse is traced by the dashed line. The solid curve
gives the integral of the laser pulse and corresponds to the expected carrier impact on direct
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Figure 4.4 – Normalized energy shifts ∆EPL of PL lines induced by 7 ns third harmonic
Nd:YAG laser pluses at a magnetic field B = 3 T in Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn1−yBeySe QWs with different
Mn content (see table A.2). The maximum shifts ∆EmaxPL are 5, 12, 23, and 26 meV for samples
no. 1, 5, 8, and 11, respectively. The temporal position of the maximum of laser pulse is shown by
the dashed line. For convenient comparison of the different samples, the data have been plotted on
a logarithmic time scale. The measurements were performed at T = 1.6 K.
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Figure 4.5 – Closeup of the initial parts of dynamic data in figure 4.4 to illustrate only the rise
in energy in (Zn,Mn)Se-based QWs with different Mn concentrations (the symbols) in comparison
with the laser pulse integral (solid line). The dashed line shows the excitation laser pulse profile.
The time scale is linear. The measurements were performed at T = 1.6 K and B = 3 T.
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Mn heating, because of the exciton lifetimes on picosecond scale. The experimental data for all
concentrations are grouped closely around this curve, i.e. the rise of the Mn temperature follows
closely the integral energy of the laser pulse. As for indirect heating involving nonequilibrium
phonons considerably longer heating times are expected, the results allow to conclude that in
(Zn,Mn)Se QWs the direct energy transfer dominates over the indirect one. This is in good
agreement with the results obtained earlier for cw laser excitation [Kel01].
4.3 Competition between direct and indirect energy and spin
transfer
As discussed in section 4.1, the double impact nature of laser excitation leads to a complicated
dynamical response of the magnetic ion system under conditions when the SLR time is shorter
than the phonon impact time. This regime (∆tc < τSLR < ∆tph) corresponds to the situation
sketched in (figure 4.3(c)) and is experimentally realized for the Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se
structure. In this sample with high Mn content (x = 0.11) the SLR time τSLR = 20 – 70 ns is
considerably shorter than the phonon lifetimes of about 1µs, so that also phonon contribution
can be investigated.
To highlight the dynamical response of the Mn-system to the phonon impact only, the spec-
tral selectivity of the optical spectroscopy technique is used. For that, 532 nm wavelength laser
pulses with a photon energy of 2.33 eV, being smaller than the band gap of (Zn,Mn)Se and
(Zn,Be)Se, were utilized. These photons are not absorbed by the (Zn,Mn)Se QW and also
not by the (Zn,Be)Se barriers, and, therefore, do not generate carriers in the QWs. This is
shown schematically in figure 4.6. However, they are absorbed in the GaAs buffer layer, and
the Mn-system in the (Zn,Mn)Se QW is heated by a phonon impact only. These phonons are
generated by photocreated carriers in GaAs at distances of less than 1µm from the (Zn,Mn)Se
QW. Thus, the delay of phonon impact (i.e. the time, phonons need for propagation to reach the
(Zn,Mn)Se QW) is less than∼1 ns, which is negligible for this particular experimental situation.
532
 nmGaA
s
ZnM
nSe
ZnB
eSe
355
 nm
Figure 4.6 – Energy scheme for photoexcitation with
different photons. 355 nm photons with energy of
3.49 eV generate carriers in (Zn,Mn)Se and (Zn,Be)Se,
but 532 nm excitation with photon energy of 2.33 eV is
absorbed only in the GaAs buffer layer. In the latter
case only indirect Mn heating by phonons is expected.
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Figure 4.7 – Dynamics of the Mn temperature for two different laser excitation energies: Triangles
correspond to 355 nm (P ≈ 9 kW/cm2, double impact by carriers and phonons) and circles to 532 nm
(P ≈ 15 kW/cm2, single impact by phonons only) laser excitations in Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se
QWs. The solid lines show fits of the SLR dynamics with τSLR = 25 ns. The bath temperature of
1.6 K is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. The vertical dashed line indicates the maximum
of laser pulse at 50 ns. On the right side (panel (b)) the region with the different heating dynamics
(dotted area) is magnified shown on a linear time scale.
The Mn temperatures obtained from the spectroscopic data at B = 3 T are shown in figure
4.7 for the two different laser excitation wavelengths, which were used in these studies.
The rise of the TMn(t) signal for 532 nm excitation is controlled by τSLR (case (b) in figure
4.3). The dynamics is given by circles in figure 4.7. τSLR ≈ 25 ns has been extracted from a fit
to the data, shown by the solid line. The decay of this signal with a time constant of about 0.6µs
is due to the nonequilibrium phonon dynamics during their cooling to the bath temperature.
355 nm wavelength excitation (photon energy 3.49 eV) leads to absorption in the immediate
region of the II-VI heterostructure and should cause a double impact. The dynamics of the
Mn-system shown by triangles in the figure 4.7 follows the scenario of case (c) in figure 4.3.
The carrier impact drives the Mn temperature up to Θc ≈ 13 K during the 10 ns of laser pulse
action. Afterwards, the Mn-system relaxes on a time scale of τSLR ≈ 25 ns to Θph ≈ 4.2 K,
which is controlled by the phonon impact. At delay times longer than ∼100 ns, TMn(t) follows
the phonon impact Iph(t), as can be seen from figure 4.7.
Hence, two processes are clearly seen from the decay. The fast decay is caused by the SLR
of Mn-ions. The longer dynamics with a characteristic time of about 1µs occurs in all samples
with SLR times faster than 1µs, independent of their specific Mn concentration. This part is
related to nonequilibrium phonons, which are generated by cooling of photocarriers. Not only
the Mn-system, but also the lattice is heated by the laser pulses. Hence, the Mn-system cools
down in the first process only to the elevated lattice temperature. The lattice itself cools down to
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Figure 4.8 – Spin-lattice and nonequilibrium phonon relaxation times measured for different pow-
ers of 355 nm laser excitation. The measurements were performed at B = 3 T and T = 1.6 K with
the Zn0.89Mn0.11Se sample.
helium bath temperature on a typical timescale of few microseconds1, and simultaneously also
the Mn-system can transfer its remaining energy via the lattice to the bath to achieve thermal
equilibrium.
Summing up, 355 nm and 532 nm laser pulse illumination enables separation of the contri-
butions of the direct and indirect energy transfer mechanisms in time domain. For the given
conditions the direct transfer induces ∆EmaxPL ≈ 26 meV, which corresponds to Θc ≈ 17 K, and
the phonon contribution does not exceed 14 meV with Θph ≈ 6 K.
An independent confirmation to our assignment of the dynamical ranges is derived from
the power dependence of SLR and phonon dynamics in figure 4.8. The SLR time decreases
from 70 ns down to 20 ns with increasing power. This is in accord with the known trend of
the shorter SLR times at higher lattice temperatures [Far96, Sch00a]. Simultaneously, the time
characterizing the phonon dynamics increases from 350 ns to 1200 ns, which is due to a strong
decrease of the mean free path of nonequilibrium phonons with increase of their average fre-
quency [Mak85]. Thus, under higher optical excitation, the propagation of phonons is hindered
and becomes slower [Kaz89, Mak85], resulting in longer lifetimes of nonequilibrium phonons
inside the sample [Sha74].
Examination of a sample with Mn content of only x = 0.035 leads to different situation with
a SLR time τSLR = 11µs, exceeding considerably the phonon lifetimes. The temporal behavior
of the PL energy in this case is shown in figure 4.9. As a result, the rise of the Mn response
1The characteristic lifetimes for nonequilibrium phonons in DMS were known from [Sch00a].
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Figure 4.9 – Dynamics of the Mn temperature for a Zn0.965Mn0.035Se QW under excitation with
355 nm (open circles) and 532 nm (closed circles) laser pulses with excitation density P ≈ 50 kW/cm2.
Shown is the temporal behavior of the PL peak energy shift ∆EPL at T = 1.6 K and B = 3 T. The
vertical dashed line indicates the maximum of laser pulse at 50 ns. The total energy shift under
532 nm laser excitation was approximately five times less than under 355 nm laser excitation.
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Figure 4.10 – Temporal behavior of the PL line energy shift ∆EPL in a Cd0.985Mn0.015Te/
Cd0.6Mg0.4Te MQW. The indirect (phonon) heating is stronger in this sample than the direct heat-
ing through carriers. The dynamics of Mn heating allows for distinguishing contributions from
carriers and nonequilibrium phonons. The solid lines represent at early times the integral of laser
pulse (carriers), then the exponential growth with time constant ∼0.3µs due to phonons, and finally
the monoexponential decay with a SLR time of 28µs. The vertical arrow shows the laser pulse
maximum position. The measurements were performed at T = 1.6 K and B = 3 T.
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under 532 nm excitation corresponds to the integral over the phonon pulse of about 3µs. The
decay of the Mn response follows the SLR with τSLR = 11µs and is identical for 532 nm and
355 nm excitation.
In (Cd,Mn)Te QWs the situation can differ qualitatively from that in (Zn,Mn)Se QWs, where
the direct energy transfer from carriers dominates for the Mn-system heating. As one can see in
figure 4.10, in a Cd0.985Mn0.015Te/Cd0.6Mg0.4Te sample the direct heating is still prominent, but
additional indirect heating can be observed due to the two distinct parts of the rise of the signal.
The fast but smaller in amplitude one is due to the direct energy transfer from photocarriers,
and the slow one is contributed by the indirect transfer involving nonequilibrium phonons.
Comparison of the heating amplitudes shows even that the indirect heating is more efficient
than the direct one. While the phonons heat the Mn-system by Θph ≈ 4.8 K, only a temperature
increase by Θc ≈ 2.8 K can be assigned to the carrier heating. Figure 4.10 demonstrates clearly
that the chosen experimental conditions, namely the short excitation pulses and the nanosec-
ond time resolution, allow for isolating the direct carrier contribution even for the cases when
Θc < Θph. It can be clearly seen that the direct heating of the Mn-system by carriers takes place
only during the laser pulse action, but the indirect phonon heating lasts considerably longer.
The decay of the signal exceeds the phonon lifetimes and, therefore, is associated to SLR with
τSLR = 28µs.
4.4 Influence of excitation density
Varying excitation conditions might change considerably the relative efficiency of direct and
indirect energy transfer from photocarriers to Mn-spin system. For deeper insight on the ex-
perimental conditions, measurements on the Zn0.89Mn0.11Se QW for excitation densities varied
from 0.5 kW/cm2 up to 54 kW/cm2 were performed. The results for the energy shift ∆EPL (t) were
converted into values of TMn and are collected in figure 4.11. A pronounced peak at short
delays, caused by the direct transfer, loses its dominance upon decreasing excitation density.
To quantify this behavior, the maximal TMn achieved by direct and indirect transfers as
function of excitation density is plotted in figure 4.12. Θc was measured at a delay of 10 ns,
i.e., just after the laser pulse, and Θph was taken at delays of about 200 ns, which exceeds
τSLR = 11 ns for this sample (see table A.2). It is seen that the carrier impact to the Mn heating
increases rapidly with the excitation power increase. As for the phonon impact Θph, its behavior
can be fitted by the well-known dependence of the phonon system temperature TL under pulsed
laser excitation P ∝ (T 4L − T 4) [Sch99, Sha74]. This result is a consequence of the phonon
contribution to the specific heat, which is proportional to T 3 at low temperatures. It should
be noted that in the Zn0.89Mn0.11Se sample yields Θc ≥ Θph for the whole range of excitation
densities studied.
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Figure 4.11 – Energy shift of the PL line converted into Mn-spin temperature versus time, mea-
sured at different excitation densities of 355 nm laser pulses for Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se
QW. The fast shift of the Mn temperature during the first 10 ns is due to Mn heating by means of
photoexcited carriers. The following cooling of the Mn-system shows two stages: the fast one is due
to SLR and the slow one is determined by the nonequilibrium phonons kinetics. The vertical dashed
line indicates the laser pulse maximum. Experimental conditions were B = 3 T and T = 1.6 K.
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Figure 4.12 – Maximal Mn-spin temperatures achieved by direct carrier heating Θc, measured at
∆t ≈ 10 ns, (closed circles) and by nonequilibrium phonons (Θph = TL), measured at ∆t ≈ 200 ns,
(open circles) as function of excitation density in a Zn0.89Mn0.11Se/Zn0.89Be0.11Se QW. The solid
line describes a P ∝ (T 4L − T 4) dependence. Experimental conditions were B = 3 T and
T = 1.6 K.
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4.5 Distinction between direct and indirect heating of the Mn
system
In most experimental situations, the distinction between direct and indirect mechanisms of
Mn heating by hot photocarriers is not a trivial task. It requires extended sets of experimen-
tal data (i.e., for different Mn concentrations, excitation densities, temperatures, and magnetic
fields) and careful interpretation. The most severe problem is to achieve a time resolution con-
siderably shorter than the phonon lifetimes of about 1µs. Here three typical possibilities of
experimental situations are discussed.
4.5.1 Steady-state optical excitation
Steady-state optical excitation does not give direct access to the characteristic times and the
magnitude of the heating effect, i.e., the Mn-spin temperature is the main parameter for con-
sideration. Very different TMn have been found in (Zn,Mn)Se QWs under the same excitation
conditions [Kel01]. At excitation density of about 10 W/cm2 a sample with x = 0.06 shows
TMn = 3 K, which gives a conservative estimate for the highest temperature of the phonon sys-
tem. For the same conditions in a x = 0.004 sample, TMn = 42 K due to direct heating of the
Mn-system by hot photocarriers has been found. For n-type doped (Cd,Mn)Te QWs efficient
direct energy transfer has been concluded from the characteristic dependence of TMn on exter-
nal magnetic field, which is not expected for the phonon contribution [Ko¨n00b]. However, for
undoped (Cd,Mn)Te QWs with x varied from 0.01 to 0.07, the importance of the indirect energy
transfer via the phonons has been worked out [Kou03].
4.5.2 Long pulses with low and moderate excitation densities
Usually external modulation of cw lasers is used for experiments with long pulses with low
and moderate excitation densities (typically 1 – 100 W/cm2), which allows for easy adaptation of
the pulse length for strongly varying SLR times in structures with different Mn concentrations.
In such experiments, performed for bulk (Cd,Mn)Te ([Far96, Sca96b]) and (Cd,Mn)Se QDs
[Hun05a, Hun05b], the heating times, after switching on the laser pulse, were shorter, but on
the order of cooling times of the Mn-system after the end of the pulse. It was also shown that
the heating time depends on the excitation density and shortens by an order of magnitude with
its increase [Sca96b]. The heating times were associated with the SLR times. On this basis
the conclusion of a dominating role of indirect energy transfer involving phonons has been
drawn. However, this conclusion might not always be valid. Subsequent will be shown that a
long heating time alone, even when it becomes comparable with SLR times, is not sufficient to
conclude the dominant role of the indirect energy transfer.
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To illustrate this, this situation is analyzed on the basis of the equations in section 2.1.3.
Thereby, the situation is simplified to the energy balance for interacting systems of carriers and
magnetic ions:
dEMn
dt
= CMn
(
−∆TMn
τSLR
+
∆Te −∆TMn
τMn−e
)
, (4.1)
dEe
dt
= Ce
(
−∆Te
τe−L
− ∆Te −∆TMn
τe−Mn
)
+Ge. (4.2)
The heating of the lattice itself under low and moderate photoexcitation densities is not taken
into account. For the Mn-system (equation 4.1) the energy flux from photocarriers to Mn-system
is taken into account by the second term and the energy relaxation to the lattice by the first
term. The equation for the carrier system (4.2) consists of the term for the nonequilibrium
phonon generation, the term for the energy flux due to the phonon impact, and the energy flux
from external sources into the carrier system (Ge), i.e. due to generation of hot photocarriers
by laser light. In the equations correspond ∆TMn and ∆Te to the deviations of the Mn-ions
and carriers, respectively, temperatures from the lattice temperature, CMn and Ce are the par-
ticular specific heats and τe−Mn = τMn−e CcCMn , τSLRand τe−L are the characteristic times for
equalizing the temperatures of carriers and magnetic ions, magnetic ions and lattice, and car-
riers and lattice, respectively. It should be noted that typical values of τe−Mn and τe−L are on
the order of 1 – 100 ps. As τSLR > 10 ns for the typical DMS samples, it is always valid that
τe−Mn, τe−L τSLR. The ratio between τe−Mn and τe−L determines the relative contribution
of the direct and indirect paths for Mn heating, which was discussed above. The other small
parameter in the equations, which is the ratio Ce
CMn
 1, is due to the fact that for typical exper-
imental conditions the concentration of photoexcited carriers is always much smaller than the
concentration of Mn-ions in DMS samples with x ≥ 0.001.
With these assumptions, it can be easily shown that the characteristic time for heating of the
Mn-system after switching on the photogeneration (which corresponds to the rise time of the
signal in experiment) is described by
τin =
(
1
τSLR
+
Ce
CMn
· 1
τe−Mn + τe−L
)−1
=
(
1
τSLR
+
1
τ ∗
)−1
. (4.3)
One can see from 4.3 that the rise time τin is controlled by the shorter of the two times τSLR and
τ ∗.
Two important consequences can be drawn from this simplified model:
(i) First, the rise time τin should be always much longer than the τe−Mn and τe−L times,
giving the energy flux rates from carriers to the Mn-spin system and to the phonon system
(lattice), respectively. Indeed, if τSLR  τ ∗, then τin ≈ τSLR. On the other hand for
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τSLR  τ ∗, the following relation holds: τin ≈ τ ∗ = (τe−Mn + τe−L) CMnCe , and the factor
CMn
Ce
 1 becomes important.
(ii) To have τin ≈ τSLR the second term in 4.3 should be much smaller than the first one,
i.e., τSLR  τ ∗. It is remarkable, that this criterion provides no restriction for the relative
ratio of the τe−Mn and τe−L times. Therefore, τin ≈ τSLR can occur even in a situation
with dominating direct energy transfer (see figure 3.4), when the energy flux from carriers
to the Mn-system is much faster than to the lattice τe−Mn  τe−L. This means that the
experimental observation of Mn heating with the spin relaxation time is not sufficient to
conclude a dominant role of the indirect heating process [Far96, Hun05a, Sca96b].
4.5.3 Short pulses with high excitation densities
Short-pulse high-density excitation is realized by means of pulsed lasers. Experiments for
generating a dense electron-hole plasma in (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te QWs have been reported
in [Kul96, Tya97, Tya99]. Very fast heating during 0.5 ns and very high peak temperatures of
the Mn-spin system (up to 300 K) are strong arguments for a dominating contribution of the
direct energy transfer in these experiments. These conditions lead to strong inhomogeneity of
the coupled system of Mn-ions and carriers, and to formation of spatial domains, having very
different Mn-spin temperatures.
The moderate excitation density regime, but with high time resolution down to 2 ns, was re-
ported in this chapter. As shown, direct and indirect contributions can be distinguished in time
domain with high accuracy by time-resolved spectroscopy. The main advantage of this tech-
nique is that the time resolution is on nanosecond scale, which drastically under-runs the typi-
cal phonon lifetimes. The direct transfer dominates in (Zn,Mn)Se structures for all studied Mn
contents from 0.004 to 0.11. The indirect energy transfer is more efficient in Cd0.985Mn0.015Te
QWs.
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In this chapter the focus is shifted to the magnetization dynamics related to the Mn-spin
system. The SLR of Mn-ions is discussed regarding its dependence on the Mn concentration
and host material in section 5.1, and on the density of the free carriers (2DEG) in section 5.2.
The acceleration of SLR dynamics by increase of the lattice temperature [Sca96a, Sch00a] or
in external magnetic fields [Sch00a, Str92] has already been well established.
5.1 Dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation on the Mn con-
tent
For low Mn concentrations, where the SLR dynamics takes considerably longer than the char-
acteristic time of the phonon impact of ∼1µs, the SLR times can be extracted from the decay
of the dynamical response (as sketched in figure 4.3(a) for ∆tc,∆tph < τSLR). In figure 5.1 the
spectral shift of PL line ∆EPL, induced by the laser impact, is plotted as a function of time
for samples with different Mn content. The SLR dynamics was measured by the time-resolved
technique described in chapter 3. Once more should be emphasized that the measured values for
∆EPL are proportional to the changes in magnetization, i.e. to changes in the average spin of
the Mn-ions. For suitable comparison of the different samples, the data have been normalized to
the maximum shift ∆EmaxPL and have been plotted on a logarithmic scale. As seen from the lin-
ear dependence on this scale, the spin relaxation can be well described by a single exponential
behavior. This holds for all samples with Mn contents ranging from 0.004 up to 0.035.
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Figure 5.1 – Temporal evolution of PL spectral line shift ∆EPL, which is proportional to the
change ∆M of the Mn magnetization in Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn0.94Be0.06Se QWs with different Mn con-
tent x. The SLR time τSLR decreases from 960µs to 11µs with increasing x from 0.004 to 0.035.
The measurements were performed at B = 3 T and T = 1.6 K.
For x > 0.04 the SLR dynamics approaches the duration of the phonon impact. The modifi-
cations of the dynamical response in this case were already considered in section 4.3. Complete
picture of the results for the SLR time as function of Mn content is plotted in figure 5.2. As the
SLR time depends on the magnetic field strength, all measurements were performed atB = 3 T.
From the plot can be seen that the SLR times of Mn-ions in (Zn,Mn)Se cover the dynamical
range of five orders of magnitude from 10-3 down to 10-8 seconds, when the Mn concentration
varies from x = 0.004 up to x = 0.11. Such behavior was reported previously for bulk materi-
als [Sca88, Bin91, Str90, Str92, Far96]. The difference of the SLR times for bulk DMS to the
values reported here, is likely due to the absence of the phonon bottleneck effect in QWs.
The values of τSLR, obtained for the sample with x = 0.11 at the lowest and highest power
densities (according to figure 4.8), are shown by two data points. It should be noted that
τSLR for the sample with x = 0.1 Mn content was measured under high excitation density
of P ≈ 100 kW/cm2, and, thus, corresponds to a SLR time at a temperature higher than the bath
temperature. A shift of its expected value to the regime of low excitation density is shown by
the arrow.
The full circles in figure 5.2 show the experimental data for (Zn,Mn)Se-based structures,
while the open symbols give the literature data for (Cd,Mn)Te. The literature data for
(Cd,Mn)Te follow closely the dependence for (Zn,Mn)Se.
To discuss the results, comprehensive understanding of spin-phonon interaction is needed.
Waller suggested a microscopically mechanism [Wal32], which is due to modulation of the spin-
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Figure 5.2 – Spin-lattice relaxation time as function of Mn content for nominally undoped
Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn1−yBeySe structures (closed circles). The values are listed in table A.2. Open sym-
bols represent literature data for Cd1−xMnxTe bulk samples (triangles and circles) [Far96, Sca96a]
and Cd1−xMnxTe-based heterostructures (diamonds) [Sch00a]. The dashed line indicates typical
lifetimes of nonequilibrium phonons.
spin interaction (magnetic dipole-dipole interaction) between neighboring Mn-ions by phonons.
This effect is based on changes of the distance between two ions under the action of lattice vi-
brations. This fluctuation of the distance leads to changing of the local magnetic field, which
exists at one ion, because of the magnetic dipole on a neighboring ion. It is obvious that the
so-called Waller mechanism depends strongly on the magnetic ion concentration. From calcu-
lations in [Abr70] is known, that SLR based on the Waller mechanism occurs on a time scale,
which is by several orders insufficiently rapid to explain the experimentally measured dynami-
cal range in the nanosecond and microsecond region. The slow SLR times originate in the small
phonon energy density at the resonance frequency for direct processes.
Heitler and Teller [Hei36] have proposed a mechanism, on whose basis relaxation times in
the right order were obtained [Vle40]. This mechanism is known as Van Vleck mechanism.
Also the Van Vleck mechanism is based upon modulations, which are induced by the motion
of the electrically charged ions due to lattice vibrations. Instead of modulation of the internal
dipolar field, this mechanism consists of modulation of crystal electric field or ligand field.
Theory of this mechanism is given in [Kro39]. Obviously this interaction couples not directly
to the electron spin, but the modulated field interacts with the orbital moment of the ion and
splits its orbital states. The orbital moment in turn interacts with the spins via the spin-orbit
coupling. However, this orbit-lattice interaction is not possible for an isolated Mn2+-ion in a
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perfect II-VI semiconductor crystal. Usually the gradient of the ligand field couples with the
quadrupolar orbital angular momentum of the ions. But this quadrupolar momentum is zero
(L = 0) due to the half-filled d-shell in Mn2+-ions. Due to this lack of coupling with the lattice,
the electric field of the phonons do not act on the magnetic moments. Hence, the magnetic
field induced by temporal variation of the electric field is relativistically small. Interaction of
gradients of the electric field with the spin via the quadrupolar moment of the magnetic Mn-ion
is not possible. Nonzero matrix elements of the orbit-lattice interaction can only be obtained
by admixture of excited states to the ground state via spin-orbit coupling. But, according to
[Blu62], this effect is rather small, because the spin-orbit coupling will only mix states with
different total spin values into the ground state. Furthermore, the Van Vleck mechanism has no
intrinsic dependence on the concentration of magnetic ions [Gil75], which is in contrast to the
achieved experimental results.
Hence, the dominating microscopic mechanism for spin-phonon interactions in Mn-based
DMS remains the Waller mechanism. To explain the measured fast SLR times the hitherto
assumption of isolated Mn2+-ions must be abandoned. In this case Mn-ions tend to form
clusters with increasing Mn content. Due to spin-spin superexchange interaction various spin
levels are formed in clusters. Transitions between these levels mediated by phonons are al-
lowed (∆S = ±1; ∆M = 0,±1) and governed by the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya mechanism
[Sca96a, Wan92, Wit95]. Example for a possible transition in a manganese pair cluster is given
in figure 5.3. As clusters possess a lot of excited states inside the phonon continuum, spins
have the opportunity to relax via the more efficient Orbach-process than via the direct process
[Sca96a]. Thus, SLR is strongly accelerated in clusters. The amount of clusters or isolated
Mn-ions, respectively, depends on the Mn concentration. Assuming a statistical distribution of
Mn-ions in the crystal lattice, the probability to find an isolated Mn-ion, which has no neigh-
boring Mn-ion, decreases by (1− x)12 [Kel04]. For a Mn concentration of x = 0.004 are more
than 95 % of the Mn-ions isolated, but for x = 0.11 only less than 25 %.
Determination of the concrete types of clusters (pair, triads), which contribute to the SLR
process, requires further experiments. In magnetic semiconductors a variety of clusters with
different values of B1 exist [Kre65]. For the present experimental conditions clusters with
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Figure 5.3 – Energy scheme for a manganese pair
cluster taken from [Sch00a]. Shown are the singlet
|0, 0〉 and the triplet states |1,M〉. The latter splits
in magnetic field according to M , and the |1,−1〉
triplet state crosses the singlet state at B = B1 =
∆
µBgMn
and gets the ground state. At a magnetic field
B > B1, the magnetization, i.e. the temperature
of the Mn-spin system, can be increased by emission
(|0, 0〉 → |1,−1〉 transition) or decreased by absorp-
tion (|1,−1〉 → |0, 0〉) of resonant phonons.
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B1 > 3 T, like nearest-neighbor pairs and triads, cannot contribute, but next-nearest-neighbor
clusters have sufficiently low values of B1 [Fur88a, Str92, Wan92, Wit95].
Further effect on the SLR is given by spin diffusion. Mn-spins from isolated Mn-ions can
diffuse via relaxation towards Mn-ions included in clusters [Sca96a]. This cross-relaxation
conserves energy and total spin [Kel04]. Transitions, which change the total magnetization in
clusters, are only possible because of the exchange interaction modulation by lattice vibrations,
when states with different spin are coupled by anisotropic interactions. Three anisotropic inter-
actions can be considered, which couple neighboring Mn-spins antiferromagnetically in clusters
[Far96, Sca96a, Wan92]: the exchange interaction, the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange inter-
action [Dzy58, Mor60] and the magneto-dipole interaction. All of them are short-range inter-
actions, but the magneto-dipole interaction has the weakest decay with the increasing distance
between the Mn-ions and, therefore, the longest range. This mechanism plays the dominant role
for SLR dynamics in the limit of very small Mn contents, while the two other become impor-
tant at higher Mn contents, when Mn clusters are formed. In the latter case the Dzyaloshinsky-
Moriya exchange interaction is dominant.
Scalbert [Sca95, Sca96a] has calculated for the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya exchange interaction
the analytical dependency of the SLR rate on temperature and Mn content for Mn pairs:
1
τSLR
≈
(aB
a
)2
6x (1− x)6
(
3
exp
(
24.4
T
)
+ 3
)(
9
exp
(
24.4
T
)− 1
)
108 s-1 (5.1)
and Mn triads:
1
τSLR
≈
(aB
a
)2
42x2 (1− x)1 1
(
2.1
exp
(
30
T
)− 1 + 6exp (43
T
)− 1
)
108 s-1. (5.2)
The fitting parameter a = J∂J
∂R
1 describes the changing of the lattice constants by lattice defor-
mations and achieves the best agreement with experimental results for a = 0.35 A˚, which is
in good agreement with the expected value for superexchange interaction [Sca96a]. For low
Mn concentrations (x < 0.02) follows from equations 5.1 and 5.1 that the SLR is considerably
more determined by the amount of clusters with three Mn-ions than Mn-ion pairs. As already
for x = 0.15 more than half of the Mn-spins belongs to bigger clusters [Kre66], also these have
to be taken into account for concentrations higher than x = 0.1. However, the calculation of
analytical dependencies gets increasingly more complex.
The number of Mn-spins coupled in clusters and the typical cluster size increase progres-
sively for growing Mn concentration [Lar86]. This is the reason for the strong dependence of
the SLR time on the Mn concentration. It can be shown in the framework of a simple model,
which is accounted for the spin diffusion from Mn-ions to Mn clusters, where the spin has effi-
1Thereby is J the nearest-neighbors exchange constant and R the Mn-anion bond length.
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cient relaxation, that the SLR rate τSLR−1 has a strong dependence on Mn content with a power
law between x3 and x4 [Yak09]. This is in good qualitative agreement with experimental results
from figure 5.2, which is thus a strong evidence of the dependence of SLR on the Mn content
and for the anisotropic Mn-Mn exchange interactions as dominating SLR mechanism.
As confirmed by the experimental data, the property of the host II-VI semiconductor is not
of major importance and should not change the strong trend of SLR time dependence on the
Mn concentration. But some quantitative variations in τSLR can be expected. Strength of Mn-
Mn interaction depends on the lattice constant, type of crystallographic lattice and the anion
atom, which orbitals are involved in the indirect exchange interaction between magnetic ions
[Die94]. Also clustering depends on the number of neighbors in the first, second and third coor-
dination spheres in the cation sublattice, which is controlled by the lattice type. (Zn,Mn)Se and
(Cd,Mn)Te have the zincblende lattice structure. The lattice constant 5.67 A˚ in (Zn,Mn)Se is
smaller than 6.50 A˚ in (Cd,Mn)Te, the respective distances between the nearest-neighbor mag-
netic ions are 4.0 A˚ and 4.6 A˚. The coupling constant of the Heisenberg interaction between
nearest-neighboring magnetic ions in (Zn,Mn)Se is larger than in (Cd,Mn)Te, the respective
values are -12.3 K (wurtzite lattice) and -6.3 K (zincblende) [Die94]. The larger coupling con-
stant in (Zn,Mn)Se may suggest faster SLR dynamics, which, however, is not confirmed by the
results from figure 5.2. Obviously, further experimental and theoretical efforts are required to
clarify the influence of the host material on SLR rate of Mn2+-ions.
In (Zn,Mn)Se, contrary to (Cd,Mn)Te with x < 0.3, an internal Mn2+ (3d5-shell) transition
6A1 →4T1 can be excited by energy transfer from excitonic states [Fal03, Lei97, Som93]. The
total spin of the excited state is 3/2 instead of the 5/2 of the ground state of the Mn2+-ion, and,
therefore, an additional mechanism for the optically induced reduction of the magnetization
could be taken into consideration. However, this mechanism does not contribute to the experi-
mental results on the SLR times reported in this thesis, probably due to small amount of excited
Mn2+-ions. This belief is corroborated by the hitherto results: (i) Similar SLR times received
for the two material systems from figure 5.2; (ii) The results coincide well with the SLR time in
(Zn,Mn)Se measured by injection of nonequilibrium phonons. This technique excludes internal
excitation of the Mn2+-ion [Kel01, Sch05]; (iii) The same relaxation times for the samples from
figure 5.1 have been measured under 532 nm photoexcitation, which does not generate excitons
in (Zn,Mn)Se layers.
It is important to note that the studied samples have thicknesses of DMS layers not exceed-
ing 100 – 200 A˚. As a result, the SLR dynamics of Mn-ions is free of the phonon bottleneck
effect, which might strongly slow down spin dynamics in bulk DMS (see [Aki06a, Sch00a] and
references therein). Generally, phonon bottleneck occurs, if the heat capacity of the phonon
system is less than the heat capacity of the magnetic system. On the other hand these layers are
thick enough to neglect quantum confinement effects for the Mn-ions.
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5.2 Effect of free carriers in doped structures
That the dynamics of SLR can be modified significantly by the presence of free carriers, is
already known from metals with magnetic impurities [Bar81] and bulk narrow-gap DMS with
high concentration of free carriers [Sto96]. Examples of effects caused by such interaction are
the Korringa effect and the Knight shift.
Also in the wide-band-gap DMS (Cd,Mn)Te an acceleration of SLR was experimentally
found [Sch01b, Sch01a], if free carriers (electrons or holes) are implemented by modulation
doping of the barrier layers by donors or acceptors. Thereby, heating by electric current gave
qualitatively similar results to the heating by photocarriers. However, the value of the giant
Zeeman-splitting suppression, which was a measure for the Mn-ion heating, was about three
times larger for the charged exciton transition than for the exciton. This is due to the spatially
inhomogeneous heating of the Mn-system. The stronger heating was in the microscopic regions,
where the free carriers have higher concentration, as these regions were most efficiently heated
by electric current [Yak04].
In contrast to QWs, which are directly doped in the well layer, in modulation doped QWs the
carriers are spatially separated from the donators. Thus, impurity potentials, which were created
by insertion of donators, are outside of the QW, leading to a very high carrier mobility in the
QW. As the Fermi-energy EF is constant in growth direction, the donors ionize and electrons
are transferred in the QW. From this separation results an electric field in growth direction,
which leads to parabolic band bending in the QW [Plo83]. The total potential, which acts on
the carriers, is described, within the scope of the Kohn-Sham-potential [Koh65], by the sum of
the band offset between QW and barrier V , the Hartree-potential of the electric field VH and the
so-called exchange-correlation potential VXC , which describes the residual many-body effects
[Sch89]:
VKS (z) = V (z) + VH (z) + VXC (z) . (5.3)
The contribution by VXC lowers the band gap with increasing electron density, which is known
as band gap renormalization.
In order to study this effect in modulation-doped (Zn,Mn)Se QWs, a set of samples with
x = 0.004 and electron densities varying from 1010 cm-2 up to 5.5×1011 cm-2 is examined.2
Samples with electron densities below 1010 cm-2 are nominally undoped, as this electron con-
centration is only provided by residual impurities. Again the well-established method to heat
the Mn-system via photocarriers is used. In doped structures the number of optically generated
carriers is negligible compared to the carriers, which exist due to the doping. For the spin-flip
exchange scattering between Mn-ions and carriers, the origin of the carriers is irrelevant. Thus,
2Samples CB1542, CB2033, CB2034, CB2037 in table A.2.
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the effect of the photocarriers is well described by an elevation of the 2DEG temperature due
to electron-electron scattering. As already mentioned in section 2.1.3, the Mn-spin tempera-
ture equals the electron system temperature in case of a SLR time τSLR exceeding the time
for energy transfer between electron and Mn-system τe−Mn. This leads to overheating of the
Mn-system, if the temperature of the 2DEG is increased due to the electron-electron scattering
with the photocarriers.
For the measurement of the excitonic PL line has to be taken into account that the forma-
tion of excitons (and trions) is suppressed in the presence of a 2DEG. This results mainly from
the so-called phase space filling. The states, which are occupied by the 2DEG, cannot be used
for creation of the excitonic wave function due to the Pauli principle. Screening of Coulomb
interaction between electron and hole by the 2DEG, which occurs additionally in bulk semicon-
ductors, is not possible in QWs [Bru84], and, hence, plays no role. Calculation of the decrease
of the oscillator strength of the 1s-exciton can be gleaned from [Sch85].
The SLR times, which were achieved by tracing the excitonic PL are depicted in figure 5.4.
A decrease from 960µs down to 70µs is observed. This means that in the doped samples τSLR is
up to 14 times shorter than in the undoped case. This result was approved by measurements of a
set of two modulation-doped Zn0.035Mn0.965Se QWs with electron densities of 3×1010 cm-2 and
3×1011 cm-2 (see figure 5.5). All results coincide well with the results for n-doped and p-doped
(Cd,Mn)Te-based QWs. Comparison of all results is given in figure 5.5. The enhancement
of the SLR rate for magnetic ions is stronger for the presence of free holes [Sch01b]. This is
intuitively expected, due to the larger carrier mass, which leads to a larger density of states and
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Figure 5.4 – Dependence of the SLR time τSLR on the concentration of free electrons ne in
Zn0.996Mn0.004Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se QWs. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The measurement
were performed at T = 1.6 K and B = 3 T.
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Figure 5.5 – SLR time as function of the carrier density in modulation doped DMS QWs. Triangles
correspond to the measured data for (Zn,Mn)Se-based QWs, while circles show data for (Cd,Mn)Te-
based QWs taken from [Sch01b, Sch01a]. Closed symbols represent data for structures with 2DEG
and open circles for a structure with a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG). The lines are just guides
for the eye.
a stronger p-d-exchange interaction with magnetic ions (about four-five times stronger than the
s-d-exchange interaction for electrons).
From the results presented in section 5.1 is known that in undoped Zn1−xMnxSe with low
Mn content the SLR process due to direct coupling of the Mn-system to the lattice is slow. In
contrast, free carriers (electrons and holes) are strongly coupled with both, the magnetic ions
and the phonons (see figure 5.6). As mentioned, the carrier interaction with magnetic ions is
based on the fast spin-flip exchange scattering. Also electron-phonon coupling is very efficient
τ2 D E G
2 D E G
M n  s p i ns y s t e m l a t t i c e( p h o n o n s )
τ
M n - L
S L R
Figure 5.6 – Illustration of the bypass
channel for energy transfer from the Mn-
system to the lattice through the 2DEG.
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with characteristic times of less than 0.1µs. Therefore, the free carriers in doped structures
serve as fast and efficient bypass channel for the slow direct SLR. The efficiency of this channel
is controlled by the carrier density and can be characterized by a relaxation time τ2DEG. The
experimentally measured SLR time τSLR can be described in the following way:
1
τSLR
=
1
τMn−LSLR
+
1
τ2DEG
, (5.4)
where τMn−LSLR is the time characteristic for the process provided by direct interaction of the
Mn-ions with the phonon system. Obviously is τMn−LSLR = τSLR in undoped samples. The τ
Mn−L
SLR
value can be obtained from measurements on nominally undoped samples. τ2DEG was calcu-
lated by Scherbakov et al. [Sch01b] from the temporal variation of the inverse temperature of
the Mn-ion system βMn
dβMn
dt
∣∣∣∣
e−Mn
= − 1|Cβ (B)|
∂E
∂t
∣∣∣∣
e−Mn
=
1
τ2DEG
(βMn − βe) , (5.5)
using a formalism developed in [Ko¨n00b]:
τ2DEG =
|Cβ (B)|
|Cβ (0)| [te−Mn (B,EF , βe, βMn) + tSR (EF , βe, τspin)] . (5.6)
Cβ is the heat capacity of magnetic ions in the presence of a magnetic field and te−Mn and tSR
are characteristic relaxation times, which can be calculated by means of equations (14) and (25)
in [Ko¨n00b]. The other variables in equations 5.5 and 5.6 were already introduced in section
2.1.3.
From equation 5.6 can be deduced that the SLR does not only depend on the carrier density,
but also on the magnetic field strength. This yields for the τMn−LSLR -channel, too, and was well
studied by Scherbakov et al. [Sch01b]. Model calculations of the magnetic field dependencies
of the three times in equation 5.4 according to [Sch01b] are given in figure 5.7. The depen-
dence of τMn−LSLR in the nominally undoped sample is evaluated as interpolation of experimental
data. Its devolution is nonmonotonic with a maximum at B ∼ 1 T. For higher magnetic fields,
τMn−LSLR decreases steadily [Sch01b, Str92]. The calculated times τ2DEG (according to equation
5.6) for the interaction between 2DEG and Mn-ions show more complicated behavior. For low
carrier densities (ne . 5×1010 cm-2) a strong exponential increase of the relaxation time with
the magnetic field can be observed. The Zeeman-splitting of the conduction band yields for low
electron densities to a strong polarization of the 2DEG already at low magnetic fields. There-
with, the probability of spin-flip exchange scattering decreases, as mentioned above. Hence,
the relaxation time gets slower. But with increasing ne the increase of the relaxation time is
postponed for stronger fields. At very high densities (ne & 8×1010 cm-2) even a decrease with
growing magnetic field is observed. This is due to an increase of the amount of electrons near
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Figure 5.7 – Model calculations
of the SLR time as function of
the magnetic field; taken from
[Sch01b]. The dependence for
the SLR time in undoped mate-
rial, τMn−LSLR shown in the top
panel, is based upon experimen-
tal data (Cd0.99Mn0.01Te QW).
The calculations for τ2DEG in a
Cd0.99Mn0.01Te QW with an elec-
tron gas of different densities,
which are presented in the mid-
dle panel, were performed using
the approach in [Ko¨n00b]. From
both dependencies the SLR time
τSLR in doped materials can be
achieved according to equation
5.4. Results are shown in the bot-
tom panel. The 2DEG densities
are given in cm-2.
the Fermi-energy, which can participate in the spin-flip exchange interaction with increasing
giant Zeeman-splitting of the Mn-ions with growing magnetic field.
The spin dynamics in doped QWs, which can be deduced according to equation 5.4 from the
results of τMn−LSLR and τ2DEG, is shown in the bottom panel of figure 5.7. For low carrier densities
(ne < 7×1010 cm-2) the SLR time is determined by τ2DEG at magnetic fields below 1 – 2 T, but
at higher fields by τMn−LSLR . Contrary, τ
Mn−L
SLR has nearly no influence on the τSLR behavior for
high carrier densities (ne ≥ 7×1010 cm-2). These results can be directly compared with the
experimental results for the doped (Zn,Mn)Se-based samples. At a magnetic field of B = 3 T,
τSLR is for low carrier densities (ne . 6×1010 cm-2) determined by τMn−LSLR , but for high carrier
densities by τ2DEG. As τ2DEG is faster than τMn−LSLR , this coincides well with the observed
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Figure 5.8 – Fermi-energy EF of the
2DEG in CdTe and ZnSe for different
electron concentrations.
increase of τSLR in nominally doped samples. Comprehensive experimental verification of the
calculations was already given in [Sch01b].
For a qualitative explanation of the τSLR devolution in figure 5.7 it has to be taken into
account, that the 2DEG becomes degenerated at low temperatures, if the electron density gets
so large that the thermal energy became smaller than the Fermi-energy (kBT  EF ). From
this can be deduced two effects, which are both related to the fact that in external magnetic field
flip-flop process of Mn-electron exchange should conserve not only spin but also the energy of
the whole system. This was already briefly stressed in section 2.1.2 (especially figure 2.2).
On the one hand electrons in a degenerated electron gas are described by the Fermi statistic.
This means that only electrons, which are separated by kBT from the Fermi-energy, can partic-
ipate in interactions. For electrons which take part in flip-flop processes with Mn-ions has to be
further fulfilled that the Zeeman-splitting between the spin sublevels of Mn2+-ions lies in this en-
ergetic region. The Zeeman-splitting is given by ∆EZeeman [meV] = µBgMnB = 0.116 ·B [T].
The other electrons in the depth of the 2DEG forbids the Pauli principle participation in
electron-Mn interaction. For those no free final states exist, which the electrons can as-
sume after the scattering. Hence, the SLR rate saturates with increasing carrier density for
EF > kBT ,∆EZeeman and gets independent on ne.
The second effect is based upon the relation between the Zeeman-splitting and Fermi-energy
EF . For small electron concentrations the Fermi-energy is rather small (e.g. EF = 0.3 meV
for ne = 1.2×1010 cm-2; see figure 5.8). The Zeeman-splitting ∆EZeeman = µBgeffB exceeds
already in small magnetic fields EF due to the large effective g-factor in magnetic semiconduc-
tors. Thus, only the lower spin Sz = −1/2 subband is filled, if the nonmagnetic spin-relaxation
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mechanisms (see section 2.2) are neglected, and one half of the Zeeman-splitting of the con-
duction band exceeds the Fermi-energy. The 2DEG becomes fully spin polarized. The subband
with opposite spin (Sz = +1/2) lies above the Fermi-energy and, thus, cannot be occupied. This
situation is represented by the energy ε2 in figure 2.2 on page 73. Hence, for ∆EZeeman > EF
energy transfer from Mn-ions to 2DEG by spin-flip exchange scattering becomes impossible for
higher magnetic fields. As the Zeeman-splitting increases with increasing magnetic field, this
effect should reduce strongly the efficiency of the carrier bypass channel with growing magnetic
fields and the τMn−LSLR -channel gets dominant.
As already discussed in [Kel04, Ko¨n00a], also heating of the Mn-spin system is significantly
modified by the presence of free carriers.
Summing up, the dynamic magnetic properties of DMS heterostructures are significantly
modified by the presence of free carriers. The effect reaches one order of magnitude. This
provides a new channel to control spin dynamics (spin-lattice or spin-spin relaxation rates) by
tuning the density of the free carriers and opens the possibility to design structures with prede-
fined SLR times. This very important possibility for spintronic applications will be scrutinized
in the next chapter. It is obvious that the acceleration by the 2DEG vanishes for high Mn con-
centrations, where the direct SLR via phonons is faster than the flip-flop scattering with the
electrons of the 2DEG.
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Chapter 6
Control of spin-lattice relaxation
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The huge recent process in application of modern semiconductor structures is linked to the
flexibility in designing various parameters of these structures, for example the ability to de-
sign separately the static and dynamical properties. Especially control of the SLR time τSLR
becomes obvious because it can turn out as a bottleneck for the speed of applications. Problem-
atical is that in II-VI DMS both, the static properties and the dynamic properties, as seen from
the investigations on the SLR dynamics in the previous chapter, depend strongly on the Mn con-
centration. This means that by designing a specific value for the giant Zeeman-splitting of carri-
ers, which is proportional to the static magnetization, thereof the SLR time for the Mn-system,
which corresponds to the chosen Mn content, is also determined. This correlation between
the static and dynamic magnetization via the Mn content limits drastically the possibility of
designing DMS structures.
In this chapter two approaches are presented to overcome this limitation and to control SLR
in DMS heterostructures. The first approach is based upon the strong influence of the density
of the free carriers (2DEG) in DMS on the SLR time, as shown in section 5.2. By applying an
electric field to a DMS sample the density of free carriers can be changed, resulting in control
of the SLR time. Contrary, the static magnetization in DMS QWs is rather independent of the
presence of free carriers. The successful application of this technique is presented in section
6.1.
The second approach exploits that the limitation given by the correlation of static and dy-
namic magnetic properties is not a principal one. The underlying mechanisms for both are dif-
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ferent, which makes it possible to decouple them. Neighboring and next-neighboring Mn-spins
interact antiferromagnetically and form clusters. With increasing Mn content, more and more
spins become coupled in the clusters and the typical cluster size increases [Lar86]. The static
magnetization is mainly determined by paramagnetic Mn-spins not bound to clusters. Contrary
to that, the magnetization dynamics is dominated by anisotropic Mn-Mn exchange interactions
in antiferromagnetic clusters [Die95].
This strong sensitivity of the magnetization dynamics to clustering of the Mn-ions is ex-
ploited by the technological concept of “digital alloying” offered by MBE. In section 6.2 results
on digital alloy (DA) samples are shown, whose SLR dynamics of magnetic Mn-ions has been
accelerated by an order of magnitude compared to common “disordered alloys” with the same
Mn concentration. Disordered alloys have a random distribution of magnetic ions in the cation
sublattice. Remarkably no noticeable change in the giant Zeeman-spin splitting of excitonic
states (i.e. no effect on the static magnetization) is observed in the studies. These results are
extended towards DAs with parabolic shape of QW confining potential in section 6.3.
In the last section of this chapter the important influence of spin diffusion in acceleration
of spin dynamics is discussed in structures with a nonuniform concentration of the magnetic
Mn-ions.
6.1 Electric field control of 2DEG
As presented in section 5.2, the presence of free electrons in a Zn0.996Mn0.004Se QW reduces
τSLR by an order of magnitude. This is in line with the reported data for Cd1−xMnxTe-based
QWs, where the SLR has been accelerated by the presence of either electrons [Sch01b] or holes
[Sch01a] provided by modulation doping. These free carriers, being efficiently coupled with
both, the Mn-spins and the phonon system, provide an additional channel for spin and energy
transfer from the Mn-spin system into the lattice. That opens the possibility to tune the SLR
time by adjusting the carrier density. While Scherbakov et al. tuned the carrier concentration
by laser illumination, here control of the carrier density by application of a gate voltage along
the structure growth axis is presented.
Two Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se samples with semitransparent gold contacts, to apply
a gate voltage, were fabricated as described in section A.1.3. The 2DEG density ne in the un-
biased structure was about 1.5×1011 cm-2 and was varied by the applied voltage from about
5×1010 cm-2 up to 3.1×1011 cm-2. Thereby, the voltage was changed from U = 0.7 V to -1.5 V.
The electron density is estimated from the linewidth of the emission line. This method is
reliable when the Fermi-energy exceeds the inhomogeneous broadening due to alloy fluctua-
tions, which is about 4 meV in the studied samples. It allows us to make direct evaluations for
ne ≥ 1.4×1011 cm-2, while only extrapolations were possible below this value.
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Figure 6.1 – PL spectra at different magnetic fields for two gate voltages of the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/
Zn0.94Be0.06Se sample 1.
Typical PL spectra for one of the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se samples (sample 1) mea-
sured under cw excitation at magnetic fields of 0 T and 3 T are shown in figure 6.1. The spectra
are given for two different gate voltages. The high structural and optical quality of the samples
is approved by the narrow linewidth, not exceeding 5 meV. The low energy shift of the PL lines
in external magnetic fields is due to the giant Zeeman-splitting of the heavy-hole exciton state.
The shift value is equal to the one half of the giant Zeeman-splitting ∆EgiantZeeman/2. A gate
voltage of -0.6 V causes a small increase of the PL linewidth due to an increase of electron
density, and a small decrease of the giant Zeeman shift at B = 3 T due to weak heating of the
Mn-system by the electrical current through the structure (see figure 6.5 and discussion below).
However, the smallness of this current heating does not influence significantly the measure-
ments of the SLR dynamics.
As shown exemplary forU = 0 V and -0.6 V in figure 6.2, the giant Zeeman shift for different
voltages is rather similar. It amounts to approximately 20 meV atB = 3 T and saturates at about
25 meV for higher fields. Measurements made for several other voltages show very similar
behavior. This experimental behavior confirms that the static magnetization for the studied
samples is independent of the gate voltage and, therefore, is not sensitive to the 2DEG density.
This conclusion is in good agreement with the literature data [Kel03]. The solid line in figure
6.2 is a fit of the experimental data for U = 0 V by means of equations 3.2 and 3.3.
The measurements for magnetization dynamics have been performed at B = 3 T. In the
studied structures with relatively low Mn concentration x = 0.015, the SLR time exceeds sig-
nificantly the laser pulse duration of 7 ns and the typical lifetime of nonequilibrium phonons of
about 1µs. Therefore, the SLR time can be extracted from the decay of the dynamical response.
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Figure 6.2 – Giant Zeeman shift of PL line (σ+ polarized) for two different gate voltages (U = 0 V
and -0.6 V). The line shifts to lower energies. PL is excited by a cw HeCd laser with a power
density of 10 mW/cm2. The solid line shows a fit along equation 3.2 with x = 0.015, Seff = 2.4
and Teff = 2.9 K. The effective values were calculated according to equations 1.55 and 1.56. The
measurements were performed with the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se sample 1.
The respective experimental data measured for three gate voltages are plotted in figure 6.3. For
a suitable comparison, the data sets are normalized to the maximum shift ∆EmaxPL and plotted
on a logarithmic scale. Monoexponential fits are shown by solid lines together with the corre-
sponding values of τSLR. The SLR time decreases from 140µs for a gate voltage of U = 0.6 V
down to 1µs for U = -1.5 V.
Detailed treatment of the SLR time dependence on the voltage applied is depicted in figure
6.4. For voltages between U = 0.7 V and -1.5 V the SLR time decreases by more than two
orders of magnitude from 160µs down to 1µs. It is, therefore, evident that the magnetization
dynamics is accelerated by the presence of a 2DEG, whose concentration is tuned by the gate
voltage. SLR time as long as 530µs have been reported for an undoped (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se
QW with a Mn concentration of x = 0.015 (sample CB1581 in table A.2). Therefore, the overall
tunability range of the SLR time approaches three orders of magnitude.
The applied voltage induces a current flow through the structure with typical values given
in figure 6.5 by closed circles. The current may induce heating of the Mn-system. This effects
should be taken into account when treating the static and dynamic magnetization by means
of the optical spectroscopy. To evaluate it for the studied structures, in the same panel the
energy position of PL line maximum is plotted as a function of gate voltages at B = 3 T. One
can see that the current heating effect is relatively small. In a wide voltage range from 0.7 V
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Figure 6.3 – Temporal evolution of PL line shift corresponding to the cooling of the Mn-spin
system heated by pulsed laser excitation. The SLR times were evaluated from mono-exponential fits
given by solid lines. The measurements were performed with the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se
sample 1.
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Figure 6.4 – SLR time dependence on gate voltage for n-type modulation-doped
Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se QW. The measurements were performed at B = 3 T and
T = 1.7 K.
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Figure 6.5 – Gate voltage dependence of the PL line maxima energy (open circles) and current
(closed circles). The measurements were performed with the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.94Be0.06Se sam-
ple 1.
to -0.7 V the energy shift is smaller that 2 meV, which is less than 10 % of the giant Zeeman
shift at 3 T. This shift corresponds to a change of the Mn-spin temperature by only 1 K. For
U = -1.2 V the energy shift rises to 5 meV corresponding to heating by 2.5 K. It is stressed
here that these estimations give the upper boundary for the lattice temperature increase due to
current flow, which in practice is considerably smaller than the elevation of TMn. Therefore, in
our experimental conditions the effect of the lattice temperature on the measured SLR time can
be neglected.
It is also interesting that independent of the voltage polarity, the PL line shifts to high ener-
gies, i.e. the shift is dominated by the Mn heating. The possible contribution of the quantum-
confined Stark shift is very small. For the measurements of the Mn-spin dynamics this tempo-
rally constant shift is not significant, because only the evolution of the energy shift with time
is analyzed. Possible explanation for the more pronounced shift for negative voltages is the
asymmetry of the contacts. The voltage was applied between the doped substrate and buffer
layers and a 50 nm thick semitransparent gold contact deposited on the top of the sample. In
this case the profile of the voltage drop may depend on the polarity.
6.2 Engineering of spin-lattice relaxation by digital growth
So far the common “disordered alloys” with a random distribution of magnetic ions in the cation
sublattice were investigated, which have the disadvantage of a strong correlation between the
static and dynamic magnetic properties via the Mn concentration. A way to overcome this fun-
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Figure 6.6 – Schematic diagram of the conduction and valence band profile and Mn-ion profile in
(Cd,Mn)Te DA structures.
damental limitation is offered by the technological concept of “digital alloying”, because static
and dynamic properties of DMS are governed by different mechanisms. Paramagnetic Mn-spins
give the main contribution to the static magnetization, and their coupling into antiferromagnetic
Mn-Mn clusters for increasing Mn content is unfavorable in this respect. On the other hand, the
SLR dynamics is controlled by anisotropic exchange interactions of Mn-ions in such clusters.
The concept of growing digital alloys (DA) is described briefly in section A.1.4. In the
area of DMS the concept of digital magnetic QWs was introduced in 1995 [Cro95, Woj95].
The possibility of unique spin splitting and spin dynamics engineering was demonstrated for
MnSe/(Zn,Cd)Se DAs [Cro95] and for (Cd,Mn)Te/CdTe digitally graded magnetic QW struc-
tures [Woj98]. A strong variation of the carrier spin dynamics with the DA parameters has been
found. However, no dependence of the Mn-spin dynamics has been established yet. In this
section it will be show that the spin dynamics can be engineered to a desired value by a proper
choice of DA parameters.
For the studies presented here, three digital alloys (DA), consisting of short-period superlat-
tices Cd0.96Mn0.04Te/CdTe with layers of one to ten monolayers, and, additionally, two refer-
ence disordered alloy samples with 1-µm-thick layers of Cd0.985Mn0.015Te and Cd0.96Mn0.04Te
for comparative studies, were grown. The digital structures are labeled according to the thick-
ness of magnetic and nonmagnetic sheets given in the monolayers (ML): the first sample
1×3DA consists of 18 periods of 1 ML/3 ML, the second sample 2×6DA has nine periods
of 2 ML/6 ML and the third sample 3×9DA has six periods of 3 ML/9 ML (see figure 6.6). This
choice of layer thicknesses provides the same average Mn concentration xDA ≈ 0.013 in the
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Figure 6.7 – PL spectra for the 1×3 DA (solid line) and the 3×9 DA (dashed line) samples at
B = 0 T and 10 T. The measurement were performed at T = 1.7 K.
three DA samples. It is known for DMS heterostructures that the Mn-ions at the interface can
diffuse into nonmagnetic layers over a depth of 1 – 2 ML [Oss93]. Therefore, in DA samples
the real Mn profile may differ from the nominal technological design.
Typical PL spectra of DA samples measured under cw excitation are given in figure 6.7.
Narrow linewidths, not exceeding 4 meV, evidence the high structural and optical quality of the
DAs. In external magnetic field the PL lines shift to lower energies as shown in figure 6.8. This
shift is equal to one half of the giant Zeeman-splitting of heavy-hole excitons ∆EgiantZeeman.
All three DA samples show very similar giant Zeeman shifts. The Mn contents x′′DA extracted
from fits of the shifts by equations 3.2 and 3.3 are 0.0147, 0.0130 and 0.0123 for the 1×3DA,
2×6DA and 3×9DA samples, respectively. These values are very close to the average Mn
concentration in the DAs xDA ≈ 0.013, if the distribution of Mn component was assumed to be
random. Thus, it is concluded that the static magnetic properties of the studied DAs are weakly
affected by the DA growth parameters. Small reduction of the giant Zeeman shift for the DA
with thicker Cd0.96Mn0.04Te layers can be explained by binding the paramagnetic Mn-spins into
clusters.
The dynamics of SLR of Mn-ions has been measured in a magnetic field of 3 T from the
time-resolved energy shift of the PL maxima ∆EPL (t) induced by the laser pulses. In figure
6.9 these data are given normalized to the maximum shift ∆EmaxPL . Closed symbols show data
for the three DA samples and open symbols are data for the reference disordered alloys. The
SLR times τSLR of 27µs and 2.2µs measured for the disordered alloys with x = 0.015 and 0.04,
respectively, are in good agreement with literature data (see [Kne06a, Sch00a] and references
therein). It is remarkable that τSLR for all DA samples fall in the 2.5 – 9.5µs range, i.e., the
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Figure 6.8 – Giant Zeeman-splitting of the PL line (σ+ polarized) for the three different DA
samples. The PL is excited by a cw semiconductor laser with the power density 0.22 W/cm2. Lines
show best fits to the data using equations 3.2 and 3.3 to determine the average Mn content of the
DAs. For the fits Seff = 1.5 and T0 = 1 K were used.
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Figure 6.9 – Dynamical shift of the PL lines in DAs showing the cooling of the Mn-spin system
heated by pulsed laser excitation. Open symbols correspond to disordered alloys and closed symbols
are for the DAs. SLR times were evaluated from mono-exponential fits.
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DA SLR times are up to ten times shorter than the 27µs of the reference x = 0.015 sample,
whose Mn concentration is very similar to xDA ≈ 0.013. This demonstrates that the goal to
tune independently static and dynamic magnetic properties of DMS materials is achieved by
introducing DAs.
In order to give a detailed insight into the capabilities offered by DAs, the DA data
points were compared with the τSLR (x) dependence known for disordered alloys Cd1−xMnxTe
[Kne06a, Sch00a]. The latter is shown by the solid line in figure 6.10. The data points for
DA samples are positioned on this line according to their τSLR values, from which an effective
Mn concentration x′DA can be assigned to each DA. The x
′
DA values range from 0.025 up to
0.039 and exceed significantly xDA ≈ 0.013.
Another instructive way to present the tunability of the DA parameters is given in figure
6.11. Here the correspondence diagram for the effective Mn concentrations determined by the
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Figure 6.11 – Diagram
linking the static (giant
Zeeman-splitting) and
the dynamic (SLR time)
magnetic characteristics of
disordered (open circles and
solid line) and digital (closed
circles) alloys. In disordered
alloys applies x′ ≡ x′′ ≡ x.
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static (i.e., the giant Zeeman-splitting, the abscissa x′′DA) and the dynamic (i.e., the SLR time,
ordinate x′DA) magnetic properties in DMS is shown. For disordered alloys these effective
concentrations are equal to the “real” Mn content, i.e., x′ ≡ x′′ ≡ x. As a result, the disordered
alloys are described in the diagram by the straight solid bisecting line. The open symbols are
the experimental data for the two reference disordered alloy samples. The DA data points do
not fall onto this line, confirming that the static and dynamic parameters of magnetization in the
DMS DAs can be tuned separately.
The origin for the DA flexibility lies in the different mechanisms responsible for the static
magnetic properties, i.e., the giant Zeeman-splitting of excitons measured here, and the SLR
dynamics. The giant Zeeman-splitting at relatively low Mn concentrations is proportional to the
number of Mn-ions and to the overlap of the exciton wave function with a specific Mn-ion. Both
these quantities do not vary significantly in wide magnetic QWs with DAs. As demonstrated
by figure 6.8, the approach of using the average Mn content for predicting the value of the giant
Zeeman-splitting in case of Cd0.95Mn0.05Te/CdTe DA works very well.
In contrast, the SLR rate of the Mn-ions is extremely sensitive to the probability of finding
another Mn-ion at the nearest-neighbor or next-to-nearest-neighbor position, i.e., it is very sen-
sitive to the Mn-ions clustering. As already mentioned, the reason for that is that the SLR of
Mn2+-ions in II-VI semiconductors is controlled by anisotropic Mn-Mn magnetic interactions
in clusters [Sch00a]. It is obvious from the scheme of Mn distribution in DAs (see figure 6.6)
that the clustering probability is reduced in the 1×3DA structure due to the two-dimensional
arrangement of the magnetic ions, but it increases significantly in the 3×9DA sample due to
formation of clusters along the growth direction. This is the essential point of this technique.
Digital alloying considerably changes the clustering, which modifies the magnetization dynam-
ics, but keeps the number of paramagnetic spins, which control the static magnetization, con-
stant. The reduction of the SLR time in the 3×9DA sample is, therefore, a direct consequence
of the stronger clustering probability of Mn-ions in the DA barriers.
This idea is supported by measurements preformed by Scherbakov et al. on very thin QWs
(6 A˚) [Sch04]. Considerable increase of the SLR time by at least 10 times compared with bulk
DMS was observed. In thin QWs the situation is similar to the 1×3DA structure. The formation
of Mn clusters along growth direction is restricted and the density of clusters is smaller in thin
QWs than in in bulk DMS or wide QWs. Hence, the SLR time is longer.
6.3 Spin-lattice relaxation in parabolic and half-parabolic
quantum wells
The ability of acceleration of the SLR time by digital alloying has been successfully demon-
strated in the previous section. However, the equidistant fragmentation of the active CdTe layer
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by the CdMnTe layers results in higher excitation energies, because of the higher absorption in
small QWs. This can be overcome by digital sample growth with variation of the respective
layer thicknesses and distances. Possible solution is a continuous decrease of the manganese
concentration in each layer towards the mid of the QW. Such a variation, which is shown in fig-
ure 6.12, results in a parabolic and half-parabolic, respectively, shape of the confining potential.
Thus, in these structures several small QWs with corresponding energy levels and wavefunc-
tions do not occur, but one large parabolic well is created with widths exceeding 200 A˚. Here
respective energy levels and wavefunctions form, as shown in figure 1.23 on page 59. Simulta-
neously, layers with high Mn content are present, which should be able to accelerate SLR. This
is to be proved in this section.
Application of digital growth to fabricate PQWs traces back to [Mil84a, Woj96]. Here, four
parabolic and two half-parabolic QWs covering barrier Mn concentrations from x = 0.13 to
0.85 are studied. The QW widths are either 190 A˚ or 254 A˚. Survey of the technological sample
parameters is given in table A.1 in the appendix.
Measurements of the giant Zeeman shift, exemplarily for some of the parabolic quantum
wells (PQW), are given in figure 6.13. The giant Zeeman shift is very similar for all measured
PQW samples. Analogue to the previous section, an effective Mn content x′′PQW can be calcu-
CdMnTe CdMnTeCdTe
(a)
CdMnTe CdMnTeCdTe
z; growth direction
(b)
Figure 6.12 – Scheme of digital growth profile for (a) parabolic and (b) half-parabolic QW. For
simplification and clarity the parabolic structure can be divided in 11 semi-wide periods, each con-
taining a Cd1−xMnxTe layer with the same Mn concentration as the barrier. Only the medial period
does not contain such a layer. As described in section A.1.4, the samples rather consist of 40 man-
ganese layers. From the thickness of the Cd1−xMnxTe layers results the parabolic devolution of the
potential. The half-parabolic structure has on one side a rectangular confining potential. The re-
sulting devolution of the conduction band edge, wavefunctions and energy levels are given in figure
1.23 on page 59.
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Figure 6.13 – Giant Zeeman shift of the PL line for one HPQW (11155A) and two PQW (4065A/B)
samples. The solid lines correspond to Brillouin fits with Seff = 2.5 and T0 = 0 K, to achieve
the effective Mn content related to the giant Zeeman-splitting x′′PQW . These effective parameters
occur at very low Mn contents x < 0.01, which were evaluated for x′′PQW . For more perspicuous
illustration for the PQW and HPQW samples, different energy axes are used.
lated according to equation 3.3 from the giant Zeeman shift. These calculations were performed
with Seff = 2.5 and T0 = 1 K. The values of all measured samples for x′′PQW range from 0.004
up to 0.011, which is for each sample considerably below the manganese barrier content (see
table 6.1). It should be mentioned that for measurements at higher magnetic fields B > 7 T, a
considerably diamagnetic shift occurs (see section 1.5.4), which has to be taken into account
for calculation of x′′PQW [Arl07].
The dynamics of SLR of Mn-ions has been measured in a magnetic field of 4 T from the
time-resolved energy shift of the PL maxima ∆EPL (t) induced by the laser pulses. In figure
6.14 these data are given normalized to the maximum shift ∆EmaxPL for three samples. Analogue
to the previous section, these SLR times can be converted into effective Mn contents x′PQW . It is
noteworthy that for the half-parabolic quantum well (HPQW) samples two different dynamics
can be observed. This is highlighted for both measured HPQW samples in figure 6.15. Both can
be separately fitted via mono-exponential function, resulting in two different relaxation times
and, hence, two different effective Mn concentrations. Reason for this behavior is devoted to
two different possible paths for the spin excitation in regions with low Mn concentration (i.e.
slow SLR time) to propagate through the QW towards regions with higher Mn content, where
it relaxes to the lattice. The lowest Mn contents are in the region close to the right (Cd,Mn)Te
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Table 6.1 – Experimentally determined values for τSLR, x′PQW and x′′PQW for the PQW and
HPQW samples. Parabolic structures are labeled by “P” and half-parabolic structures by “HP” in
column “type”. x barrier is the technological Mn content of the barrier. x′PQW is the effective
Mn content linked to the dynamic properties, which was derived from the SLR time τSLR. In
contrast x′′PQW is the effective Mn content linked to the static properties, which was derived from
the giant Zeeman-splitting.
code type x barrier τSLR [ns] x′PQW x
′′
PQW
4065A P 0.13 730 0.048 0.007
4065B P 0.13 700 0.050 0.004
9205B P 0.68 70 0.082 0.009
9215A P 0.85 20 0.110 0.011
11155A HP 0.25 7 (τ1)
270 (τ2)
0.150 (τ1)
0.062 (τ2)
0.010
9265A HP 0.77 12 (τ1)
400 (τ2)
0.140 (τ1)
0.057 (τ2)
0.005
barrier (compare figure 6.12(b)). Spin excitation can go in direction of the parabolic potential
with smoothly rising Mn content as well as in direction of the right barrier with abruptly rising
Mn content. As known from the previous sections, the SLR is faster in regions with higher
Mn concentration, because of the importance of Mn clustering for the propagation of spin exci-
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Figure 6.14 – Dynamical shift of the PL lines in (H)PQWs, showing the cooling of the Mn-spin
system heated by pulsed laser excitation. Open symbols correspond to a HPQW and closed symbols
to PQWs. SLR times were evaluated from mono-exponential fits.
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Figure 6.15 – Temporal evolution of the PL line maximum position after laser pulse for the HPQW
samples. Remarkable is the existence of two relaxation times, derived from two monoexponential
fits.
tation. Therefore, one can conclude that the relaxation through the rectangular confining profile
is responsible for the fast part of signal decay. The very high concentration of x = 0.25 and
x = 0.77, respectively, leads to the very short SLR times in the nanosecond range. However,
it is not favorable for all spins in regions of the QW with low Mn concentration to diffuse to
the barrier. To decide which fraction of spins relaxes via this path, is not an easy task. The
diffusion of spins in regions with faster SLR increases the Mn temperature in this region and,
therewith, decreases the efficiency of the diffusion. Thus, the relation between the slow SLR
time and the diffusion time is important, as well as the fast SLR time, which is important for
the cooling of the region in which the spin diffuse. Furthermore, it is also possible that spins
diffuse in direction of the parabolic QW with increasing Mn content, as the SLR time increases
smoothly in this direction. This path is responsible for the longer SLR time. That spin diffusion
is important also for this path can be easily concluded from the fact that the observed times of
τSLR = 400 ns and τSLR = 270 ns, respectively, are considerably shorter than expected for a
comparable average DA.
The SLR times and effective Mn contents x′PQW for all measured samples are collected
in table 6.1. As expected, the results for x′PQW and x
′′
PQW do not conform to the relation
x′PQW ≡ x′′PQW ≡ x, which holds true for disordered alloys. The effective Mn contents of each
sample differ significantly from each other and from the technological Mn content. The effec-
tive Mn contents x′PQW , evaluated from the SLR time, are about one order greater than the ef-
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Figure 6.16 – Diagram linking the static (giant Zeeman-splitting) and the dynamic (SLR time)
magnetic characteristics of HPQWs (open circles) and PQWs (closed circles). The solid line corre-
sponds to x′ ≡ x′′ ≡ x, which holds true for disordered alloys.
fective Mn contents x′′PQW , evaluated from the giant Zeeman-splitting. The barrier Mn contents,
in turn, exceed x′PQW by a factor 2 – 14, depending on the respective sample.
In order to give an instructive presentation of the tunability of PQW and HPQW samples,
compared with disordered alloys, their effective Mn contents determined by the static (giant
Zeeman-splitting) and the dynamic (SLR time) magnetic properties are given in one diagram in
figure 6.16. For the HPQWs, two effective Mn contents x′PQW for the two different dynamics
are plotted. The dependency of Mn content and SLR time in disordered alloys is represented
by the solid line, and agrees with the technological Mn content x ≡ x′ ≡ x′′. The data from the
investigated samples do not coincide with this line, confirming that also in PQWs and HPQWs
the static and dynamic magnetization can be tuned separately.
As final step of the, in the framework of this thesis, performed investigations on PQWs, the
longer SLR time in the HPQW 11155A is examined with respect to possible contribution by
phonon dynamics, as this relaxation time is in the typical region of phonon dynamics. Analogue
to the investigations in section 4.3 (especially figure 4.8), the power dependence of the SLR time
is measured. It is expected that the time constant of the dynamics should decrease in case of
SLR dynamics (i.e. faster dynamics) and increase in case of phonon dynamics (i.e. slower
dynamics) [Far96, Kaz89, Kne06b, Mak85, Sch00a]. From the measured power dependence in
figure 6.17 (especially inset) can be clearly seen that the relaxation time increases with rising
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Figure 6.17 – Power dependence of the magnetization dynamics in the HPQW sample 11155A.
The pulse laser power was decreased by two orders from P = 0.7 mW down to 0.007 mW. The
measurements were performed at B = 4 T and T = 1.7 K. Shown is the energetic shift of the PL
position in time during heating and cooling of the Mn-spin system. In the inset the achieved time
constants for the relaxation are plotted against the excitation power. The increase of the relaxation
time with the excitation power is a clear indication for phonon dynamics.
excitation power. This behavior is typical for phonons. Thus, the SLR time for the path in the
QW is screened by phonon dynamics. The SLR time is most probably shorter than the measured
270 ns. To measure its value, additional experimental effort is needed.
6.4 Acceleration of spin-lattice relaxation by spin diffusion
Compared with conventional DAs, as those examined in section 6.2, DAs with parabolic growth
profile show considerably faster SLR times as expected from the average Mn content, which
was estimated from the giant Zeeman-splitting. This reveals especially figure 6.18, where
the effective Mn content x′, which is related with the SLR time, is plotted versus the aver-
age Mn content x′′, i.e. the effective Mn content related with the giant Zeeman-splitting. The
effective Mn content x′′ can be taken as average Mn concentration for the comparison, as the
giant Zeeman-splitting at relatively low Mn concentrations is only proportional to the number
of Mn-ions and to the overlap of the exciton wave function with a specific Mn-ion. For both
quantities the specific design of the QW is irrelevant.
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As seen from figure 6.18, the data points for the PQW and HPQW samples lie farther from
the line for disordered alloys (x′ ≡ x′′ ≡ x) than the DA ones. This behavior is related to an
additional mechanism, which accelerates the relaxation of the Mn-spin excitation. As already
introduced in the previous section for the HPQW samples, the additional contribution to the
relaxation arises from spin diffusion. Analogue to the HPQWs, excited spins in the region
with low Mn concentrations in the center of the parabolic QW can diffuse also in the PQWs
in regions with higher Mn concentrations, and, hence, faster SLR times. Thereby, the time for
the path with spin diffusion is lesser than the slow SLR time in the center of the parabolic QW.
This leads to the noticeable increase of the relaxation time.
Consequently, spin diffusion plays a crucial role in the dynamics of spin relaxation in PQWs.
It contributes to the measured relaxation times, resulting in faster relaxation. As mentioned in
section 2.4, also in QDs with magnetic wetting layers and type-II heterostructures, the important
influence of spin diffusion was well observed [Sch04, Sch05]. Hence, the simple monoexponen-
tial approach, which was used to obtain SLR time so far (see section B.2, especially equations
B.2 - B.4), has to be extended by spin diffusion. Thereby, outstanding interest is devoted to
determination of the spin-spin diffusion coefficient Kdiff in DMS, which is yet unknown.
Very suitable to find out the diffusion coefficient is the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te het-
erostructure with type-II band alignment. In this structure the effect of spin diffusion is well
established by the measurements by Scherbakov et al. [Sch05] (see section 2.4). The advantage
of this structure is that it has been grown by conventional MBE and not by modulated-molecular
beam epitaxy (MMBE), as the DAs (see section A.1.4 in the appendix). Fitting parameters,
which account for the diffusion at the interfaces, complicate the calculation of Kdiff in DAs.
Furthermore, the QW is so wide that overlapping of carrier wave functions with the barriers is
negligible. Thus, the giant Zeeman-splitting in this sample depends only on the Mn-spin system
in the QW. On basis of the experimental results for the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II
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structure, it should be possible to evaluate the spin-spin diffusion coefficient Kdiff . These cal-
culations were performed by Maksimov et al. on basis of a model, suggested by Suris [Sur05].
In the framework of the model is being tried to explain fast SLR by spin diffusion from single
Mn-ions to Mn clusters, which act as relaxation centers. In the following, the calculations are
only briefly described, as they will be published in more detail soon [Mak09]. For the calcula-
tions, a sample with nonuniform magnetic ions content is supposed. The kinetics of the spatial
distribution of the Mn temperature in such a sample can be described by a one-dimensional
partial differential equation. Numerical solution of this equation is taken as initial-boundary
value.
The diffusion coefficient Kdiff was introduced in the framework of equation 2.28 as
Kdiff =
l2
3τss
. (6.1)
In the case of diffusion of excitations between randomly distributed dipoles, which underlie
dipole-dipole interaction, yields for the time for one diffusion step between two Mn-ions: τss ∝
x−2. Together with l = r0x−
1/3 (compare section 2.4) results for the dependence of Kdiff on
the local Mn content [Bur84]
Kdiff ∝ x 43 . (6.2)
As elaborately discussed in section 5.1, the Mn content, in turn, determines the SLR time
τSLR. This dependence between τSLR and Mn concentration can be described analytically by
(see figure 6.19)
τ(x) =
1
800x4.5 + 0.05x2 + 10−6
[ns]. (6.3)
The dependence was simply achieved by fitting the experimental data points. It is rather close
to the dependence obtained in the theory of spin diffusion controlled SLR processes [Bur84].
The initial excitation of the Mn-spin system is given by the fast exchange interaction between
Mn-ions and photoexcited carriers. Thus, usually an uniform distribution of the Mn temperature
can be taken to initialize the numerical problem. The solution of such a problem will give spatial
and temporal information about the Mn temperature.
To determine Kdiff the SLR time for different diffusion coefficients was calculated for the
Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II structure. The corresponding results are shown in fig-
ure 6.20. The big influence of spin diffusion can be noticeably seen from the figure. In ab-
sence of spin diffusion, i.e. the relaxation takes only part via SLR, the relaxation time is about
0.1 ms. In the limit of an infinite spin diffusion coefficient, the SLR time is accelerated by
several orders down to 170 ns. The excitation passes over from the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se-layer to the
Be0.93Mn0.07Te-layer very fast.
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Comparison of these calculated results with the experimental data from Scherbakov [Sch05],
allows estimation of the spin-spin diffusion coefficient in DMS with rather high accuracy for the
first time. As the measured SLR time for the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II structure is
6 ns, Kdiff = 3.5 results from the calculations.
Calculation of the kinetics of the Mn temperature based on Kdiff = 3.5 in the center of the
QW of the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II structure is shown by the red curve in figure
6.21. It corresponds well with the measured dynamics of Mn-spin temperature (black line; see
also figure 2.6 on page 83), evidencing the strong dependence of Mn temperature kinetics on
Kdiff . In contrast, calculation with the limit values of no spin diffusion Kdiff = 0 or an infinite
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Figure 6.20 – Calculated
SLR times for different spin-
spin diffusion coefficients
for the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/
Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II QW
in the center of the QW.
The SLR time τSLR = 6 ns,
which was achieved by
Scherbakov et al. [Sch05],
corresponds to Kdiff = 3.5.
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diffusion coefficient are far away from explaining the experimental results. Compared with the
case without spin diffusion, the SLR time is considerably accelerated by spin diffusion.
Based on this successful result, the complete temperature profile during cooling of a heated
Mn-spin system can be calculated for the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te QW. In absence of
spin diffusion (Kdiff = 0), the profile of the Mn-spin temperature is homogeneous. This profile
is shown in figure 6.22(a) for four times after heating of the Mn-system. The Be0.93Mn0.07Te-
layer cools down to bath temperature faster than 1µs because of the fast SLR time due to the
high Mn content. In the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se-layer the SLR time is much slower because of the low
Mn content. Hence, the Mn temperature in this layer needs much longer time to cool down to
bath temperature and is still considerably elevated at 100µs after the heat impact. This slow
cooling corresponds to the situation in the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/BeTe reference sample in [Sch05]
(see figure 2.6 in section 2.4), as in this sample no spin diffusion to the nonmagnetic BeTe-
layers can occur.
For the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te heterostructure, the temperature profile with the cal-
culated spin diffusion coefficient in DMS, Kdiff = 3.5, is shown in figure 6.22(b). Due to
the spin diffusion, the temperature profile gets strongly inhomogeneous. The heated Mn-spin
system can cool down much faster. Hence, contrary to the case without spin diffusion, the
Mn temperature in the center of the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se-layer is only weak elevated at 10µs and in
equilibrium with the bath temperature at 100µs after the heat impact. The complete cooling
process in time and space is shown in figure 6.23 in the case of Kdiff = 3.5.
As particularly known from section 1.4.4, the potential profile of electrons an holes in a DMS
QW depends strongly on the Mn temperature. Hence, it is now possible to calculate the exact
potential profile for electrons and holes in the QW, on basis of the achieved temperature profile.
Therefore, the Schro¨dinger-equation has to be solved numerically for every moment in time.
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Figure 6.22 – Profiles of Mn spin temperature during spin-lattice relaxation for (a) Kdiff = 0,
i.e. without spin diffusion, and (b) Kdiff = 3.5, i.e. with spin diffusion. (a) If spin diffusion
is absent, the Mn-spin temperature profile is homogeneous. In this case the Mn-spin temperature
in the (Zn,Mn)Se-layer is at 100µs after the heat impact still considerably elevated with respect
to the bath temperature (T = 2 K). (b) If spin diffusion is included, the temperature profile gets
inhomogeneous. The excitation of the Mn-spin system relaxes much faster, so that the complete
structure is in equilibrium with the bath at 100µs after the heat impact.
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Figure 6.23 – Temporal profile of the Mn temperature in a QW for diffusion coefficient
Kdiff = 3.5. The profile gives information about the Mn temperature at each position of the QW
during cooling of the Mn-system after heating by laser pulse. The calculations were performed for
the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te type-II QW. The QW width is 20 nm.
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The knowledge of the potential profile allows determination of the giant Zeeman-splitting and
the corresponding dynamical changes of the PL peak position.
The utilizability of the achieved model and the evaluated spin diffusion coefficient
(Kdiff = 3.5) can be proven, if they were adopted to other DMS structures. In a first step, the
model is tested for structures, where no spin diffusion can occur between neighboring layers.
This will show whether the model works in general. The Cd0.96Mn0.04Te/CdTe DA samples,
which were investigated in section 6.2, are particularly suitable for this propose. They are sim-
ilar structured as the Zn0.99Mn0.01Se/Be0.93Mn0.07Te heterostructure, but without manganese in
the CdTe-layers, which separate the (Cd,Mn)Te DMS layers.
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Figure 6.24 – Comparison of model calculations including spin diffusion with experimental results
in (Cd,Mn)Te-based digital alloys for (a) the giant Zeeman-splitting and (b) the dynamics of the PL
energy. Both experimental results corresponds very well with the calculations for all three DA
samples. The model is even able to reproduce the small deviations between the different designed
DAs. Bath temperature for experiment and calculations was T = 1.6 K.
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The calculations were performed for the static and the dynamic magnetic properties of the
three DA samples. The calculated results and the experimentally measured results are given for
the giant Zeeman-splitting and the dynamics of the PL energy maximum in figure 6.24. As one
can see from the figures, the calculated results (lines) correspond very well with the experimen-
tal results (dots). The model is even able to predict the special features of both properties. These
are on the one hand the minor variations of the giant Zeeman-splitting value of the three DA
structures, which were tentatively yet explained by influence of the DA growth parameters on
the static magnetization (compare section 6.2). On the other hand also the non-exponential de-
cay of the SLR dynamics, which can be clearly seen for the 2×6DA and the 3×9DA samples,
is reproduced by the calculations. Likewise the different behavior of the static and dynamic
properties in the DAs, which is related to Mn-ions clustering, can be predicted, i.e. the similar
giant Zeeman-splitting as well as the considerable differences in the SLR dynamics (compare
section 6.2).
After determination of Kdiff and the successful application of the model on conventional
DAs, now it should be possible to explain the dynamics of the magnetization in the more com-
plicated structures, like e.g. the DAs with parabolic band profile. Comparison of calculations
with Kdiff = 3.5 and experimental results is shown in figure 6.25 for the three PQWs with
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Figure 6.25 – Comparison of model calculations including spin diffusion (Kdiff = 3.5) with
experimental results for PQWs. The comparison is performed for the three CdTe/Cd1−xMnxTe
PQWs with QW width of 25.4 nm. Whose Mn concentrations are x = 0.13, 0.68 and 0.85. It can
be clearly seen that the calculations and experimental data match very well. This confirms the big
influence of spin diffusion on spin dynamics in these structures. For the sake of clear arrangement,
the energy scale of the 9205B and 9215A samples is given on the left side and of the 4065B sample
on the right side.
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QW width of 25.4 nm. Also for these structures the calculations including spin diffusion cover
very close the experimental results. This affirms, on the one hand, that the model accounts well
for all key features determining the relaxation in DMS QWs. On the other hand, the assump-
tion that spin diffusion from single ions to relaxation centers (clusters) is responsible for the
strong acceleration of the SLR dynamics in DMS with a nonuniform distribution of Mn-ions
was successfully approved. This makes the influence of the Mn concentration on the relaxation
dynamics even stronger, as the very effect due to clustering, pointed out in section 5.1.
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Summary
Magnetization dynamics in DMS heterostructures is controlled by the interacting systems of
magnetic ions, free carriers and lattice (phonon system). In this thesis spin and energy transfer
from hot carriers to the Mn-spin system, and the cooling of the Mn-spin system by SLR to
bath temperature in DMS heterostructures was experimentally addressed. Spin-flip exchange
scattering is responsible for energy and spin transfer between carrier and magnetic ions, which
can be influenced by nonequilibrium carrier polarization generated by different spin tempera-
tures between the systems. The SLR of the Mn-ions is controlled by interactions between the
magnetic ions.
The systems of DMS were heated by hot photocarriers generated by laser pulses, whose
duration of 7 ns is considerably shorter than the typical lifetime of nonequilibrium acousti-
cal phonons of about 1µs. Access to the static magnetization was received from PL spectra
measured under steady-state conditions, e.g. under cw excitation, which follows directly from
equations 3.2 and 3.3. Following the evolution of the Mn-spin temperature in time domain, the
contribution of the direct energy transfer from the indirect one, mediated by the phonon system,
could be distinguished clearly. It has been shown that over a wide range of Mn concentrations
and excitation densities the direct energy transfer dominates in (Zn,Mn)Se heterostructures.
The physical reasons for the different contributions of direct and indirect paths of energy
transfer in (Zn,Mn)Se and (Cd,Mn)Te require further clarification. Especially, detailed study of
(Cd,Mn)Te with different Mn concentrations is needed. Exchange scattering times of carriers on
magnetic ions should not differ strongly in these materials as the exchange constants N0α and
N0β do not differ considerably. It can be supposed that the stronger indirect path in (Cd,Mn)Te
is related to stronger nonradiative recombination known for this material in comparison with
(Zn,Mn)Se. As a result a larger part of photocarrier energy is converted to the phonon system
and then reaches the Mn-spin system via the indirect path.
For the sake of simplicity, only the energy transfer from hot free carriers to the Mn-system is
discussed. This is correct for the indirect transfer involving nonequilibrium phonons. The direct
transfer via carrier-Mn spin exchange scattering is based on the flip-flop process and, therefore,
combines energy and spin transfer (see, e.g., [Kre89, Ko¨n00b]. Further experiments with spin
oriented photocarriers generated by circular polarized light in the vicinity of the band gap are
planned to address this problem.
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The dynamics of SLR in Zn1−xMnxSe QWs has been studied in detail by time-resolved
PL. Until now, only very recently experimental studies have been extended toward (Zn,Mn)Se
heterostructures [Sch05, Yak04]. Implementation of pulsed laser excitation allows to extend
the dynamical range for measurements of the SLR times to cover magnetic ion concentrations
from x = 0.004 up to x = 0.11 in (Zn,Mn)Se-based heterostructures. In prior studies, only
concentrations below x ∼ 0.06 could be addressed [Far96, Sca96a, Sch00a]. At liquid helium
temperature the SLR times of Mn-ions vary by five orders of magnitude from milliseconds to
nanoseconds with increasing Mn content. The relaxation times and their dependence on the
Mn content are very similar in (Zn,Mn)Se and (Cd,Mn)Te DMS materials. This confirms that
the SLR dynamics is controlled by interactions within the system of Mn-ions, but is only weakly
sensitive to the II-VI semiconductor host material, into which the Mn-ions are embedded. As a
result, the static and dynamic magnetization in bulk DMS becomes strongly related with each
other.
Two different approaches to control the magnetization dynamics of the Mn-spin system,
independent of the static magnetic properties, were demonstrated in this thesis. One is enabled
by a 2DEG, which acts as an efficient bypass channel for the energy transfer from the Mn-ion
system to the lattice. In modulation doped samples with high concentration of carriers, the SLR
dynamics was accelerated the by more than one order of magnitude. This is due to the strong
coupling of free carriers with both magnetic ions and phonons. Controlling the density of the
2DEG by means of an external electric field, generated by a gate voltage, results in tuning of
the SLR time in n-type modulation-doped (Zn,Mn)Se/(Be,Mg)Se heterostructure QWs by more
than two orders of magnitude. The static magnetization, responsible for the giant Zeeman-
spin splitting of excitons, is not influenced by the 2DEG density. The acceleration of the SLR
process via doping seems favorable for spintronics, because the shorter the SLR time, the faster
is addressing of the the magnetization, and the higher are possible frequencies.
The second demonstrated approach uses the digital growth technique to create DMS het-
erostructures with inhomogeneous profile of Mn-ions. Here opens the strong sensitivity of the
magnetization dynamics to clustering of the Mn-ions a degree of freedom for spin engineering.
It has been shown that digital alloying of DMS provides considerable enhancing changes in
clustering, which modify the magnetization dynamics, while keeping about constant the num-
ber of paramagnetic spins, which control the static magnetization. Also for parabolic and half-
parabolic growth profiles of the Mn-ions, strong acceleration of the SLR time was observed. In
this case spin diffusion in the system of Mn-ions serves as bypass channel for slow SLR and
plays a key role for very fast SLR. The nonequilibrium spins from regions with low relaxation
rates (i.e. low Mn concentration) moves to regions with high relaxation rates (i.e. high Mn
concentration). Hence, spin diffusion is only present in DMS heterostructures with nonuniform
concentration of magnetic ions. The important role of spin diffusion for acceleration of the SLR
time could be successfully approved by a theoretical model. From the theoretical calculations
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based on the experimental results, the spin-spin diffusion coefficient in DMS, Kdiff = 3.5, was
determined for the first time.
Because both methods to control magnetization dynamics (2DEG and DA) are based on
different mechanism, a combination of both possibilities to address magnetization dynamics is
possible. Alternatively, the electric field control can also be combined with the recently reported
spin control in heteromagnetic nanostructures [Sch05].
Summing up, by implementation of free carriers via modulation doping and control of these
carriers by means of gate voltage, and by digital growth, several powerful possibilities could be
realized to control spin dynamics in DMS nanostructures, which lead to independent tuning of
static and dynamic properties of DMS.
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Appendix A
Samples
A.1 Preparation of the samples
Epitaxial techniques, like molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), enable the production of samples,
consisting of layers of different materials with atomic precession. By means of lithography or
etching, low-dimensional structures of nearly arbitrary size and design can be made.
All samples measured in this thesis were grown by MBE. This technique and the design
of those samples, which were measured in the framework of this thesis, are consecutively de-
scribed. Thereby, principle design of all samples is the same: On the substrate, a buffer layer
is grown, to improve the surface quality and the lattice constant matching between substrate
and successional barrier material. On the barrier, the QW layers are grown and the structure
is terminated by a topping, consisting of the barrier material, to hold off nonradiative surface
recombination centers from the QW.
A.1.1 Molecular beam epitaxy
The big advantage of MBE, compared with other epitaxial growth techniques, like liquid phase
epitaxy (LPE) and vapor phase epitaxy (VPE), is the possibility to control the material deposi-
tion with monolayer precession (0.3 nm). Epitaxy means that the crystal structures of the grown
up layer conforms to the crystal structure of the substrate. This is only possible, if the physical
properties of the two materials do not differ significantly. If lattice constants are different, strain
and lattice defects occur.
To achieve the high precession, MBE takes place in ultra high vacuum (10-8 Pa). The depo-
sition rate is very slow (typically less than 1000 nm per minute), to allow the epitaxial growth.
The growth materials are located in separate effusion cells as ultra-pure elements. It is also
possible to grow organic semiconductors by this technique. In this case, effusion cells with
molecules are used rather than atoms. The cells are heated during the growth process, so that
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Figure A.1 – Schematical picture of MBE chamber. The atomic beams generated in the effusion
cells can be controlled by the shutters to allow structure growth with high precession on the substrate
mounted on the sample holder. The electron gun and the screen are used to monitor the growth via
RHEED.
the elements can sublimate and form a collimated atomic beam. Because of the long mean free
path of the atoms, they do not interact with other atoms until they reach the wafer with the
substrate. This beam impinges on the heated surface of the wafer1, where the atoms form the
lattice. To increase the uniformity of the grown structure, the wafer can be rotated.
Exact control of the layer materials is given by computer controlled shutters in front of the
effusion cell orifices, which can start and stop the atomic beam. To monitor the growth process
during operation, the so-called reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) technique
is used. This technique is sensitive to surface morphology and informs about smoothness,
orientation, and monocrystallinity of the topmost surface layer during its growth.
Schematical picture of a MBE chamber, equipped with effusion cells, rotatable and heatable
sample holder, and electron gun and fluorescent screen for RHEED, is given in figure A.1.
A.1.2 Quantum well heterostructures
The Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn1−yBeySe heterostructures with QWs were grown on (100)-oriented GaAs
substrates. Typical thickness of substrates is 0.3 – 0.4 mm. The substrates were covered by
1The heating temperatures amount ∼850 K for “classical” semiconductors and ∼500 K for ferromagnetic
semiconductors.
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a buffer consisting of 10-A˚-thick BeTe, 20-A˚-thick ZnSe, and 4000-A˚-thick Zn0.97Be0.03Se
layers. Subsequently, the QW structures were grown. The Mn content in the Zn1−xMnxSe
QW layers was varied from x = 0.004 up to 0.11 and the Be content in the barrier layers was
y = 0.06 or 0.11 to provide efficient confinement of both, electrons and holes, in the DMS
QW layers. The structural parameters for the studied (Zn,Mn)Se-based samples are collected
in table A.2. Information about the optical characterization of the (Zn,Mn)Se-based structures
can be found in [Kel01, Ko¨n99].
The Cd1−xMnxTe/Cd1−zMgzTe heterostructures with QWs were grown on (100)-oriented
CdTe substrates. Structure parameters for the (Cd,Mn)Te-based structures are given in table
A.2.
Most of the samples were nominally undoped, so that the background electron density in the
wells does not exceed 1010 cm-2. Also a set of modulation doped Zn1−xMnxSe/Zn1−yBeySe
samples with two-dimensional electron gas concentrations up to 5.5×1011 cm-2 was grown,
which were used in this thesis to study the effect of free carriers on the SLR dynamics.
Some of the samples are multiple QW structures with up to 50 periods.
A.1.3 Structure with electric contacts
The structure was grown on (001)-oriented n-doped GaAs substrate overgrown by n-doped
GaAs buffer. The II-VI layers were nominally undoped, except a 2 nm thick part of
Zn0.94Be0.06Se barrier, doped with Iodine donors, and separated by a 20 nm thick spacer from
Zn0.985Mn0.015Se QW. The structures consists of following layers: 30 nm Zn0.92Be0.08Se, 55 nm
of Zn0.94Be0.06Se (it includes the modulation doped layer), 2 nm Zn0.985Mn0.015Se QW, 15 nm
of Zn0.94Be0.06Se and 30 nm Zn0.92Be0.08Se. A semitransparent gold contact was deposited on
the top, so that a gate voltage can be applied along the structure growth axis, to tune the 2DEG
density in the Zn0.985Mn0.015Se QW.
A.1.4 Digital growth technique
The concept of digital growth technique has been brought about by the great sub-monolayer
atomic precision of MBE. During the growth, some constituent of the structure, say MnTe, with
a certain thickness (frequently submonolayer), is introduced into a base material, say CdTe, at
strictly predefined positions [Kaw83, Mil84a]. Therefore, this technique allows for engineering
arbitrary shape of the confining potential in quantum structures in a digital fashion. If the
constituents are built in periodically with a very small period of the order of a single monolayer,
the result is a short-period superlattice, which is referred to as DA [Gos94, Gos82, Mou00].
This is to be contrasted with the disordered alloys, in which both constituents are introduced
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simultaneously to form mixed crystals (e.g., Cd1−xMnxTe). In contrast to conventional MBE,
this modification is called modulated-molecular beam epitaxy (MMBE) [Ge´r91, Zha94, Zha95].
The (Cd,Mn)Te-based DA samples were grown on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates after de-
positing a 4.2-µm-thick Cd0.8Mg0.2Te buffer layer. They contain 23-nm-thick layers (corre-
sponding to about 70 ML) of a Cd0.95Mn0.05Te/CdTe digital magnetic quantum well (DMQW),
confined from both sides by Cd0.8Mg0.2Te barriers, to form digital magnetic QWs [Woj95].
Characteristic for the DMQW is the period of the superlattice, i.e. the relation between well
width and barrier width.
The parabolic and half-parabolic DA samples were grown on (100)-oriented GaAs sub-
strate with a 4µm thick CdTe buffer and a 0.4µm Cd1−xMnxTe barrier layer. Growth of the
(half-)parabolic QW, containing CdTe and Cd1−xMnxTe, was divided into 41 steps, controlled
by pulsed operation of the shutter of the Mn cell. The respective growth profiles are shown
in figure 6.12 on page 140. During each step, the Mn-shutter was opened as long as it takes
to grow a Mn concentration, which is needed to create a parabolic profile. Thereby, the Mn
concentration in the barrier and in the QW layers, containing manganese are the same. Several
PQW samples with different Mn contents and QW widths were grown. Their concrete values
are given in table A.1. As the nominal Mn concentration in the middle of the QW is zero for
all structures, complete description of the potential devolution is possible by the QW width and
the Mn concentration in the barrier. Further details on the growth procedure contains [Fie97].
A.2 Tables of samples
Table A.1 – Technological parameters of PQW and HPQW samples. Parabolic structures are
labeled by “P” and half-parabolic structures by “HP” in column “type”. Given are the nominal well
width, the barrier Mn content x, which was determined experimentally by x-ray diffractometry
(XDR), the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the excitonic PL, and the subband distance
C of the heavy-hole exciton transitionsa according to [Fie97]. The small FWHM suggest good
structural quality of the samples. The energetic position of the PL increases with falling well width
and rising barrier Mn content, respectively [Fie97].
code type QW width [A˚] x barrier FWHM [meV] C [meV]
4065A P 190 0.13 1 220
4065B P 254 0.13 0.8 53
9205B P 254 0.68 10 147
9215A P 254 0.85 17 117
11155A HP 190 0.25 5 76
9265A HP 254 0.77 10 106
aThe equidistant subband distance C is the energy difference between two subbands C = (ECBn+1 − ECBn ) +
(EV Bn+1 − EV Bn ) = 2~lz
√
2∆Eg
m0
(√
1−QVB
meff
+
√
QVB
meff,hh
)
for an optical transition (compare equations 1.96 and
1.97 for the conduction band and valence band in PQWs on page 58).
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Table A.2 – Technological parameters and experimentally measured values for τSLR for the (Zn,Mn)Se/(Zn,Be)Se samples, and after the double line for
the (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te samples.
code Mn content,
x
electron concentra-
tion ×1010 [cm-2]
SLR time
[µs]
QW width
[A˚]
barrier
width [A˚]
Be con-
tent, y
number of
periods
PL linewidth
FWHM [meV]
CB1542 0.004 undoped 960 100 200 0.06 5 2.0
CB2033 0.004 3 550 100 — 0.06 1 2.0
CB2034 0.004 32 100 100 — 0.06 1 4.2
CB2037 0.004 55 70 100 — 0.06 1 6.9
CB1651 0.012 undoped 600 150 200 0.06 1 2.2
CB1541 0.013 undoped 580 100 200 0.06 5 2.2
CB1581 0.015 undoped 530 150 — 0.04 1 2.1
CB2422 0.02 undoped 100 100 — 0.06 1 2.6
CB1649 0.03 undoped 45 100 200 0.06 5 1.9
CB2169 0.035 undoped 11 100 — 0.06 1 2.3
CB2165 0.035 30 4.7 100 — 0.06 1 4.8
CB868 0.05 undoped 0.7 10,30,100 250 a 1 per QW width 5.2
CB1433 0.06 undoped 1.8 200 100 0.05 10 2.7
CB1340 0.1 undoped 0.03 3000 — — epilayer 8.5
CB886 0.11 undoped 0.02-0.07 100 95 0.11 10 6.5
code Mn content,
x
electron concentra-
tion ×1010 [cm-2]
SLR time
[µs]
QW width
[A˚]
barrier
width [A˚]
Mg con-
tent, y
number of
periods
PL linewidth
FWHM [meV]
CT965 0.004 undoped 2.2 — — — — 4.1
CT969 0.015 undoped 27 75 — 0.4 50 3.8
aBarrier consists of BeMgZnSe.
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A.3 Lattice and electronic properties
Table A.3 – Structure (stable at room temperature (RT)), lattice constants and energy gap (for
zincblende semiconductors: Γ8vb - Γ6cb transition) of binary II-VI semiconductors. For more de-
tailed data see [Mad99].
material structure (RT) lattice constants [A˚] Eg [eV] (RT) Eg [eV] (1.6 K)
BeSe zincblende a,b a0 = 5.15 c,d 5.6 e
CdTe zincblende f a0 = 6.487 g 1.5 h,i 1.606 j,k,l
MgTe wurtzite m,n,o,p a = 4.5; c = 7.4m,q,r
(a0 = 6.4454 for
zincblende structure r)
3.49 s 3.2 (10 K) t
ZnSe zincblende f a0 = 5.667 u,v,w,x 2.72 y 2.82 z,aa,ab,ac,ad
a [Wyc63] b [Mad99] c [Gal97] d [Yim72] e [Wil99] f [Yeh92] g [Bot81] h [Han82]
i [Sob81] j [Ave67] k [Naw79] l [Neu88] m [Kle51] n [Kuh71] o [Par71] p [Zac27]
q [Li95] r [Cam97] s [Lit96] t [Oh93] u [Kar96] v [McI80] w [Nas90] x [Smi65]
y [Tou96] z [Cam75] aa [Dea69] ab [Man95] ac [Soo79] ad [Ven79]
Table A.4 – Electronic properties of CdTe and ZnSe. For more detailed data see [Mad99]. It
should be mentioned that in literature exist partly drastically different valence band parameters (see
e.g. [Fri94]).
material CdTe ZnSe
bare Kohn-Luttinger parameters
of valence band2
γ1 = 5.35
γ2 = 1.73
γ3 = 2.03
(T = 1.8 K) r
γ1 = 2.45
γ2 = 0.61
γ3 = 1.11
(T = 4.2 K) p,q
effective electron mass (m∗eff/m0) 0.099 (T = 4.2 K) d 0.147 (T = 4.2 K) p,q
spin-orbit splitting energies ∆SO 0.95 eV a,n,o 0.43 eV f,g,h
exciton energy EX(1S) 1.596 eV b,c 2.803 eV (T = 1.6 K) i,j,k
2.804 eV (T = 6 K) l
Ebind free exciton (1S) 10 meV (T =1.6 K) c,d,e 20 meV (T = 1.6 K) m
18.7 meV (T = 6 K) l
diamagnetic susceptibility χd -3.1 4piAm2/kg s -3.2 4piAm2/kg t
a [Nil91] b [Fen85] c [Naw79] d [Neu88] e [Ro¨s81] f [Qte92] g [Sto91] h [Wo¨r97]
i [Kud92] j [Kud93] k [Poh94] l [Man95] m [Son77a] n [Poo95] o [Al-03] p [Ho¨l83]
q [Ho¨l85] r [Dan82] s [Can78] t [Sin80]
2If the interaction of holes and electrons with the polarization field of the optical phonons is neglected, bare
electron mass meff and bare valence band parameters γi characterize a (polar) semiconductor. To remain the
conduction and valence band structure identical (apart from a constant self-energy), if this interaction is taken into
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Table A.5 – Structure (stable at room temperature (RT)) and lattice constants
of MnSe and MnTe. For more detailed data see [Mad99].
material structure (RT) lattice constants [A˚]
MnSe rocksalt (NaCl)a,b a0 = 5.46 d,e (a0 = 5.46 for
metastable zincblende h)
MnTe hexagonal NiAsc,f a = 4.17; c = 6.78 g (a0 =
6.34 for zincblende i,j)
a [Dur89] b [Sch98a] c [Sch98b] d [Dec71] e [Jac70] f [Oft27] g [Grø72]
h [Bar38] i [Bus94] j [Jan95]
Table A.6 – Band gap of ternary II-VI semiconductors at liquid helium
temperature (T = 4.2 K).
material band gap (Γ8v − Γ6c) [eV]
CdMgTe 1.606 + 1.755z (z < 0.6) [Oss94]
CdMnTe 1.606 + 1.592x (x < 0.77) [Bot81, Hei86, Yod85]
ZnBeSe 2.82 + 2.3y (y < 0.6) [Fur88a, Slo06]
ZnMnSe 2.82 + 0.48 x [Fur88a]
Table A.7 – Valence band offset
(VBO) of ternary II-VI semiconduc-
tors.
material VBO QVB
CdTe/CdMgTe 0.3 [Kuh94]
CdTe/CdMnTe 0.3 [Kuh93]
ZnSe/ZnBeSe 0.4 [Kim00]
ZnSe/ZnMnSe 0.2 [Kla98]
Table A.8 – Mn 3d-electron exchange con-
stants of (Cd,Mn)Te and (Zn,Mn)Se.
material exchange constants
CdMnTe α = 0.22 ; β = −0.88 [Gaj79]
ZnMnSe α = 0.26 [Twa84] ;
β = −1.32 [Hei84]
account by second order perturbation theory, the bare parameters are replaced by the renormalized parameters
m∗eff and γi∗ . Information about the conversion from bare parameters to renormalized parameters is given in
[Tre75].
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Appendix B
Measurement and treatment of the
experimental data
In this thesis access to the static and dynamic magnetization of DMS via the Mn-spin system
temperature was obtained via PL of the excitonic line. The physical background is based on the
dependency of the giant Zeeman-splitting on the Mn-spin temperature, as explained in section
3.1 (especially equations 3.2 and 3.3). So far unexplained is, how the information about giant
Zeeman-splitting or SLR time was explicit measured, and how the measured PL data were
treated.
B.1 Giant Zeeman shift
To measure the giant Zeeman shift, no time resolution is needed. Therefore, it is sufficient to
illuminate the sample only by the cw probe laser. To measure the integrated PL signal, either
usual CCD camera or GCCD camera in cw mode was used.
The course of experimental measurement of the giant Zeeman-splitting of a excitonic line is
as follows. First of all, the PL of the excitonic line is measured without magnetic field. This
measurement is repeated in magnetic field for several different field strengths. The interval
between two steps determines the resolution of the giant Zeeman shift measurement. The two
branches of the giant Zeeman-splitting can be distinguished via analysis of the circular polar-
ization of the PL (σ+ or σ−), which differs for spin-up and spin-down states.1 With regard to the
Pauli principle, the spin-down state is filled in magnetic field at first. The energetically higher
spin-up state is filled, once no free spin-down states exist any longer. Thus, the PL intensity of
the spin-up branch is weaker than that of the spin-down branch.
1Possible mixing of the states may result in occurrence of both branches in both polarization. In this case only
the intensity of the respective branches depends on the polarization.
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Figure B.1 – Spectrally resolved PL line of a Zn0.89Mn0.11Se QW for different magnetic field
strengths. For better comparison the weak measured signals for B = 4 T and especially B = 0 T
were multiplied by a factor 1.5 and 30, respectively.
Via calibration of the spectrometer with the employed CCD camera, the intensity of the PL
was measured spectrally resolved. Typical spectra for different magnetic field strengths are
given in figure B.1. The signal was recorded via the software Winspec and stored in the Win-
spec file-format spe. These files can be converted using Winspec into comma-separated binary
ASCII data files containing spectroscopic position in nm and PL intensity in units, which de-
pend on the particular CCD chip. The set of ASCII data files, generated during giant Zeeman
shift measurement, can be imported into Origin via Multiple ASCII import. During this pro-
cedure, the spectroscopic position in nm was converted into eV, which is more convenient for
analyzing energy shifts, via a simple worksheet script (see listing B.1). This script was stored
in a worksheet template, named peakpos.otw, which consists of three columns A, B and C. The
f o r ( i =1 ; i<=wks . maxRows ; i ++){
c o l ( b ) [ i ] = 1 2 4 0 . 6 6 4 7 2 6 3 4 / c o l ( a ) [ i ] ;
} ;
Listing B.1 – Origin worksheet script for nm to eV conversion.
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gained Origin worksheet contains the spectroscopic position in nanometers in column A, the
spectroscopic position in electronvolt in column B and the corresponding signal intensity in
column C.
To trace the energy shift of the PL, the position of the energy maximum has to be determined
from the spectroscopic data files. Therefore, each spectra has to be fitted by means of a Gauss
function. As this is very hard work for a sizeable amount of data files, the Origin C function
gfit was programmed for this purpose (see listing B.2). This function can be started via the
OriginPro Script Window. The syntax of the command is: gfit(“name of the worksheet, where
the results should be stored”,“name of the first data file to be fitted”,“body of the name of the
Origin data files to be fitted”). To improve the quality of the fit, it is possible to use user-defined
parameters to initialize the Gauss function. These are set via the parameters peakint, peakarea,
peakoffset and peakw. To activate the user-defined parameters, the boolean variable peak has to
be set on true.
For proper working of the function, the template peakpos.otw must exists and the data files
must have the same name, except an incrementing number. The latter is automatically fulfilled
for sets of files generated via Winspec.
If a spectra contains more than one spectral line (e.g. exciton and trion), the automatic
analysis may fail. If these lines lie so far away from each other that they do not interfere, it is
sufficient to analyze only part of the data file, containing the line to be investigated. This can be
accomplished by the parameters anf and en, which correspond to the first and last, respectively,
data point regarded for the Gauss fit.
vo id g f i t ( s t r i n g winName , s t r i n g s t r C u r v e U e b e r , i n t anfang , i n t ende )
{
u s i n g NLSF = LabTalk . NLSF ; / / P o i n t e r t o t h e NLSF o b j e c t
Worksheet wks ; / / c r e a t e w o r k s h e e t
wks . C r e a t e ( ” peakpos . otw ” , CREATE VISIBLE SAME ) ;
wks . GetPage ( ) . Rename ( winName ) ;
Column c o l ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”A” ) ; c o l . SetName ( ” peakpos ” ) ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”B” ) ; c o l . SetName ( ” p e a k a r e a ” ) ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”C” ) ; c o l . SetName ( ” p e a k o f f s e t ” ) ;
i n t colNum4 = wks . AddCol ( ” peakwid th ” ) ;
i n t colNum5 = wks . AddCol ( ” p e a k h e i g t h ” ) ;
UINT rows = ende − a n f an g + 1 ; / / c r e a t e d a t a s e t f o r w o r k s h e e t
D a t a s e t dd1 ( winName + ” p e a k p o s ” ) ;
D a t a s e t dd2 ( winName + ” p e a k a r e a ” ) ;
D a t a s e t dd3 ( winName + ” p e a k o f f s e t ” ) ;
D a t a s e t dd4 ( winName + ” p e a k w i d t h ” ) ;
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D a t a s e t dd5 ( winName + ” p e a k h e i g t h ” ) ;
dd1 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ; dd2 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ;
dd3 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ; dd4 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ; dd5 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ;
i n t i i =0 ;
i n t a n f = 200 ; / / u s e r s e t p a r a m e t e r s
i n t en = 800 ;
boo l peak = f a l s e ; / / u s e r s e t i n i t i a l i z a t i o n p a r a m e t e r s
i n t p e a k i n t = 2 . 7 8 ; / / example p a r a m e t e r s
i n t p e a k a r e a = 300 ;
i n t p e a k o f f s e t = 600 ;
i n t peakw = 0 . 0 0 7 ;
f o r ( i n t i = a n f an g ; i<=ende ; i ++) / / l oop ove r a l l d a t a f i e l s
{
s t r i n g k = i ;
s t r i n g s t r C u r v e = s t r C u r v e U e b e r + k + ”1 c ” ; / / g e t d a t a f i l e
NLSF . I n i t ( ) ; / / I n i t i a l i z e t h e f i t t e r
NLSF . d a t a B e g i n = a n f ;
NLSF . da taEnd = en ;
i f ( peak = t r u e ) / / t r u e = g i v e n p a r a m e t e r s , f a l s e =
a u t o m a t i c p a r a m e t e r s
{
NLSF . P1 = p e a k o f f s e t ;
NLSF . P2 = p e a k i n t ;
NLSF . P3 = peakw ;
NLSF . P4 = p e a k a r e a ;
}
NLSF . Func$ = ” Gauss ” ; / / a s s i g n f i t t i n g f u n c t i o n
NLSF . F i t D a t a $ = s t r C u r v e ; / / a s s i g n d a t a s e t name
NLSF . Execu te ( ” p a r a i n i t ” ) ; / / pe r fo rm a u t o m a t i c
p a r a m e t e r i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
NLSF . F i t ( 1 0 0 ) ; / / pe r fo rm f i t up t o 100 i t e r a t i o n s
dd1 [ i i ]=NLSF . P2 ; / / a s s i g n r e s u l t s t o w o r k s h e e t
dd2 [ i i ]=NLSF . P4 ;
dd3 [ i i ]=NLSF . P1 ;
dd4 [ i i ]=NLSF . P3 ;
dd5 [ i i ]=NLSF . P1+NLSF . P4 / ( NLSF . P3∗ s q r t ( p i / 2 ) ) ;
i i ++;
}
}
Listing B.2 – OriginPro C function gfit.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 . 6 0 6
1 . 6 0 8
1 . 6 1 0
1 . 6 1 2
1 . 6 1 4
1 . 6 1 6
1 . 6 1 8
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Figure B.2 – Giant Zeeman-splitting of the PL line in magnetic field for a (Cd,Mn)Te-based PQW.
Both, spin-up and spin-down, states are occupied. The solid lines show fits of the data by means
of equations 3.3 and 3.2 with Seff = 2.5 and T0 = 1 K. The achieved fitting parameters for the
respective branches are given in the two boxes.
Despite the flexible adjustment and the big advantage of this function in fitting huge amount
of data files, one has to take care in analyzing the results. Unexpected features and additional
signals, which were not taken into account for initialization of the fit function, can corrupt the
results. Therefore, it is important to proof manually the accuracy of the results by regarding
some of the measured PL spectra, especially in case of curious results.
The worksheet, created by the function gfit, contains information about the position of the
maximum of the PL line for each measured spectra in electronvolts. Now, this information has
to be combined with the corresponding magnetic field strength in tesla in a new worksheet.
Graphical representation of this worksheet shows the wanted giant Zeeman shift of the PL
energy in magnetic field. Exemplary, this is shown for a CdMnTe-based sample in figure B.2.
These data can be fitted via the equations for the giant Zeeman-splitting given in 3.3 and
3.2 on page 88. This relation between energy shift and magnetic field is not included in the
Origin standard functions, so that a new function has to be defined. The definition file of the
new function is given in listing B.3. This function file can be added to the Origin functions
via the Advanced Fitting Tool (menu Analysis - Non-linear Curve Fit). By the very same menu
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[GENERAL INFORMATION]
F u n c t i o n Name= B r i l l o u i n
B r i e f D e s c r i p t i o n =
F u n c t i o n Source =N/A
F u n c t i o n Type=User−Def ined
F u n c t i o n Form=Y−S c r i p t
Number Of P a r a m e t e r s =4
Number Of I n d e p e n d e n t V a r i a b l e s =1
Number Of Dependent V a r i a b l e s =1
A n a l y t i c a l D e r i v a t i v e s f o r User−Def ined =Off
[ FITTING PARAMETERS]
Naming Method=User−Def ined
Names=PosB0 , S0 , Mnx , T0
Meanings =?
I n i t i a l Va lues=−−(V)
Lower Bounds=−−(X, OFF)
Upper Bounds=−−(X, OFF)
Number Of S i g n i f i c a n t D i g i t s =
[FORMULA]
Tempera tu r e = 1 . 7 ;
a l p h a =220; b e t a =−880;
j = 5 / 2 ;
gMn=2;
kB = 1.38062∗10ˆ (−23) ;
muB = 9.274078∗10ˆ (−24) ;
k =(2∗ j +1) / ( 2 ∗ j ) ;
h = 1 / ( 2∗ j ) ;
temp = j ∗gMn∗B∗muB / ( ( T0+ Tempera tu r e ) ∗kB ) ;
tempa = ( exp ( k∗ temp ) +exp(−k∗ temp ) ) / ( exp ( k∗ temp )−exp(−k∗ temp ) ) ;
tempb = ( exp ( h∗ temp ) +exp(−h∗ temp ) ) / ( exp ( h∗ temp )−exp(−h∗ temp ) ) ;
y=PosB0−1/2∗Mnx∗ ( a lpha−b e t a ) / 1 0 ˆ 3∗ S0 ∗ ( k∗ tempa−h∗ tempb )
[CONSTRAINTS]
[CONSTANTS]
[ P a r a m e t e r s I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ]
[ INITIALIZATIONS ]
[AFTER FITTING ]
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[ON PARAM CHANGE]
[INDEPENDENT VARIABLES]
B=
[DEPENDENT VARIABLES]
y=
[CONTROLS]
G e n e r a l L i n e a r C o n s t r a i n t s =Off
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n S c r i p t s =Off
S c r i p t s A f t e r F i t t i n g =Off
Number Of D u p l i c a t e s =N/A
D u p l i c a t e O f f s e t =N/A
D u p l i c a t e Un i t =N/A
G e n e r a t e Curves A f t e r F i t t i n g =Yes
Curve P o i n t Spac ing =Uniform on X−Axis S c a l e
G e n e r a t e Peaks A f t e r F i t t i n g =Yes
G e n e r a t e Peaks Dur ing F i t t i n g =Yes
G e n e r a t e Peaks wi th B a s e l i n e =Yes
P a s t e P a r a m e t e r s t o P l o t A f t e r F i t t i n g =Yes
P a s t e P a r a m e t e r s t o Notes Window A f t e r F i t t i n g =Yes
G e n e r a t e R e s i d u a l s A f t e r F i t t i n g =No
Keep P a r a m e t e r s =No
Enab le P a r a m e t e r s I n i t i a l i z a t i o n =0
Compile On Param Change S c r i p t =0
[COMPILE FUNCTION]
Compile =0
Compile P a r a m e t e r s I n i t i a l i z a t i o n =1
On Param Change S c r i p t s Enab led =0
[ ORIGIN C FUNCTION HEADER]
[ ORIGIN C PARAMETER INITIALIZATION HEADER]
Listing B.3 – Origin function definition file Brillouin.fdf.
this function can be started to fit a dataset. The function has four parameters, which can be
varied during fitting: PosB0, S0, xMn and T0. The first parameter PosB0 is the PL energy in
zero magnetic field. S0 and T0 are the phenomenological parameters Seff and T0 in equation
3.3. The last parameter xMn corresponds to the Mn content. Reasonable starting values for the
effective spin Seff and for the antiferromagnetic temperature T0 can be calculated according to
section 1.4.1. Starting value for PosB0 can be taken from a PL measurement at B = 0 T and
xMn is either known or should be estimated from the giant Zeeman shift (see sections 6.2 and
6.3).
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Further fixed parameters and constants are set via the edit-dialog of the Advanced Fitting
Tool. These are the bath temperature (Temperature), at which the measurements were per-
formed; the band exchange constants α and β, which are given for CdMnTe and ZnMnSe in
table A.8; the total angular momentum J = 5/2 of the Mn2+-ion; the Lande´ g-factor of the
manganese electrons gMn = 2; the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.38062·10-23 JK-1 and the Bohr
magneton µB = e~2m0 = 9.274078·10-24 Am2(=ˆ J/T) = 5.78838174·10-5 eV/T.
For calculation of the Brillouin-function, the formulation according to equation 1.27 was
used. As Origin does not provide a predefined coth-function, the hyperbolic cotangent was
converted, using a well-known mathematical relation with the exponential function [Bro05]
cothx =
ex + e−x
ex − e−x . (B.1)
The independent fitting-variable is the magnetic field B and, thus, the abscissa in figure B.2.
The dependent fitting-variable y corresponds to the energy shift in eV (ordinate in figure B.2).
The results of the fitting is given as fitting curve as well as list of the used variable parameters
including their errors. This is exemplarily shown in figure B.2 for a (Cd,Mn)Te-based PQW.
Concerning files recorded with the older OSMA-GCCD-system, one further aspect has to be
regarded. These files contain very large pixel numbers at the borders of the chip, which exceed
significantly tiny signal intensities. Without removal of these noise-related signals, automatic
analysis with the gfit-function would try to fit one of the borders, instead of a small real PL
signal in another region of the spectra. To get rid of theses noise-signals, the Origin-C function
partdata was coded, which extracts a predefined region from one Origin worksheet into a new
worksheet (see listing B.4). After import of the complete data files into Origin, the function
partdata has to be started via the OriginPro Script Window. The syntax of the command is:
partdata(“body of the name of the Origin data files to be imported”,“name of the first data
file to be imported”,“name of the last data file to be imported”,“number of first data point
to be imported”,“number of last data point to be imported”). The worksheets containing the
respective part of the data have the same name with added “part”. For proper working of the
function the same conditions as for the function gfit have to be fulfilled. The function is even
able to handle input of multiple data files in one sweep.
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vo id p a r t d a t a ( s t r i n g f i leName , i n t anfang , i n t ende , i n t anf , i n t en )
{
UINT rows = ( en−a n f +1) ;
i n t i i ;
f o r ( i n t i = a n f an g ; i<=ende ; i ++) / / l oop f o r a l l d a t a f i l e s
{
Worksheet wks ; / / c r e a t e w o r k s h e e t f o r p a r t o f d a t a
wks . C r e a t e ( ” peakpos . otw ” , CREATE VISIBLE SAME ) ;
s t r i n g winName = f i l eName + i + ” 1 p a r t ” ;
wks . GetPage ( ) . Rename ( winName ) ;
Column c o l ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”A” ) ;
c o l . SetName ( ” w a v e l e n g t h ” ) ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”B” ) ;
c o l . SetName ( ” e ne rg y ” ) ;
c o l = wks . Columns ( ”C” ) ;
c o l . SetName ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
/ / c r e a t e d a t a s e t from new w o r k s h e e t
D a t a s e t dd1 ( winName + ” w a v e l e n g t h ” ) ;
D a t a s e t dd2 ( winName + ” e n e r g y ” ) ;
D a t a s e t dd3 ( winName + ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
dd1 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ;
dd2 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ;
dd3 . S e t S i z e ( rows ) ;
/ / c r e a t e d a t a s e t c o n t a i n i n g d a t a f i l e i
s t r i n g valA = f i l eName + i + ” 1 a ” ;
s t r i n g valB = f i l eName + i + ” 1 b ” ;
s t r i n g valC = f i l eName + i + ” 1 c ” ;
D a t a s e t vA ( valA ) ; vA . S e t S i z e ( en ) ;
D a t a s e t vB ( valB ) ; vB . S e t S i z e ( en ) ;
D a t a s e t vC ( valC ) ; vC . S e t S i z e ( en ) ;
/ / l oop t o f i l l p a r t o f d a t a i n new d a t a s e t
i i =0 ;
f o r ( i n t j = a n f ; j<=en ; j ++)
{
dd1 [ i i ] = vA [ j −1];
dd2 [ i i ] = vB [ j −1];
dd3 [ i i ] = vC [ j −1];
i i ++;
}
}
}
Listing B.4 – OriginPro C function partdata
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B.2 Spin-lattice relaxation time
The principle experimental method to measure the SLR time was already described in section
3.3. Additionally to the cw laser, used for the giant Zeeman-splitting measurements, a second
pulsed laser is utilized to generate the heat impact for the Mn-spin system. Analogue to the
measurements of the giant Zeeman-splitting, the PL excited by the cw laser is recorded, i.e.
pump-probe technique is utilized. The crucial modification is that the PL spectra are measured
after a certain time ∆t after the heat pulse with a time resolution of 2 ns, provided by a GCCD
camera.
For a time-resolved measurement, several temporal parameters have to be set, to get feasible
results. These parameters are defined for the duration T between two laser pulses, which is de-
termined by the repetition rate with the frequency ν: T = 1
ν
. Thereby, T has to be considerably
longer than the dynamics, which is to be measured.
For better understanding of the meanings of the subsequently introduced temporal parame-
ters, the time scheme of a GCCD camera measurement is shown in figure B.3.
The gate delay tgd is the time between a time tppg and the time, where the gate camera starts
to measure PL signal. The time tppg is provided by means of a PPG (see section 3.4), which
acts as timing reference of the setup. Thus, all other times are defined in respect of tppg. For
simplification, this time is assumed as 0 ns. The GCCD camera and the pulse laser are such
synchronized, that the maximum of the PL intensity, generated during the heat pulse, occurs
around tgd = 50 ns. I.e., the GCCD camera measures exactly at that time, the maximum of
the PL strikes the GCCD camera chip. The synchronization is rather tricky because of the
considerably different transit times for the signal, which is sent from the PPG to start GCCD
camera measurement and the PL signal, respectively. The latter transit time consists e.g. of
the transit time of the electronic signal between PPG and pulse laser, the transit time of the the
tgw tgw
∆tgd
tlpmtppg
tgd
~50ns
tgw tgw
∆tgd
timetlpmtppg
tgd
~50ns
T=1/ν
Figure B.3 – Time scheme of GCCD camera measurement: The time tppg = 0 ns is determined by
the PPG so that the laser pulse maximum can be observed by the GCCD camera at tlpm ∼ 50 ns. The
GCCD camera starts integration of a signal at tgd for a duration of tgw. The distance between two
gates, for measuring PL at different times after the laser pulse, is given by ∆tgd. This time should
not be confused with the time T between two gates, if gates of several laser pulses are recorded
during one measurement, to improve integrated PL intensity. This interval is determined by the
repetition frequency of the PPG ν.
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laser light to the sample, and the transit times of the PL to the GCCD camera. To perform the
synchronization, an oscilloscope was used, to monitor camera gate and laser pulses. That tgd
was not adjusted to 0 ns just accounts for the desideratum to measure also heating of the Mn-
spin system from the very beginning, i.e. before the PL maximum occurs. Otherwise this would
be impossible, as the soft- and hardware for adjusting tgd allows only setting-up positive times.
For the improved measurements with a pulsed probe laser, also this laser has to be synchronized
with GCCD camera and pump laser, which is described more detailed in [Deb08].
The gate delay was changed between two measured PL spectra by the gate delay step width
∆tgd. As this accounts for 1 ns at small tgd < 100 ns, it increases up to 1µs and more for
gate delays exceeding 10µs. Further very important temporal parameter is the gate width tgw.
This is the duration, which the GCCD camera measures the PL signal, i.e. which the camera
integrates the signal between tgd < t < tgd + tgw. Especially to get reasonable signal from
the cw laser for times exceeding the laser pulse duration, the gate width has to be increased up
to 1µs and more. Thereby, one has to take account of a reasonable relation between tgd, ∆tgd
and tgw, to get good temporal resolution, i.e. it makes no sense to measure at tgd = 100 ns
with ∆tgd = 50 ns or tgw = 50 ns. From these three parameters ensue the time resolution of a
measurement.
One challenging problem of time-resolved measurement is that no integrated signals, but
only short temporal parts, depending on the gate width, are measured. Thus, the resulting
measured PL intensity is rather short, especially for times around 50 ns after the laser pulse,
when only PL from the weak cw laser is measured, but the gate widths have to be still small
(1 – 5 ns). Therefore, enhancement of the PL signal is crucial for conclusive results and several
steps were taken to procure this.
On the hand, actions to improve the PL intensity are circumspect alignment of the optical
setup between the sample and the GCCD camera and the usage of low-loss components, like
e.g. quartz lenses. Also careful setting up of the laser power is important. Thereby, a balance
between sufficient PL intensity and slight heating impact on the Mn-spin system has to be found.
Big improvement in this respect was yielded by the usage of a pulsed probe laser (see section
3.4).
On the other hand, the measured signal was electronically improved by variable signal gain
of the PI-Max GCCD camera and by the integration of several gates. The latter was effected by
the OSMA system by means of an exposure time (i.e. integration time) and, more precise, by
the PI-Max system by means of indication of the number of gates, which shall be integrated.
If adequate intensity was obtained, the PL spectra were measured via Winspec. While with
the OSMA system the temporal parameters tgd and tgw have to be set manually for each mea-
surements, provides the newer PI-Max the possibility to measure sweeps with predefined tgd,
∆tgd, tgw and ∆tgw. The latter enables considerably faster and comfortable measurements.
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Figure B.4 – Dynamics of PL line for a Zn0.985Mn0.015Se/Zn0.96Be0.04Se QW. The measurements
were preformed at T = 1.6 K and B = 3 T. The solid line shows fit of the data by means of an
exponential decay with time constant t ∼ 530µs.
Analysis of the measured spectra proceeds as described in section B.1 via import to Origin
and fitting of the PL spectra via the function gfit. The achieved worksheet, containing the
position of the maximum of the PL line, has to be extended by the corresponding gate delay
times. Graphical representation of such a worksheet is given in figure B.4.
According to chapter 2, the manganese temperature is determined by heating from the photo-
electrons to the Mn-system and by energy relaxation with the lattice. In static equilibrium the
total energy of the Mn-system is constant with respect to time:
dE
dt
=
∂E
∂t
∣∣∣∣
e−Mn
+
∂E
∂t
∣∣∣∣
Mn−L
= 0. (B.2)
The second term corresponds to the SLR, i.e. the decrease of the excitonic PL line in time, and
is given phenomenologically by [Ko¨n00a]
∂E
∂t
∣∣∣∣
Mn−L
≈ −E(B,∆βMn)
τSLR
, (B.3)
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with the difference of the inverted temperatures ∆βMn = βMn−βL. Such a differential equation
can be solved by a monoexponential approach:
E (t) ∝ exp
(
− t
τSLR
)
. (B.4)
Hence, the SLR time can be obtained by fitting the data in figure B.4 with a simple exponential
decay function. For some samples monoexponential fits do not lead to satisfying results, but
two monoexponential fits. This problem is related to different cluster-types (pairs or triads) with
different dynamics and is further addressed in [Deb08].
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Symbols and Abbreviations
General
CB conduction band
e electron
h hole
hh heavy-hole
lh light-hole
RT room temperature
so spin-off
UV ultraviolet
VB valence band
∆ difference
δij Kronecker delta
Elements
Ar Argon
As Arsenic
Be Beryllium
Cd Cadmium
Cl Chlorine
Cr Chromium
Fe Iron
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240 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Ga Gallium
He Helium
Hg Mercury
In Indium
Mg Magnesium
Mn Manganese
Na Sodium
Ni Nickel
N Nitrogen
Nd Neodymium
O Oxygen
Se Selenium
S Sulfur
Te Tellurium
V Vanadium
Zn Zinc
Constants
c speed of light in vacuum (299,792,458 m/s)
e unit charge (1.602176 ·10-19 C)
gMn g-factor of d-shell electrons of Mn2+-ions (gMn = 2)
h Planck constant (6.62606896(33)·10-34 J·s = 4.13566733(10)·10-15 eV·s)
~ Dirac constant (h/2pi = 1.054571628(53)·10-34 J·s = 6.58211899(16)·10-16 eV·s)
kB Boltzmann constant (1.38062·10-23 J/K)
m0 free electron mass (9.109381·10-31 kg)
ε0 dielectric constant in vacuum
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εr dielectric constant in mater
µ0 magnetic permeability (4pi· 10-7 Vs/Am)
µB Bohr magneton ( e~2me = 9.274078·10-24 Am2 (= J/T))
Units
A Ampere
A˚ Angstrom
C Coulomb
eV electron volt (1 eV = 1.602176 ·10-19 J)
g gram
Hz Hertz
J Joule
K Kelvin
ML monolayer
m meter
Pa Pascal
s second
T Tesla
V Volt
W Watt
k kilo- (103)
c centi- (10−2)
m milli- (10−3)
µ micro- (10−6)
n nano- (10−9)
p pico- (10−12)
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Variables and Parameters
↓ spin-down
↑ spin-up
aB Bohr-radius
a0 lattice constant
~A vector potential
~B, B magnetic field (magnetic flux density)
B Brillouin-function
C, C0 Curie constant
Ci specific heat, heat capacity
D diffusion coefficient
d mean cation distance
D (E) density of states
E energy
e+σd , e
−σ
d ground and excited state of the d-electrons in zincblende A
II
1−xMnxB
V I semicon-
ductor
Ee electron kinetic energy, energy of electron system
EF Fermi-energy
Eg band gap energy
EMn energy of Mn-spin system
EPL energy of PL line
F free energy
f focal length
g g-factor
geff effective g-factor
Gi energy flux from external sources into DMS subsystem
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~H , H magnetic field strength
Hn(z) Hermite polynomial
Hˆ Hamilton operator
I photoluminescence intensity
Ic(t) carrier impact
IL(t) laser pulse impact
Iph(t) phonon impact
~J ,J total angular momentum
Jn exchange constant
Jˆ exchange tensor
K restoring force constant
Kdiff spin-spin diffusion coefficient
~k, k wave vector
~L, L orbital angular momentum
lB magnetic length
l free electron orbital angular momentum, Landau-level quantization index
lz QW width (in z-direction)
~M ,M magnetization
m mass, magnetic quantum number
meff bare effective electron mass
m∗eff renormalized effective electron mass
mj z-component of hole spin
ms z-component of electron spin
n subband index, number of magnetic moments per unit cell volume
ne electron concentration
244 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
nMn concentration of Mn-ions
N0 inverse unit-cell volume
N0α exchange constant for conduction band
N0β exchange constant for valence band
P excitation density, polarization
~p electron momentum operator
q boundary thermal conductivity
q˜ renormalized boundary thermal conductivity
Qcb conduction band offset
Qvb valence band offset
~r, ~R, ~Ri lattice vectors
Seff effective spin
S, ~S (Mn) electron spin (operator, vector)
〈~sNE〉 nonequilibrium electron spin
〈Sz〉 mean value of the z-component of the Mn-spin
T temperature, trion
Te electron temperature
Teff effective temperature
Tg critical temperature
TL lattice temperature
TMn Mn-spin temperature
TNeel Nee´l temperature
T0 antiferromagnetic temperature
t time
tgd gate delay
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tgw gate width
tppg reference time, provided by a programmable pulse generator (PPG)
t1 energy relaxation time
t2 dephasing time
U voltage
V , u potential
Vpd hybridization parameter
X exciton
x Manganese content, x-axis, x-component
x′ effective Manganese content determined by SLR time
x′′ effective Manganese content determined by giant Zeeman-splitting
xDA average Manganese content in DAs
x′DA effective Manganese content determined by SLR time in DAs
x′′DA effective Manganese content determined by giant Zeeman-splitting in DAs
x′PQW effective Manganese content determined by SLR time in (H)PQWs
x′′PQW effective Manganese content determined by giant Zeeman-splitting in (H)PQWs
y Beryllium content, y-axis, y-component
z Magnesium content, z-axis, z-component
α exchange integral for s-like Γ6 electrons
β exchange integral for p-like Γ8 electrons
βi inverted temperature
χˆm, χ magnetic susceptibility
δe parameter for heterostructures, which takes leaking of electron wave function into
nonmagnetic layer into account
δ(h)h parameter for heterostructures, which takes leaking of (heavy-)hole wave function
into nonmagnetic layer into account
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∆Eeσd energy difference between ground and excited state of the d-electrons in
zincblende AII1−xMnxB
V I semiconductor
∆EgiantZeeman energy of giant Zeeman-splitting
∆EZeeman energy of Zeeman-splitting (Zeeman energy)
∆tc duration of carrier impact
∆tgd gate delay step width
∆tgw gate width step width
∆tph duration of phonon impact
γ spin-orbit coefficient
γi bare Kohn-Luttinger parameters of valence band
γi∗ renormalized Kohn-Luttinger parameters of valence band
κ conductivity
λ wavelength
λJS rate of electron spin relaxation on magnetic ions
µ reduced mass, magnetic moment
µr relative permeability of a material
ν filling factor, frequency
ω angular frequency
ωc cyclotron frequency
~Ω effective magnetic field
Φ, Ψ wave function
pi linear polarization degree of light
~σ, σ spin (operator, vector)
ς Rashba parameter
σ+, σ− circular polarization degree of light (right- and left-hand, respectively)
τ life time, relaxation time
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τˆ operator for time reversal
τc−Mn,τMn−c typical time for carrier exchange scattering on localized Mn-spins
τD spin diffusion time
τe−L time for energy relaxation between electron system and lattice
τe−Mn,τMn−e typical time for electron exchange scattering on localized Mn-spins
τe−phonon electron-phonon interaction time
τin characteristic time for heating of the Mn-system via photogeneration
τMn−L time for energy relaxation between Mn-spin system and lattice
τnes nonequilibrium carrier spin relaxation time
τPL time for photoluminescence decay
τspin spin relaxation time
τSLR SLR time
τMn−LSLR SLR time caused by direct coupling of Mn-ions with lattice
τss spin-spin interaction time
τ2DEG characteristic time for Mn-ion interaction with 2DEG
Θ, Θ0 Curie-Weiss temperature
Θc Mn-system maximum temperature resulted from carrier impact
Θph Mn-system maximum temperature resulted from phonon impact
Υ envelope-function
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List of Acronyms
bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) , 17, 49, 77
charge-couple-device (CCD) , 100, 167
conduction-electron spin resonance (CESR) , 87
continuous wave (cw) , 96–98, 104, 112, 130, 131, 136, 155, 167, 176, 177
digital alloy (DA) , 46, 130, 135, 136, 138, 139, 141, 145, 146, 149, 151, 152, 157, 161, 162,
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digital magnetic quantum well (DMQW) , 162
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) , 3–6, 10, 11, 19, 33, 36, 39, 42, 46, 48, 50, 51,
63, 64, 66–68, 71, 75, 80, 82, 87–89, 92–95, 107, 113, 115, 118, 120–122, 127, 129,
134–136, 138, 139, 146, 147, 149, 151, 152, 155–157, 160, 167, 242, 255
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) , 2
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) , 82
electron spin resonance (ESR) , 82, 92
face-centered-cubic (fcc) , 12
field-effect transistor (FET) , 2
far-infrared (FIR) , 92
full width at half maximum (FWHM) , 162, 163
gated charge-couple-device (GCCD) , 96, 100, 167, 174, 176, 177
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) , 2
half-parabolic quantum well (HPQW) , 58, 140, 141, 143–145, 162
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250 List of Acronyms
intensified charge-couple-device (ICCD) , 100
light emitting diode (LED) , 2
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) , 46, 159
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) , 11, 46, 130, 146, 159–161
microchannel plate (MCP) , 100
molecular field approximation (MFA) , 34
modulated-molecular beam epitaxy (MMBE) , 146, 161
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) , 46
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) , 46
multiple quantum well (MQW) , 51, 108
magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) , 2
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) , 2
microwave (MW) , 92
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) , 70
pseudo-dipolar (PD) , 36
photoluminescence (PL) , 4, 55, 87–90, 96–98, 100, 102, 103, 108, 115, 122, 130–132, 134,
136, 140, 141, 144, 149, 151, 155, 162, 163, 167, 169, 171, 174, 176–178
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) , 88–90
programmable pulse generator (PPG) , 100, 176, 244
parabolic quantum well (PQW) , 58, 59, 140, 141, 143–146, 152, 162, 171, 174, 245
programmable timing generator (PTG) , 100
quantum dot (QD) , 79, 82, 93, 112, 146
quantum well (QW) , 6, 10, 11, 46–59, 63–66, 71, 72, 76–79, 88–90, 93–97, 102–104, 106,
108, 110, 112, 114, 115, 121, 122, 124, 125, 129, 130, 132, 135, 139–141, 144–149, 152,
155, 156, 159–163, 167, 177, 243
random access memory (RAM) , 2
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reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) , 160
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) , 36
resonant tunneling device (RTD) , 2
structure inversion asymmetry (SIA) , 50, 77
spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) , 6, 36, 67–70, 80–82, 84, 92, 93, 95, 96, 102, 103, 106–108,
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static random access memory (SRAM) , 2
tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) , 2
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) , 54, 72, 94, 115, 121–124, 126, 127, 129–132, 156,
157, 161, 247
two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) , 122
valence band offset (VBO) , 47, 48
virtual crystal approximation (VCA) , 19, 34
vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) , 2
vapor phase epitaxy (VPE) , 46, 159
x-ray diffractometry (XDR) , 162
yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) , 97, 102, 103
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